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PHILOSOPHY OF JOHN STUART MILL.

1
-O-

LOGIC—BOOK II.

CHAPTER V.

OF DEMONSTRATION AND NECE88AUY TRUTHS.

5^ 1. If, as laid down in the two preceding chapters, the foun-

dation of all sciences, even deductive or demonstrative sciences,

i.s Induction; if every step in the ratiocinations even of geometry

is an act of induction; and if a train of reasoning is but bringing

many inductions to bear upon the same subject of inquiry, and

drawing a case within one induction by means of another;

wherein lies the peculiar certainty always ascribed to the sciences

which are entirely, or almost entirely, deductive? Why are they

called the Exact Sciences? Why are mathematical certainty,

and the evidence of demonstration, common phrases to express

the very highest degree of assurance attainable by reason? Why
are mathematics by almost all philosophers, and (by many) even

those branches of natural philosophy which, through the medium
of mathematics, have been converted into deductive sciences,

considered to be independent of the evidence of experience and

observation, and characterized as systems of Necessary Truth?

The answer I conceive to be, that this character of necessity,

ascribed to the truths of mathematics, and even (with some res-

ervations to be hereafter made) the peculiar certainty attributed

to them, is an illusion; in order to sustain which, it is necessary

to suppose that those truths relate to, and express the properties

of, purely imaginary objects. It is acknowledged that the con-

clusions of geometry are deduced, partly at least, from the so-

called Definitions, and that those definitions are assumed to be

correct descriptions, as far as they go, of the objects with which
geometry is conversant. Now we have pointed out that, from a
definition as such, no proposition, unless it be one concerning the

meaning of a word, can ever follow; and that what apparently
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follows from a definition, follows in reality from an implied as-

Bumption that their exists a real tliini? eonformable thereto. This

asstimption, in the case of the definitions of geometry, is false:

there exist no real tilings exactly conformable lo the definitions.

There exist no points without magnitude; no lines without

breadth, nor perfectly straight; no circles with all their radii ex-

actly e(pial, nor sipiares with all their angles perfectly right. It

will perhaps be said that the assumption does not extend to the

actual, but only to the possible, existence of such things. T

answer that, according to any test we have jf possibility, they

are not even possible. Their existence, so far as we can form

any judgment, would s"em to be inconsistent with the physical

constitution of our planet at least, if not of the universe. Toget

rid of this dillieulty, and at the saiiK! time to save the credit of

the supposed systems of necessary truth, it is customary to say

that the poiuts, lines, circles, and scpiares which are the su])ject

of geometry, exist in our concejjtions merely, and are ])art of our

minds; which minds, bj' working on their own materials, con-

struct an a priori science, the evidence of which is purely niental,

and has nothing whatever to do with outward experience. By
howsoever high authorities this doctrine may have been sanc-

tioned, it appears to me psychologically incorrect. The points,

lines, circles, and squares, which any one has in his mind, are

(I apprehend) simply copies of the points, lines, circles, and

squares which he has known in his experience. A line as defined

by geometers is wholly inconceivable. We can reason about a

line as if it had no bread' h; because we have a power, which is

the foundation of all the control we can exercise over the opera-

tions o^ our minds; the power, when a perception is present to

our senses, or a conception to our intellects, of attending to a part

only of that perception or conception, instead of the whole. But
we cannot conceive a line without breadth; we can form no mental

picture of such a line; all the lines which we have in our minds
are lines possessing breadth. If any one doubts this, we may
refer him to his own experience. I much question if any one

who fancies that he can conceive what is called a mathematical

line, thinks so from the evidence of his consciousness: I suspect

'



it is riither because he supposcn tliat unless such a conception

were possiljje, inatliematies could not exist as a science: a sup-

position whi{;h there will be no dinic'lty in showing to be entirely

groundless.

Since then neither in nature, nor in the human mind, do there

exist any (>l)jects exactly corresponding: to the detinitiona of ^t,'e-

onietry, while yet that science cannot be supposed to be conver-

sant about, non-entities; nothin,!^ remains but to consider geometry

as conversant with such lines, ani^les, and Jiu^ures as really exist;

and the detlnitions, as they are called, must be regarded as some of

our first and most obvious geruiralizations concterning those nat-

ural objects. The correctness of those generalizations, (ts gener-

alizations, is withoiit a flaw: the eciuality of all the radii of a

circle is true of all circles, so far as it is true of any one: but it

la not exactly true of any circle: it is only nearly true, so nearly

that no error of any importance in piactice will be incurred by

feigning it to be exactly true. When we have occasion to extend

these inductions, or their consequences, to cases in which the

error would be appreciable— to lines of perceptible breadth or

thickness, parallels which deviate sensibly from eijuidistance,

and the like—we correct our conclusions, by combining with them

a fresh set of propositions relating to the aberration; just as we
also take in propositions relating to the physical or chemical pro-

perties of the material, if those properties happen to introduce

any modiflcation into the result, which they easily may, even

with respect to figure and magnitude, as in the case, for instance,

of expansion by heat. So long, however, as their exists no prac-

tical necessity for attending to any of the properties of the

object, except its geometrical properties, or to any of the

natural irregulaiities in those, it is convenient to neglect the

consideration of the other properties and of the irregularities,

and to reason as if these did not exist: accordingly, we formally

announce, in the definitions, that we intend to proceed on this

plan. But it is an error to suppose, because we resolve to confine

our attention to a certain number of the properties of an object,

that we therefore conceive, or have an idea of, the object, de-

nuded of its other properties. We are thinking, all the time, of

\
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prcrlscly such ohjfc^ts as vvc Ijiivo seen iiiul touc.lu'tl, and with all

the properties which naturally belong to llutni; but for scicntilic

convenience, we feign them to be divested of all properties, ex-

cept those which are material to our jturposo, and in regard to

which we design to consider them.

The jieculiar accuracy, supposed to be characterirMc of the

first principles of geometry, thus appears to Ix; fictitious. The

assertions on which the reasonings of the science are founded, do

not, any more than in other sciences, exactly correspond with the

fact; but we nvppose that they do so, for the sake of tracing the

consecpiences which follow from the supposition. The opinion of

Dugald Stewart res{)ecting the foundations of geometry, is. I con-

ceive, substantially correct; that it is l)uilt upon hypotheses; that

it owes to this alone the peculiar certainty supposed to distinguish

it; and that in any science whatever, by reasoning from a set of

hypotheses, we may obtain a body of conclusions as certain as

those of geometry, that is, as strictly in accordance with the

liypotheses, and as irresistibly compelling assent, on condition

that those hypotheses are true

When, therefore, it is atlirmed that the conclusions of geometry

are necessary truths, the necessity consists in reality only in this,

that they necessarily follow from the suppositions from which

they are deduced. These suppositions are so far from being

necessary, that they are not even true; they purposely depart,

more or less widely, from the truth. The only sense in which

necessity can be ascribed to the conclusions of any scientific in-

vestigation, is that of necessarily following from some assump-

tion, "which, by the conditions of the inquiry, is not to be ques-

tioned. In this relation of course, the derivative truths of every

deductive science must stand to the inductions, or assumptions,

on which the science is founded, and which, whether true or un-

true, certain or doubtful in themselves, are always supposed cer-

tain for the purposes of the particular science. And therefore the

conclusions of all deductive sciences were said by the ancients

to be necessary propositi ^n -r We have observed already that to

be predicated necessarily was characteristic of the predicable

Proprium, and that a proprium was any property of a thing

'i
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which cniild he deduced from its essence, that is, from the pro-

perties included in its defltiitiou.

^ 2. Tlie iinf)()rlai)t doctrine of Dui^ald Stewart, wliich I have

endeavored to enforce, has !)een contested by Dr. Whewell. both

in the dissertation appeinh'd to liis exc(;lleiit Mcclianknl Knrlid,

and in liis more recent elaborate work o.i tlie PkiloHophy nf the

Ifulnrtirc ScienceH ; in wliivili last he also replies to an article in

the Kdinhurgh Rnitir, (ascribed to a writer of ^^reat scientific

eminence) in which Stewart's opinion was defended ujjainst his

former stri(rturcs. The supposed refutation of Stewart consists

in provin/^ ati^ainst him (as has also been done in this work) that

the premisses of i^eometry are not definitions, but assumptions of

the real existence of things corresponding to those definitions.

This, however, is doing little for Dr. Whewell's purpose; for it

is these very assumptions which are asserted to be hypotheses,

and wliich he. if he denies that geometry is founded on hypo-

theses, must show to be absolut truths. All he does, how-

ever, is to observe, that they at an> rate are not ai'bitrari/ hypo-

theses; that we should not be at liberty to substitute other hypo-

theses for them; that not only "a definition, to be admissible,

must neces-'sarily refer to and .agree with some conception which

we can distinctly frame in our thoughts," but that the straight

lines, for instance, which we define, must be "those by which

angles are contai'.ied, those by which triangles are l)ounded, those

of which parallelism maybe predicated, and the like." * And
this is true; but this has never been contradicted. Those who say

that the premisses of geometry are hypotheses, are not bound to

maintain them to be hypotheses which have no relation whatever

to fact. Since an hypothesis framed for the purpose of scientiflc

inquiry must relate to something which has real existence, (for

there can be no science respecting non-entities,) it follows that

any hypothesis we make respecting an object, to facilitate our

study of it, must not involve anything which is distinctly false,

and repugnant to its real nature: we must not ascribe to the thing

any property which it has not; our liberty extends only to sup-

*Mechamcal Euclid, pp. 149, et seqq.

I /^.
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pressing some of those which it has, under the indispensable ob-

ligation of restoring them whenever, and in as far as, theii pres-

ence or absence would make any material difference in the truth

of our conclusions. Of this nature, accordingly, are the first

principles involved in the dellnitions of geometry. In their pos-

itive part they are observed facts; it is only in their negative part

that they are hypothetical. That the hypotheses should be of

this particular character, is, hov/ever, no further necessary, than

inasnmch as no others could enable us to deduce conclusions

which, with due corrections, would be true of real objects: and

in fact when our aim is only to illustrate truths and not to inves-

tigate them, we are not under any such restriction. We might

suppose an imaginary animal, and work out by deduction, from

the known laws of physiology, its natural history; or an imagin-

ary commonwealth, and from the elements composing it, might

argue what would be its fate. And the conclusions which we
might thus draw from purely arbitrary hypotheses, might form

a highly useful intellectual exercise: but as the}' could only teach

us what icoitld be the properties of objects which do not really

exist, they would not constitute any addition to our knowledge:

while on the contrary, if the hypothesis merely divests a real

object of some portion of its praperties, without clothing it iu

false ones, the conclusions will always express, under known lia-

bility to correction, actual truth.

§ 3. But although Dr. Whewell has not shaken Stewart's doc-

trine as to the hypothetical character of that portion of the first

principles of geometry which are involved in the so-called defini-

tions, he has, I conceive, greatly the advantage of Stewart on an-

other important point in the theory of geometrical reasoning; the

necessity of admitting, among those first principles, axioms as well

as definitions. Some of the axioms of Euclid might, no doubt, be
exhibited in the form of definitions, or might be deduced, b> reason-

ing, from propositions similar to what are socalled. Thus if instead

of the axiom,Magnitudes which can be '^i^ide to coincide are equal,

we introduce a definition, "Equal magnitudes are those which
may be so applied to one another as to coincide;" the three axioms
which follow, (Magnitudes which are equal to the same are equal

u.
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to one another—If equals are added to equals the sums are equal

—If equals are taken from equals the remainders are equal,) may
be proved by an imaginary superposition, resembling that by

which the fourth proposition of the first book of Euclid is demon-

strated. But although these and several others may be struck

out of the list of first principles, because though not requiring

demonstration, they are susceptible of it; there will be found in

the list of axioms two or three fundamental truths, not capable of

being demonstrated: among wliich must be reckoned the proposi-

tion that two straifi^ht lines cannot inclose a space, (or its equivalent,

straight lines which coincide in two points coincide altogether,) and

some property of parallel lines, other than that which constitutes

their definition: the most suitable, perhaps, being that selected ])y

Professor Playfair: "Two straight lines which intersect each other

cannot both of them be parallel to a third straight line."

The axioms, as well those which are indemonstrable as those

which admit of being demonstrated, differ from that other class

of fundamental principles which are involved in the definitions,

in this, that they are true without any mixture of hypothesis.

That things which are equal to the same thing are equal to one

another, is as true of the lines nnd figures in nature, as it would
be of the imaginary ones assumed in the definitions. In this res-

pect, however, mathernntics are only on a par with most other

sciences. In almost all sciences there are some general propo-

sitions which are exactly true, while the greater part are only

more or less distant approximations to the truth. Thus in me-
chanics, the first law of motion (the continuance of a movement
once impressed, until stopped or slackened by some resisting

force) is true without qualification or error. The rotation of the

earth in twenty-four hours, of the same length as in our time,

has gone on since the first accurate observations, without the

increase or diminution of one second in all that period. These
are inductions which require no fiction to make them be received

as accurately true: but along with them there are others, as for

instance the propositions respecting the figure of the earth, which
are but approximations to the truth; and in order to use them for

the further advancement of our knowledge, we must feign that

y
.^ #./
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they are exactly true, though they really want something of

being so.

§ 4. It remains to inquire, what is the ground of our belief in

axioms—what is the evidence on which they rest? I answer, they

are experimental truths; generalizations from observation. The

proposition, Two straight lines cannot inclose a space—or in other

words. Two straight lines v/hich have once met do not meet again,

but continue to diverge—is an induction from the evidence of

our senses.

This opinion runs counter to a sci ntiflc prejudice of long

standing and great strength, and there is probably no one propo-

sition enunciated in this work for which a more unfavourable re-

ception is to be expected. It is, however, no new opinion; and

even if it were so, would be entitled to be judged, not by its

novelty, but by the strength of the arguments by which it can be

supported. I consider it very fortunate that so eminent a cham-

pion of the contrary opinion as Dr. Whewell, has recently found

occasion for a most elaborate treatment of the whole theory of

axioms, in attempting to construct the philosophy of the mathe-

matical and physical sciences on the basis of the doctrine against

which I now contend. Whoever is anxious that a discussion

should go to the bottom of the subject, must rejoice to see the

opposite side of the question worthily represented. If what is

said by Dr. Whewell, in support of an opinion which he has made
the foundation of a systematic work, can be shown not to be con-

clusive, enough will have been done without going further to seek

stronger arguments and a more powerful adversary.

It is not necessary to show that the truths which we call axioms

are originally suggested by observation, and that we should never

have known that two straight lines cannot inclose a space if we
had never seen a straight line: thus much being admitted by Dr.

Whewell, and by all, in recent times, who have taken his view

of the subjecc. But they contend, that it is not experience which
proves the axiom; but that its truth is perceived d ^/"wn, by the

constitution of the mind itself, from the first moment when the

meaning of the proposition is apprehended; and without any ne-

cessity for verifying it by repeated trials, as is requisite in the case

of truths really ascertained by observation.

i
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They cannot, however, but allow that the truth of the axiom, Two
straight lines cannot inclose a space, even if evident independently

of experience, is also evident from experience. Whether the axiom

needs confirmation or not, it receives confirmation in almost every

instant of our lives; since we cannot look at any two straight lines

which intersect one another, without seeing that from that point

they continue to diverge more and more. Experimental proof

crowds in upon us in such endless profusion, and without one in-

stance in which there can be even a suspicion of an exception to

the rule, that we should soon have a stronger ground for believing

the axiom, even as an experimental truth, than we have for almost

any of the general truths which we confessedly learn from the

evidence of our senses. Independently oi d priori evidence . we
should certainly believe it with an intensity of conviction far

greater than we accord to any ordinary jihysical truth: &nd this

too at a time of life much earlier than that from which we date

almost any part of our acquired knowledge, and much too early

to admit of our retaining any recollection of the history of our

intellectual operations at that period. Where then is the neces-

sit}' for assuming that our recognition of these truths has a differ-

ent origin from the rest of our knowledge, when its existence is

perfectly accounted for by supposing its origin to be the same?
when the causes which produce belief in all other instances, exist

in this instance, and in a degree of strength as much superior to

what exists in other cases, as the intensit}' of the belief itself is

superior? The burden of proof lies on the advocates of the con-

trary opinion: it is for them to point out some fact, inconsistent

with the supposition that this part of our kowledge of nature is

derived from the same sources as every other part.

This, for instance, they would be able to do, if they could

prove chronologically that we had the conviction (at least prac-

tically) so early in infancy as to be anterior to those impressions

on the senses, upon which, on the other theory, the conviction

is founded. This, however, cannot be proved: the point being

too far back to be within the reach of memory, and too obscure

for external observation. The advocates of the d priori theory

are obliged to have recourse to other arguments. These are
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reducible to two, which I shall endeavour to state as clearly aiK*

as forcibly as possible.

§ 5. In the first place it is said, that if our assent to the propo-

sition that two straight lines cannot inclose a space, were derived

from the senses, ws could only be convinced of its truth by actual

trial, that is, by seeing or feeling the straight lines; whereas in

fact it is seen to be true by merely thinking of them. That a

stone thrown into water goes to the bottom, may be perceived by

our senses, but mere thinking of a stone thrown into the water

would never have led us to that conclusion: not so, however, with

the axioms relating to straight lines: if I could be made to con-

ceive what a straight line is, without having seen one, I should

at once recognize that two such lines cannot inclose a space. In-

tuition is "imaginary looking;"* but experience must be real

looking: if we see a property of straight lines to be true by

merely fancying ourselves to be looking at them, the ground of

our belief cannot be the senses, or experience; it must be some-

thing mental.

To this argument it might be added in the case of this particu-

lar axiom, (for the assertion would not be true of all axioms,) that

the evidence of it from actual ocular inspection, is not only un-

necessary, but unattainable. What says the axiom? That two
straight lines cannot inclose a space; that after having once inter-

sected, if they are prolonged to infinity they do not meet, but

continue to diverge from one another. How can this, in any

single case, be proved by actual observation? We may follow

the lines to any distance we please; but we cannot follow them
to infinity: for aught our senses can testify, they may, imme-
diately beyond the farthest point to which we have traced th( ra,

begin to approach, and at last meet. Unless, therefore, we had
some other proof of the impossibility than observation affords us,

we should have no group i for believing the axiom at all.

To these arguments, which I trust I cannot be accused of un-

derstating, a satisfactory answer will, I conceive, be found, if

we advert to one of the characteristic properties of geometrical

* Whewell's PMlo8ophy of the Inductive Sciences, i. 130.

\
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forms—their capacity of being painted in the imagination with

a distinctness equal to reality: in other words, the exact resem-

blance of our ideas of form to the sensations which suggest them.

This, in the first place, enables ua to make (at least with a little

practice) mental pictures of all possible combinations of lines and

angles, which resemble the realities quite as well as any which

we could make on paper; and in the next place, makes those

pictures just as fit subjects of geometrical experimentation as the

realities themselves; inasmuch as pictures, if sufficiently accu-

rate, exhibit of course all the properties which would be mani-

fested by the realities at one given instant, and on simple inspec-

tion : and in geometry we are concerned only with such properties,

and not with that which pictures could not exhibit, the mutual

action of bodies one upon another. The foundations of geometry

would therefore be laid in direct experience, even if the experi-

ments (which in this case consist merely in attentive contempla-

tion) were practiced solely upon what we call our ideas, that is,

upon the diagrams in our minds, and not upon outward objects.

For in all systems of experimentation we take some objects to

serve as representatives of all which resemble them; and in the

present case the conditions which qualify a real object to be the

representative of its class, are completely fulfilled by an object

existing only in our fancy. Without denying, therefore, the

possibility of satisfying ourselves that two straight lines cannot

enclose a space, by merely thinking of straight lines without

actually looking at them; I contend, that we do not believe this

truth on the ground of the imaginary intuition simply, but

because we know that the imaginary lines exactly resemble real

ones, and that we may conclude from them to real ones with
quite as much certainty as we could conclude from one real line

to another. The conclusion, therefore, is still an induction from
observation. And we should not be authorized to substitute ob-

servation of the image in our mind, for observation of the reality,

if we had not learnt by long-continued experience that the

properties of the reality are faithfully represented in the image;
just as we should be scientifically warranted in describing an
animal which we had never seen, from a picture made of it with

4 ^f' •
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a daguerreotype; but not until we had learnt by ample experience,

that observation of such a picture is precisely equivalent to obser-

vation of the original.

These conaiderations also remove the objection arising from

the impossibility of ocularly following the lines in their pro-

longation to infinity. For though, in order actually to see that

two given lines never meet it would be necessary to follow them

to infinity: yet without doing so we may know that if they

ever do meet, or if, after diverging from one another, they be-

gin again to approach, this must take place not at an infinite,

but at a finite distance. Supposing, therefore, such to be the

case, we can transport ourselves thither in imagination, and can

frame a mental image of the appearance which one or both of

the lines must present at that i)oint, which we may rely on as

being precisely similar to the reality. Now, whether we fix our

contemplation upon this imaginary picture, or call to mind the

generalizations we have had occasion to make from former ocular

observation, we learn by the evidence of experience, that a line

which, after diverging from another straight line, begins to ap-

proach to it, produces the impression on our senses which v/e

describe by the expression, " a bent line," not by the expression,

" a straight line."

§ 6. The first of the two arguments in support of the theory

that axioms are d priori truths, having, I think, been sutflciently

answered; I proceed to the second, which is usually the most re-

lied on. Axioms (it is asserted) are conceived by us not only as

true, but as universally and necessarily true. Now, experience
' cannot possibly give to any proposition this character. I may

, have seen snow a hundred times, and may have seen that it was

i
white, but this cannot give me entire assurance even that all snow
is white; much less that snow must be white. "However many
instances we may have observed of the truth of a proposition,

<)/ there is nothing to assure us that the next case shall not be an ex-

ception to the rule. If it be strictly true that every ruminant

animal yet known has cloven hoofs, we still cannot be sure that

some creature will not hereafter be discovered which has the first

of these attributes, without having the other Experience
\

I
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must always consist of a limited number of observations; and, \

however numerous these may be, they can show nothinji: with re- I

gard to the infinite number of cases in which the experiment has

not been made." Besides, axioms are not only universal, they

are also necessary. Now "experience cannot offer the smallest Ji/,t^^*^

ground for the necessity of a proposition. She can observe and

record what has happened; but she cannot find, in any case, or

in any accumulation of cases, any reason for what inust happen.

She may see objects side by side; but she cannot see a reason why

they must ever be side by side. She finds certain events to occur

in succession; but the succession supplies, in its occurrence, no

reason for its recurrence. She contemplates external objects; but

she cannot detect any internal bond, which indissolubly connects

the future with the past, the possible with the real. To learn a
|

proposition by experience, and to see it to be necessarily true, are \

two altogether different processes of thoughi." * And Dr. Whe-

well adds, "If any one does not clearly comprehend this distinc-

tion of necessary and contingent truths, he will not be able to go

alone: with us in our researches into the foundations of human
knowledge; nor, indeed, to pursue with success any speculation

on the subject." f

In the following passage, .we are told what the distinction is,

the non-recognition of which incurs this denunciation. "Neces-

sary truths are those in which we not only learn that the propo

sition is true, but see that it must be true; in which the negation

of the truth is not Only false, but impossible; in which we can

not, even by an effort of imagination, or in a supposition, con-

ceive the reverse of that which is asserted. That there are such

truths cannot be doubted. We may take, for example, all rela-

tions of number. Three and Two, added together, make Five.

We cannot conceive it to be otherwise. We cannot, by any freak

of thought, imagine Three and Two to make Seven." :):

Although Dr. Whewell has naturally and propeily employed a

variety of phrases to bring his meaning more forcibly home, he

-< (

* Phil. Ind. Sc. i. 59-61.

t Ibid. 54, 55.
t Ibid. 57.
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will, I presume, allow that they are all equivalent; and that what

he means by a necessary truth, would be sufficiently defined, a

proposition the negation of which is not only false but inconceiv-

able. I am unable to find in any of his expressions, turn" them

^What way you will, a meaning beyond this, and I do not believe

he would contend that they mean anything more.

This, therefore, is the principle asserted: that propositions, the

negation of which is inconceivable, or in other words, which we
cannot figure to ourselves as beiup- false, must rest on evidence of

a higher and more cogent description than any which experience

can afford. And we have next to consider whether there is any

ground for this assertion.

Now I cannot but wonder that so much stress should be laid

on the circumstance of inconceivableness, when there is such

ample experience to show, that our capacity or incapacity of con-

ceiving a thing has very little to do with the possibility of the

thing in itself; but is in truth very much an affair of accident,

and depends on the past history and habits of our own minds.

There is no more generally acknowledged fact in human nature,

than the extreme difficulty at first felt in conceiving anything as

possible, which is in contradiction to long established and familiar

experience; or even to old familiar habits of thought. And
this difficulty is a necessary result of the fundamental laws of the

human mind. When we have often seen and thought of two

things together, and have never in any one instance either seen

or thought of them separately, there is by the primary law of

association an increasing difficulty, which may in the end become
insuperable, of conceiving the two things apart. This is most of

all conspicuous in uneducated persons, who are in general utterly

unable to separate any two ideas which have once become firmly

associated in their minds; and if persons of cultivated intellect

have any advantage on the point, it is only because, having seen

and heard and read more, and being more accustomed to exercise

their imagination, they have experienced their sensations and
thoughts in more varied combinations, and have been prevented

from forming many of these inseparable associations. But this

advantage has necessarily its limits. The most practised intellect
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is not exempt from the universal laws of our conceptive faculty.

If daily habit presents to any one for a long period two facts in

combination, and if he is not led d\iring that period either by ac-

cident or by his voluntary mental operations to think of them

apart, he will probably in time become incapable of doing so even

by the strongest effort; and the supposition that the two facts can

be separated in nature, will at last present itself to his mind with

all the characters of an inconceivable phenomenon. There are

remarkable instances of this in the history of science: instances

in which the most instructed men rejected as impossible, because

inconceivable, things which their posterity, by earlier practice

and longer perseverance in the attempt, found it quite easy to

conceive, and which everybody now knows to be true. There

was a time when men of the most cultivated intellects, and the

most emancipated from the dominion of early prejudice, could

not credit the existence of antipodes; were unable to conceive, in

opposition to old association, the force of gravity acting upwards

instead of downwards. The Cartesians long rejected the New-
toniaa doctrine of the gravitation of all bodies towards one an-

other, on the faith of a general proposition, the leverse of which

seemed to them to be inconceivable—the proposition that a body

cannot act where it is not. All the cumbrous machinery of im-

aginary vortices, assumed without the smallest particle of evi-

dence, appeared to these philosophers a more rational mode of

explaining the heavenly motions, than one which involved what

seemed to them so great an absurdity. And they no doubt found

it as impossible to conceive that a body should act upon the earth,

at the distance of the sun or moon, as we find it to conceive an

end to space or time, or two straight lines enclosing a space.

Newton himself had not been able to realize the conception, or

we should not have had his hypothesis of a subtle ether, the oc-

cult cause of gravitation; and his writings prove, that although he

deemed the particular nature of the intermediate agency a matter

of conjecture, the necessity of some such agency appeared to him
indubitable. It would seem that even now the majority of sci-

entific men have not completely got over this very difficulty; for

though they have at last learnt to conceive the sun attracting
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tlie earth without any intervenin<^ fluid, they cannot yet conceive

the sun illu! 'latinfj the earth without some such medium.

If, then, i> oe so natural to Ihe humau mind, even in a high

state of culture, to be incapable of conceiving, and on that ground

to believe impossible, what is afterwards not only found to be

conceivable but proved to be true; what wonder if in cases where

the association is still older, more confirmed, and more familiar,

and in which nothing ever occurs to shake our conviction, or even

suggest to us any conception at variance with the association,

the acquired incapacity should continue, and be mistaken for a

natural incapacity? It is true, our experience of the varieties in

nature enables us, within certain limits, to conceive other varieties

analogous to them. We can conceive the sun or moon falling;

for although we never saw them fall, nor ever perhaps imagined

them falling, v/e have seen so many other things fall, that we have

innumerable familiar analogies to assist the conception; which,

after all, we should Tvrobably have somedifliculty in framing, were

we not well ac^uptomed to see the sun and moon move, (or appear to

move,) so thai rve are only called upon to conceive a slight change
in the direction of motion, a circumstance familiar to our experi-

ence. But when experience affords no model on which to shape

the new conception, how is it possible for us to form it? How,
for example, can we imagine an end to space or time? We never

saw any object without something beyond it, nor experienced any

feeling without something following it. When, therefore, we at-

tempt to conceive the last point of space, we have the idea irre-

sistably raised of other points beyond it. When we try to im-

agine the last instant of time, we cannot help conceiving another

instant after it. Nor is there any necessity to assume, as is done
by a modern school of metaphysicians, a peculiar fundamental

law of the mind to account for the feeling of infinity inherent in

our conceptions of space and time; that apparent infinity is suf-

ficiently accoimted for by simpler and universally acknowledged
laws.

Now, in the case of a geometrical axiom, such, for example, as

that two straight lines cannot inclose a space,—a truth which is

testified to us by our very earliest impressions of the external

i
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world,—how Is it posslfjle (whether those external impressions be

or be not the ground of our beJief) that the reverse of the propo-

sition ould be otherwise than inconceivable to us? What an-

alogy have we, what similar order of facts in any other branch

of our experience, to facilitate to us the conception of two straight

lines inclosing a space? Nor is even this all. I have already

called attention to the peculiar property of our impressions of

form, that the ideas or mental images exactly resemble their pro-

tctypes, a.id adciiualely represent them for the purposes of sci-

entific observation. From this, and from the intuitive character

of the observation, which in this case reduces itself to simplo in-

spection, we cannot so much as call up in our imagination two

straight lines, in order to attempt to conceive them inclosing a

space, without by that very act repeating the scientific experi-

ment which establishes the contrary. Will it really be contended

that the inconceivableness of the thing, in such circumstances,

proves anything against the experimental origin of the conviction?

Is it not clear that in wldchever mode o\ir belief in the propo-

sition may have originated, the impossibility of our conceiving

the negative of it must, on either hypothesis, be the same? As,

then. Dr. Whewell exhorts those who have any difficulty in re-

cognising the distinction held by him between necessary and con-

tingent truths, to study geometry,—a condition which I can

assure him I have conscientiously fulfilled,— I, in return, with

equal confidence, exhort those who agree with him, to study the

elementary laws of association; being convinced that nothing

more is recpiisite than a moderate familiarity with those laws, to

disjiel the illusion which ascribes a peculiar necessity to our

earliest inductions from experience, and measures the possibility

of things in themselves, by the human capacity of conceiving

them.

I hope to be pardoned for adding, that Dr. Whewell himself

has both confirmed by his testimony the effect of habitual asso-

ciation in giving to an experimental truth the appearance of a

necessary one, and afforded a striking instance of that remark-

able law in his own person. In his Philosophy of the Inductive

Sciences he continually asserts, that propositions which not only
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arc not ficlf-i'vUlont, b\U which we know to have been discovered

^nuluully, uiid by ^^rcut clTorls of ;,'(!!iius and paliciicc, have, when
once established, apjx.'ared so Hclf-evidenl tliat, but Tor hisloruMil

proof, it would liave been inii)oHsible to conceive tliat they had

not been reeo;;nised from the first by all persons in a soiind state

of their facvdiies. "We now despise those who, in the C'operni-

can controversy, could not conceive the apparent motion of the

sun on the heliocentric hyi)othesis; or those who, in opposition

to Ualileo, thought that a uniform force miji,'ht be that whi(di

generated a velocity proportional to the space; or those who held

there was something' absurd in Newton's doctrine of the dilTerent

refrangibility of dilTerently coloured rays; or those who imagined

that when elements (;ombiiu', their sensible (pialities must be

manifest in the compound; or those who were reluctant to give

up the distinction of vegetables into herbs, shrubs, and trees. We
cannot help thinking that men must have been singularly dull of

comprehension to find a difflculty in admitting what is to us so

plain and simple. We have a latent persuasion that we in their

j)lace should have been wiser and more clearsighted; that we
should have taken the right side, and given our assent at once to

the truth. Yet in reality such a persuasion is a mere delusion.

The persons who, in such instances as the above, were on the

losing side, were very far in most cases from being persons more
prejudiced, or stupid, or narrow-minded, than the greater part

of mankind now are: and the cause for which they fought was
far from being a manifestlj' bad one, till it had been so decided

by the result of the war So complete has been the vic-

tory of truth in most of these instances, that at present we can

hardly imagine the struggle to have been necessary. The eery

ctisence of these triumphs is, thitt they lead us to regard the riews we

reject as not only false but i/i<\>icenable."*

This last proposition is prcci-i'ly what I contend for; and I ask

no more, in order to overthro\> the whole theory of its author on
the nature of the evidence of axioms. For what is that theory?

That the truth of axioms cannot have been learnt from experience,

* Phil. Tnd. Sc. ii. 174.
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because their falsity is inconceirable. But Dr. Whewell himself

says, tliat we are continually led by the natural progress of

thought, to regani as inconceivable what our forefathers not

only cone(!lved but believed, nay even (he miglit have added)

were unable to conceive the contrary of. He cannot Intend to

justify this mode of thought: he cannot mean to say, that we can

be rf(/hf in regarding as inconceivable what others have conceived,

and as self-evident what to others did not appear evident at all.

After so complete an adndssion that inconceivableness is an acci-

dental thing, not inherent in the phenomenon itself, but dependent

on the mental history of the person who tries to concu'ive it, how

can he ever call upon us to reject a proposition as impossible; on

no other ground than its inconceivableness? Yet he not only

does so, but has unintentionally afforded some of the most re-

markable examples which can be cited of the very illusion which

he has himself so clearly i)ointed out. I select as specimens,

his remarks on the evidence of the three laws of motion, and of

the atomic theory.

With respect to the laws of motion, Dr. Whewell says: "No
one can doubt that, in historical fact, these laws were collected

from experience. That such is the case, is no matter of conjec-

ture. We know the time, the persons, the circumstances, be-

longing to each step of each discovery." * After this testimony,

to adduce evidence of the fact woidd be superfluous. And not

only were these laws by no means intuitively evident, but some

of them were originally paradoxes. The first law was especially

so. That a body, once in motion, would continue for ever to

move in the same direction with undiminished velocity unless

act(.'d upon by some new force, was a proposition which mankind
found for a long time the greatest difficulty in crediting. It stood

opposed to apparent experience of the most familiar kind, which
taught that it was the nature of motion to abate gradually, and
at last terminate of itself. Yet when once the contrary doctrine

was firmly established, mathematicians, as Dr. Whewell observes,

speedily began to believe that laws, thus contradictory to first

* Phil. Tnd. Sc. i. 238.
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If we were to suppose each element ready to combine with any

other indifferently, and indifferently in any quantity, we should

have a world in which all would be confusion and indefiniteness^

There would be no fixed kind of bodies; salts, and stones, and

ores, would approach to and graduate into each other by insen-

sible degrees. Instead of this, we know that the world consists

of bodies distinguishable from each other by definite differences

capable of being classified and named, and of having general

propositions asserted concerning them. And as we cannot conceive

a world in which this should not be the case, it would appear that we

cannot conceive a state of things in which the laws of the com-

bination of elements should not be of that definite and measured

kind which we have above asserted.

That a philosopher of Dr. Whewell's eminence should gravely

assert that we cannot conceive a world in which the simple

elements would combine in other than definite proportions; that

by dint of meditating on a scientific truth, the original discoverer

of which was still living, he should have rendered the association

in his own mind between the idea of combination and that of

constant proportions so familiar and intimate as to be unable to

conceive the one fact without the other; is so signal an instance

of the mental law for which I am contending, that one word

more in illustration must be superfluous.
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properties, although in truth other properties do in every indivi-

dual instance accompany, and in almost all instances modify, the

property thus exclusively predicated. The denial, therefore, is a

mere fiction, or supposition, made for the purpose of excluding

the consideration of those modifying circumstances, when their

influence is of too trifling amount to be worth considering, or ad-

journing it, when important, to a more convenient moment.

From these considerations it would appear that Deductive or

Demonstrative Sciences are all, without exception. Inductive

Sciences; that their evidence is that of experience; but that they

are also, in virtue of the peculiar character of one indispensable

portion of the general formulae according to which their induc-

tions are made, Hypothetical Sciences. Their conclusions are

only true on certain suppositions, which are, or ought to be, ap'

proximations to the truth, but are seldom, if ever, exactly true;

and to this hypothetical character is to be ascribed the peculiar

certainty, which is supposed to be inherent in demonstration.

What we have now asserted, however, cannot be received as

universally true cf Deductive or Demonstrative Sciences, until

verified by being applied to the most remarkable of all those

sciences, that of Numbers; the theory of the Calculus; Arithmetic

and Algebra. It is harder to believe of the doctrines of this

science than of any other, either that they are not truths d priori,

but experimental truths, or that their peculiar certainty is owing
to their being not absolute but only conditional truths. This,

therefore, is a case which merits examination apart; and the

more so, because on this subject we have a double set of doctrines

to contend with; that of the d priori philosophers on one side;

and on the other, a theory the most opposite to theirs, which was
at one time very generally received, and is still far from being
altogether exploded among metaphysicians.

§ 2. This theory attempts to solve the difliculty apparently in-

herent in the case, by representing the propositions of the science
of numbers as merely verbal, and its processes as simple trans-

formations of language, substitutions of one expression for an-
other. The proposition. Two and one are equal to three, accord-
ing to these writers, is not a truth, is not the assertion of a really

\

existing fact, but a definition of the word three; a statement that '
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mankind have agreed to use the name three as a sign exactly

equivalent to two and one; to call by the former name whatever

is called by the other more clumsy phrase. According to this

doctrine, the longest process in algebra is but a succession of

changes in terminology, by which equivalent expressions are sub-

stituted one for another; a series of translations of the same fact,

from one into another language: though how, after such a series

of translations, the fact itself comes out changed, (as when we

demonstrate a new geometrical theorem by algebra,) they lave

not explained; and it is a difficulty which is fatal to their theory.

It must be acknowledged that there are peculiarities in the pro-

cesses of arithmetic and algebra which render the theory in ques-

tion very plausible, and have not unnaturally made those sciences

the stronghold of Nominalism. The doctrine that we can discover

facts, detect the hidden proce-^es of nature, by an artful manipu-

lation of language, is so contrary to common sense, that a person

must have made some advances in philosophy to believe it; men
fly to so paradoxical a belief to avoid, as they think, some even

greater difficulty, which the vulgar do not see. What has led

many to believe that reasoning is a mere verbal process, is, that

no other theory seemed reconcilable with the nature of the Science

of Numbers. For we do not carry any ideas along with us when
we use the symbols of arithmetic or of algebra. In a geometrical

demonstration we have a mental diagram, if not one on paper;

AB, AC are present to our imagination as lines, intersecting other

lines, forming an angle with one another, and the like; but not

80 a and b. These may represent lines or any other magnitudes,

but those magnitndes are never thought of; nothing is realized in

our imagination but a and b. The ideas which, on the parljcxdar

occasion, they happen to represent, are banished from the mind

during every intermediate pari of the process, between the begin-

ning, when the premisses are translated from things into signs,

and the end, when the conclusion is translated back from signs

into things. Nothing, then, being in the reasoner's mind but the

symbols, what can seem more inadmissible than to contend that

the reasoning process has to do with anything more? We seem

to have come to one of Bacon's Prerogative Instances; an exptri-

tuentnm crucis on the nature of reasoning itself.
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Nevertheless, it will appear on consideration, that this appar-

ently so decisive instance is no instance at all; that there is in

('.' \j step of an arithmetical or algebraical calculation a real in-

duction, a real inference of facts from facts; and that what dis-

guises the induction is simply its comprehensive nature, and the

consequent extreme generality of the language. All numbers
must be numbers of something: there are no such things as num-
bers in the abstract. Ten must mean ten bodies, or ten sounds,

or ten beatings of the pulse. But though numbers must be num-
bers of something, they may be numbers of anything. Propo-

sitions, therefore, concerning numbers, have the remarkable pe-

culiarity that they are propositions concerning all things what-

ever; all objects, all existences of every kind, known to our ex-

perience. All things i)ossess quantity; consist of parts which
can be numbered; and in that character possess all the proper-

ties which are called properties of numbers. That half of four is

two, must bt true whatever the word four represents, whether
four men, four miles, or four pounds weight. We need only con-

ceive a thing divided into four equal parts, (and all things maybe
conceived as so divided,) to be able to predicate of it every pro-

perty of the number four, that is, every arithmetical proposition

in which the number four stands on one side of the equation.

Algebra extends the generalization still farther: every number'
representsTKaf^particular number of all things without distinc-

tion, but every algebraical symbol does more, it represents all

numbers without distinction. As soon as we conceive a thing

divided into equal parts, without knowing into what number of
parts, we may call it a or x, and apply to it, without danger of
error, every algebraical formula in the books. The proposition,

2(a-f-6)= 2a-t-25, is a truth coextensive with all nature. Since i

then algebraical truths are true of all things whatever, and not,

like those of geometry, true of lines only or angles only, it is no J

wonder ihat the symbols should not excite in our minds ideas of ]

any things in particular. When we demonstrate the forty-seventh
proposition of Euclid, it is not necessary that the words should
raise in us an image of all right-angled triangles, but only of
some one right-angled triangle: so in algebra we need not, under

I
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the symbol a, picture to ourselves all things whatever, but only

some one thing; why not, then, the letter itself? The mere writ-

ten characters, a, b, x, y, z, serve as well for representatives of

Things in general, as any more complex and apparently more

concrete conception. That we are conscious of them however in

their character of things, and not of mere signs, is evident from

the fact that our whole process of reasoning is carried on by pre-

dicating of them the properties of things. In resolving an

algebraic equation, by what rules do we proceed? By ai)p]ying

at each step to a, b, and .r, the proposition that equals added to

equals make equals; that equals taken from equals leave equals;

and other propositions founded on these two. These are not

properties of language, or of signs as such, but of magnit\ides,

which is as much as to say, of all things. The inferences, there-

fore, which are successively drawn, are inferences concerning

Things, not symbols; although as any Things whatever will serve

the turn, there is no necessity for keeping the idea of the Thing

at all distinct, and consequently the process of thought may, in

this case, be allowed without danger to do what all processes of

thought, when they have been performed often, will do if per-

mitted, namely, to become entirely mechanical. Hence the gen-

eral language of algebra comes to be used familiarly without

exciting ideas, as all other general language is prone to do from

mere habit, though in no other case than this can it be done with

complete safet3^ But when we look back to see from whence

the probative force of the process is derived, we find that at every

single step, unless we suppose ourselves to be thinking and talk-

ing of the things, and not the mere symbols, the evidence fails.

There is another circumstance, which, still more than that

which we have now mentioned, gives plausibility to the notion

that the propositions of arithmetic and algebra are merely verbal.

This is, that when considered as propositions respecting Things,

they all have the appearance of being identical propositions.

The assertion, Two and one are equal to three, considered as an

assertion respecting objects, as for instance "Two pebbles and

one pebble are equal to three pebbles," does not affirm equality

cretween two collections of pebbles, but absolute identit3^ It
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affirms that if we put one pebble to two pebbles, those very

pebbles are three. The objects, therefore, being the very same,

and the mere assertion that "objects are themselves" being in-

significant, it seems but natural to consider the proposition. Two
and one are equal to three, as asserting mere identity of significa-

tion between the two names.

This, however, though it looks so plausible, will not bear ex-

amination. The expression "two pebbles and one peV)ble," and

tlie expression "three pebbles," stand indeed for the same aggre-

gation of objects, but they by no means stand for the same phys-

ical fact. They ure names of the same objects, but of those ob-

jects in two diiTereut states: though they denote the same things,

their o^;)notation is different. Three pebbles in two separate

parcels, and three pebbles in one parcel, do not make the same

impression on our senses; and the assertion that the very same

pebbles may by an alteration of place and arrangement be made
to produce either the one set of sensations or the other, though a

very familiar proposition, is not an identical one. It is a truth

knov*'n to us by early and constant experience: an inductive

truth; and such truths are the foundation of the science of Num-
ber. The fundamental truths of that science all rest on the evi-

dence of sense; the}' are proved by showing to our eyes and our

tingers that any given number of objects, ten balls for example,

may In' separation and re-arrangement exhibit to our senses all

the different sets of numbers the sum of which is equal to ten.

All the improved methods of teaching arithmetic to children pro-

ceed on a knowledge of this fact. All who wish to carry the

child's wiVf? along with them in learning arithmetic; all who wish
to teach numbers, and not mere ciphers—now teach it through
the evidence of the senses, in the manner we have described.

We may, if we please, call the proposition "Three is two and
one," adefinition of the number three, and assert that arithmetic,

as it has been asserted that geometry, is a science founded on

definitions. But they are definitions in the geometrical sense,

not the logical; asserting not the meaning of a term only, but
along with it an observed matter of fact. The proposition, " A
circle is a figure bounded by a line which has all its points equally
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distant from a point within it," is callcl the definition of a circle;

but the proposition from which so many consequences follow,

and which is really a first principle in geometry, is, that figures

answering to this description exist. And thus we may call,

"Three is two and one," a definition of three; but the calcula-

tions which depend on that proposition do not follow from the

definition itself, but from an arithmetical theorem presupposed in

in it, namely, that collections of objects exist, which, while they

impress the senses thus, o^o^ i^^^y be separated into twc pj^.ts.

thus, o c c. This proposition being granted, we term all such

parcels Threes, after which the enunciation of the above-men-

tioned physical fact will serve also for a definition of the word

Three.

The Science of Number is thus no exception to the conclusion

we previously arrived at, that the processes even of deductive

sciences are altogether* inductive, and that their first principles

are generalizations from experience. It remains to be examined

whether this science resembles geometry in the further circum-

stance, that some of its inductions are not exactly true; and that

the peculiar certainty ascribed to it, on account of which its pro-

positions are called Necessary Truths, is fictitious and hypothet-

ical, being true in no other sense than that those propositions

necessarily follow from the hypothesis of the truth of premisses

which are avowedly mere approximations to truth.

§ 3. The inductions of arithmetic are of two sorts: first, those

which we have just expounded, such as One and one are two. Two
and one are three, &c., which may be called the definitions of

the various numbers, in the improper or geometrical sense of the

word P'^finition; and secondly, the two following axioms; The
sums of equals are equal, The dififerences of equals are equal.

These two are sufficient; for the corresponding propositions re-

specting unequals may be proved from these, by a reductio ad
absurdum.

These axioms, and likewise the so-called definitions, are, as al-

ready shown, results of induction; true of all objects whatever,

and, as it may seem, exactly true, without the hypothetical as-

sumption of unqualified truth where an approximation to it is all
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that exists. The conclusions, therefc.e, it will naturally be in-

ferred, are exactly true, and the science of number is an exception

to other demonstrative sciences in this, that the absolute certainty

which is predicabl" of its demonstrations is independent of all

hyjiothesis.

On more accurate investigation, however, it will be found that,

even in this case, there is one hypothetical element in the ratio-

cination. In all propositions concerning numbers, a condition is

implied, without which none of them would be true; and that

condition is an assumption which may be false. The conditi»)n

is, that 1=^1; that all the numbers are numbers of the same or of

equal units. Let this be doubtful, and not one of the propositions

of arithmetic will hold true. How can we know that one pound and

one pound make two pounds, if one of the pounds may be troy, and

the other avoirdupois? They may not make two pounds of either,

or of any weight. How can we know that a forty-horse power is

always equal to itself, unless we assume that all horses are of equal

strength? It is certain that 1 is always equal in number to \\

and where the mere number of objects, or of the parts of an ob-

ject, without supposing them to be equivalent in any other re-

spect, is all that is material, the conclusions of arithmetic, so far

as they go to that alone, are true without mixture of hypothesis.

There are a few such cases: as, for instance, an inquiry into the

amount of the population of any country. It is indifferent to

that inquiry whether they are grown people or children, strong

or weak, tall or short; the only thing we want to ascertain is

their number. But whenever, fromeqvTality or inequality of num-
ber, equality or inequality in any other respect is to be inferred,

arithmetic carried into such inquiries becomes rs hypothetical a

science as geometry. All units must be assumed to be equal in

that other respect; and this is never practically true, for one ac-

tual pound weight is not exactly equal to another, nor one

mile's length to another; a nicer balance, or more accurate mea-
suring instruments, would always detect some difference.

What is commonly called mathematical certainty, therefore,

which comprises the twofold conception of unconditional truth

and perfect accuracy, is not an attribute of all mathematical

?
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truths, but of those only wliicli rehite to pure Xumhcr. us dis-

tiiiiriiislictl from Quantity in the more ('nliirf,'('(l sense; Jind only

so long as we nbslain from supposing that the numliers are a pre-

cise index to aetual (luantities. The certainty usually ascribed to

the conclusions of geometry, and even to those of mechanics, is

r.')thing whatever but certainty of inference. We can have full

assurance of particular results under particular su|)positions, but

we cannot have the same assurance that these suppositions are

a(;curately true, nor that they include all tlie data which may ex-

ercise an influence over the result in any given instance.

^ 4. It appears, therefore, that the method of all Deductive

Sciences is hypothetical. They proceed by trii -ing the conse-

quences of certain assumptions; leaving for separate consideration

whether the assumptions are true or not, and if not exactly true,

whether they are a sufficiently near approxiination to the truth.

Tue reason is o])vious. Since it is oidy in (piestions of pure

number that the assumptions are exactly true, and even there,

only so long as no conclusions except pur{dy numerical ones are

to be founded on them; it must, in all other cases of deductive

investigation, form part of tlie inquiry, to determine how much
the assumptions want of being exactly true in the case in hand.

This is generally a matter of o])servation, to be repeated in every

fresh case; or if it lias to be settled by argument instead of obser-

vation, may require in every different case different evidence,

and present every degree of difficulty from the lowest to the

higliest. But the other part of the process—viz., to dcitermine

what else may be concluded if we And, and in proportion as we
find, the assumptions to be true—may be performed once for all,

and the results held ready to be employed as the occasions turn

up for use. We thus do all beforehi. -id that can be so done, and

leave the least possible work to be performed when cases arise

and press for a decision. This in(iuiry into the inferences which
can be drawn from assumptions, is what properly constitutes

Demoui'.trative Science.

It is of course quite as practicable to arrive at new conclusions

from facts assumed, as from facts observed; from fictitious, as

from real, inductions. Deduction, as we have seen, consists of a

//
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therefore a is a mark of <f, winch last may be a truth imiccessiblo

to direct observation. In lik<! manner it is allowable to say, Siip-

jKise tiiat (I were a mark of />, b of i\ and c of d, a would be a

mark of tl, which last conclusion was not thoui^ht of l)y those

who laid down the premisses, A system of propositions as com-

plicated as geometry mi^j^ht be deduced from assumptions whi(;h

are false; as was done by Pt(»lemy, Descartes, and others, in their

attempts to explain synthetically the phenomena of the solar sys-

tem on the supposition that the apparent motions of the heaveidy

bodies were the real motions, or were produced in someway more

or less dilTen.'nt from the true one. Sometimes the same thing is

knowingly done, for the pur|)ose of showing the falsity of the

assumption; which is called a rcdudio ad absurdam. In such

cases, the reasoning is as follows: a is a mark of b, and b o( c

;

now if r were also a mark of d, a would be a nmrk of d ; but d

is known to t)e a mark of the absence of (i ; conse(|uently ^r would

be a mark of its own absence, which is :; contradic^tion; therefore

e is not a nuirk of d.

% T). It has even been held by some writers, that all ratiocina-

tion rests in the last resort on a ndiirtio (id abtmrdinn ; since the

way to enforce assent to it, in case of obscurity, woidd be to show
that if the conclusion lie denied we must deny some one at least

of the premisses, which, as they are all supposed true, would be

a contradiction. And in accordance with this, many have thought
\

the peculiar nature of the evidence of ratiocination consisted in

the impo.ssibility of admitting the premisses and rejecting the

conclusion without a contradiction in terms. This theory, how-

ever, is inadmissible as an explanation of the grounds on which
ratiocination itself rests. If any one denies the conclusion not-

withstanding his admission of Uie premisses, he is not involved in

any direct and express contradiction initil he is compelled to deny

some premiss; and he can only be forced to do this by a redudio

nd abHurdnm, that is, by another ratiocination: now, if he denies

the validity of th(freasoning process itself, he can no more be

forced to assent to the second syllogism than to the first. la

truth, therefore, no one is ever forced to a contradiction in terms:
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he can only be forced to a contradiction (or rather an infrin|j;e-

nittiit) of tlu! fundamental maxim of ratiocination, namely, that

whatever has a mark, has what it is a mark of; or, (in the case;

of universal propositions,) that whatever is a mark of anything,

is a mark of whatever else that thing is a mark of. For in the

case of every correct argument, as soon as thrown into the syllo-

gistic form, it is evident without the aid of any other syllogism,

that he who, admitting the premisses, fails to draw the conclu-

Bion, does not conform to the above axiom.

Without attaching exaggerated importance to the distinction

now drawn, I think it enables us to characterize in a more accur-

ate manner than is usually done, the nature of demonstrative

evidence and of logical necessity. That is necessary, from which

to withhold assent would be to violate the above axiom. And
since the axiom can only be violated by assenting to premisses

and rejecting a legitimate conclusion from them, nothing la neces-

eary, except the connexion between a conclusion and premisses;

of which doctrine, the whole of this and the preceding chapter

are submitted as the proof.

) i\

\

\..
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EXAMINATION OF HAMILTON.
o

CHAPTER VI.

TIIK I'lUI-OHOl'IIY OK THK CONDITION KD.

\V(! cannot conclude anything to be impossible, because its pos-

sibility is inconceivable to us; for two reasons. First, what seems

to us ioconceiviiblc, and, so far as we are personally concerned,

may really be so, usually owes its inconceivability only to a strong

association. When, in a prolonged experience, we have often

had a particular sensation or mental impression, and never with-

out a certain other sensation or impression immediately accom-

panying it, there grows up so llrm an adhesion between our ideaa

of the two, that we are unable to think of the former without

thinking the latter in close combination with it. And unless

other parts of our experience alTonl us some analogy to aid in

disentangling the two ideas, our incapacity of imagining the ono-

fact without the other grows, or is prone to grow, into a belief

that the one cannot exist without the other. This is the law of

Inseparable Association, an element of our nature of which few

have realized to themselves the full power. It was for the first

time largely applied to the explanation of the more complicated

mental phjcnomena by Mr. James Mill; and is, in an especial

manner, the key to the pha?nomenon of inconceivability. As that

phainomenon only exists because our powers of conception are

determined by our limited experience, Inconceivables are inces-

santly becoming Conceivables as our experience becomes en-

larged. There is no need to go farther for an example than the

case of Antipodes. This physical fact was, to the early specula-

tors, inconceivable: not, of course, the fact of persons in that

position; this the mind could easily represent to itself; but the

possibility that being in that position, and not being nailed on,

nor having any glutinous substance attached to their feet, they

could help falling off. Here was an inseparable, though, as it

proved to be, not an indissoluble association, which while it con-
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tinucfl made a real fact what is called inconceivable; and because

inconceivable, it was unhesitatingly believed to be impossible.

Inconceivabilities of similar character have, at many periods,

obstructed the reception of new scientific truths: the Newtonian

system had to contend against several of them; and we are not

warranted in assigning a different origin and character to those

which still subsist, because the experience that would be capable

of removing them has not occurred. If anything which is now
i.iconceival)le by us were shown to us as a fact, we should soon

find our -elves able to conceive it. We should even be in danger of

going over to the opposite error, and believing that the negation

of it is inconceivable. There are many cases in the history of

science (I have dilated on some of them in another work) where

something which had once been inconceivable, and which people

had with great difficulty learnt to conceive, becoming itself fixed

in the bonds of an insc;nirable association, scientific men came to

think that it alone was conceivable, and that the conflicting hy-

pothesis which all mankind had believed, and which a vast

majority were probably believing still, was inconceivable. In

Dr. Whewell's writings on the Inductive Sciences, this transition

of thought is not only exemplified, but defended. Inconceivabil-

ity is thus a purely subjective thing, arising from the mental

antecedents of the individual mind, or from those of the human
mind generally at a particular period, and cannot give us any

insight into the possibilities of Nature.

But secondly, were it granted that inconceivability is not solely

the consequence of limited experience, but that some incapacities

of conceiving are inherent in the mind, and inseparable from it,

this would not entitle us to infer, that what we are thus incapable

of conceiving, cannot exist. Such an inference would only be

warrantable, if we could know d priori that we must have been

created capable of conceiving whatever is capable of existing;

that the universe of thought and that of reality, the Microcosm

and the Macrocosm (as thej once were called) must have been

framed in complete correspondence with one another. That this

is really the case has been laid down expressly in some systems

of philosophy, by implication in more, and is the foiuidation
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(among others) of the systems of Schelling and Hegel: but an

assumption more destitute of evidence could scarcely be made,

nor can one easily imagine any evidence that could prove it, un-

less it were revealed from above.

What is inconceivable, then, cannot therefore be inferred to be

false. But let us vary tho terms of the proposition, and express it

thus: what is inconceivable, is not therefore incredible. We have

now a statement, which may mean either exactly the same as the

other, or more. It may mean only that our inability to conceive

a thing, does not entitle us to deny its possibility, nor its exist-

ence. Or it may mean, that a thing's being inconceivable to us

is no reason against our believing, and legitimately believing,

that it actually is. This is a very different proposition from the

preceding. Sir W^ Hamilton, as we have said, goes this length.

It is now necessary to enter more minutely than at first seemed

needful, into the meaning of "inconceivable;" which, like

almost all the metajihysical terms we are forced to make use of.

is weighed down with ambiguities.

The first meaning of Inconceivable is, that of which the mind can-

not form to itself any representation : either (as in the case of Nou-
mena) because no attributes arc given out of wh' jh a representation

could be framed, or because the attributes given are incompatible

with one another— are such as the mind cannot put together in a

single imag''. Of this last case numerous instances present them-

selves to the most cursory glance. The fundamental one is that

of a simple contradiction. Wc cannot represent anything to our-

selves as at once being something, and not being it; as at once

having, and not having, a given attribute. The following are

other examples. We cannot represent to ourselves time or space

as having an end. We cannot represent to ourselves two and two

as making five; nor two straight lines as enclosing a space. We
cannot represent to ourselves a round square; or a body all black,

and at the same time all white.

These things are literally inconceivable to us, our minds and our

experience being what they are. Whether they would be incon-

ceivable if our minds were the same but our experience different,

is open to discussion. A distinction may be made, which, I
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think, will be found pertinent to the question. That the same

thing should at once be and not be—that identically the same

statement should be both true and false—is not only inconceivable

to us, but we cannot conceive that it could be made conceivable.

We cannot attach sufficient meaning to the proposition, to be able

to represent to ourselves the suppcsition of a different experience

on this matter. We cannot therefore even entertain the question,

whether the incompatibility is in the original structure of our

minds, or is only put there by our experience. The case is other-

wise in all the other examples of inconceivability. Our incapacity

of conceiving the same thing a« A and not A, may be primordial

:

but our inability to conceive A without B, is because A, by ex-

perience or teaching, has become inseparably associated with B:

and our inability to conceive A with C, is, because, by experience

or teaching, A has become inseparably associated with some

mental representation which includes the negation of C. Thus
all inconceivabilities may be reduced to inseparable association,

combined with the original inconccivabilitj- v)l' a direct contradic-

tion. All the cases which I have cited a;- h-.; taiices of inconceiv-

ability, and which are the strongest I coalvi wnvc chosen, may be

resolved in this manner. We cannot conceive a round square, not

merely because no such object has ever presented itself in our

experience, for that would not be enough. Neither, for anything

we know, are the two ideas in themselves incompatible. To con-

ceive a round square, or to conceive a body all black and yet all

white, would only be to conceive two different sensations as pro-

duced in us simultaneously by the same object; a conception

familiar to our experience; and we should probably be as well able

to conceive a round square as a hard squaf-e, or a heavy square,

if it were not that, in our uniform experience, at the instant when
a thing begins to be round it ceases to be square, so that the

beginning of the one impression is inseparably associated with
the departure or cessation of the other. Thus our inability

to form a conception always arises from our being compelled
to form another contradictory to it. We cannot conceive time
or space as having an end, oecause the idea of any portion what-
ever of time or space is inseparably associated with the idea
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of a time or space beyond it. We cannot conceive two and
two as five, because an inseparable association compels us to con-

ceive it as four; and it cannot be conceived as both, because four

and five, like round and square, are so related in our experience,

that each is associated with the cessation, or removal, of the

other. We cannot conceive two straight lines as enclosing a space,

because inclosing a space means approaching and meeting a second

time; and the mental image of two straight lines which have once

met, is inseparably associated with the representation of them as

diverging. Thus it is not wholly without ground that the notion

of a round square, and the assertion that two and two make five,

or that two straight lines can enclose a space, are said, in com-

mon and even in scientific parlance, to involve a contradiction.

The statement is not logicaly correct, for contradiction is only

between a positive representation and its negative. But the im-

possibility of uniting contradictory conceptions in the same re-

presentation, is the real ground of the inconceivability in these

cases. And we should probably have no diflBculty in putting to-

gether the two ideas supposed to be incompatible, if our experi-

ence had not first inseparably associated one of them with the

contradictory of the other.
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LOGIC—BOOK III.

CflAPTER II.

OF INDUCTIONS IMPROPP^RLY SO CALLED.

§ 1. Induction is that operation of the mind, by wliich we in-

fer that what we .uuw to be true in a particular case or cases,

will be true in all cases which resemble the former in certain as-

signable respects. In other words, Induction is tlie process by

which we conclude that what is true of certain individuals of a

class i" true of the whole class, or that what is true at certain times

will be true in similar circumstances at all times.

This definition excludes from the meaning of the term Induc-

tion, various logical operations, to which it h not unusual to ap-

ply that name.

Induction, as above defined, is a process of inference; it pro-

ceeds from the known to the unknown; and any operation in-

volving no inference, any process in which what seems the con-

clusion is no wider than the premisses from which it is drawn
does not fall within the meaning of the term. Yet in the common
books of Logic we find this laid down as the most perfect, indeed

the only quite perfect, form of induction. In those books, every

process which sets out from a less general and terminates in a more
general expression,—which admits of being stated in the form,

"This and that A are B, therefore every A is B,"— is called an

induction, whether anything be really concluded or not; and the

induction is asserted to be not perfect, unless every single indivi-

dual of the class A is included in the antecedent, or premiss: that

is, unless what we affirm of the class has already been ascertained

to be true of every individual in it, so that the nominal conclusion

is not really a conclusion, but a mere reassertion of the premisses.

If we were to say, All the planets shine by the sun's light, from
observation of each separate planet, or All the Apostles were
Jews, because this is true of Peter, Paul, John, and every other

apostle,—these, and such as these, would, in the phraseology in

question, be called perfect, and the only perfect. Inductions.
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This, however, is a totally different kind of induction from ours;
it ig no inference from facts known to facts unknown^ but a mere .^

short-hand registration of the facts known. The two simulated
arguments which we have quoted, are not generalizations; the
propositions purporting to be conclusions from them, are not
really general propositit^ns. A general proposition is one in which
the predicate is aftirmed or denied of an unlimited number of in-

dividuals; namely, all, whether few or many, existing or capable
of existing, which possess the properties connoted by the subject
of the proposition. "All m ;n ;. e mortal" does not mean all

now living, but all men past, present, and to come. When the
signification of the term is limited so as to render it a name not
for any and every individual falling under a certain general de-
scription, but only for each of a number of individuals designated
as such, and as it were counted off individually, the proposition,
though it may be general in its language, is no general propo-
sition, but merely that number of singular propositions, written
in an abridged character. The operation may be very useful, as
most forms of abridged notation are; but it is no part of the in-

vestigation of truth, though often bearing an important part in
the preparation of the materials for that investigation.

^ 2. A second process which requires to be distinguished fron/J)
Induction, is one to which mathematicians sometimes give thar^ ,

name: and which so far resembles induction properly so called, '

that the propositions it leads to are really general propositions.
For example, when we have proved, with respect to the circle,

that a straight line cannot meet it in more than two points, and
when the same thing has been successively proved of the ellipse,

the parabola, aud the hyperbola, it may be laid down as an uni-
versal property of the sections of the cone. In this example there
is no induction, because there is no inference? the conclusion is

a mere summing up of what was asserted in the various proposi-
tions from which it is drawn. A case somewhat, though not
altogether, similar, is the proof of a geometrical theorem by
means of a diagram. Whether the diagram be on paper or only
in the imagination, the demonstration (as formerly observed)

<v
/«

^1

\- » 11

^
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does not prove directly the general theorem; it proves only that

the conclusion, which the theorem asserts generally, is true of

the particular triangle or circle exhibited in the diagram; but

since we perceive that in the same way in which we have proved

it of that circle, it might also be proved of any other circle, we
I ^^, gather up into one general expression all the singular propositions

^ susceptible of being thus proved, and embody them in an univer-

^-
.

• sal proposition. Having shown that the three angles of the tri-

.^''- angle ABC are together equal to two right angles, we conclude

that this is true of every other triangle, not because it is true of

A B C, but for the same reason which proved it to be true of A B C.

If this were to be called Induction, an appropriate name for it

would be, Induction by parity of reasoning. But the term can-

not properlyT)eTong to U; the characteristic quality of Induction

is wanting, oince the truth obtained, though really general, is not

believed on the evidence of particular instances. We do not con-

clude that all triangles have the property because some triangles

have, but from the ulterior demonstrative evidence which was
the ground of our conviction in the particular instances.

There are nevertheless, in mathematics, some examples of so-

called induction, in which the conclusion does bear the appearance

of a generalization grounded on some of the particular cases

included in it. A mathematician, when he has calculated a suf-

ficient number of the terms of an algebraical or arithmetical

series to have ascertained what is called the law of the series,

does not hesitate to fill up any number of the succeeding terms

without repeating the calculations But I apprehend he only

does so when it is apparent from (i ;;;vV>r< considerations (which

might be exhibited in the form of demonstration) that the mode
of formation of the subsequent terms, each from that which pre-

ceded it, must be similar to the formation of the terms which
have been already calculated. And when the attempt has been

hazarded without the sanction of such general considerations,

there are instances on record in which it has Isd to false results.

It is said that Newton discovered the binomial theorem by in-

duction; by raising a binomial successively to a certain number
of powers, and comparing those powers with one another until he

1
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detected the relation in which the algebraic formula of each power
stands to the exponent of that power, and to the two terms of

the binomial. The fact is not improbable: but a mathematician
like Newton, who seemed to arrive per saltuni at principles and
conclusions that ordinary mathematicians only reached by a suc-

cession of steps, certainly could not have performed the compari-
son in question without being led by it to the d priori ground of

the law; since any one who understands sufficiently the nature of

multiplication to venture upon multiplying several lines of symbols
at one operation, cannot but perceive that in raising a binomial to

a power, the coefficients must depend on the laws of permutation
and combination: and as soon as this is recognized, the theorem
is demonstrated. Indeed, when once it was seen that the law
prevailed in a few of the lower powers, its identity with the law
of permutation would at once suggest the considerations which
prove it to obtain universally. Even, therefore, such cases as

these, are but examples of what I have called induction by parity

of reasoning, that is, not really induction, because not involving

inference of a general proposition from particular instances.

i^ 3. There remains a third improper use of the term Induc-
tion, which it is of real importance to clear up, because the theory
of induction has been, in no ordinary degree, confused by it, and Ct UvMf^v*

because the confusion is exemplified in the most recent and most «)• r
elaborate treatise on the inductive philosophy which exists in

our language. The error in questlun^is that of confounding a
mere description of a set of observed phenomena, with an induc-
tion from them.

Suppose that a phenomenon consists of parts, and that these
parts are only capable of being observed separately, and as it

were piecemeal. When the observations have been made, there
is a convenience (amounting for many purposes to a necessity) in
obtaining a representation of the phenomenon as a whole, by
combining, or as we may say, piecing these detached fragments
together. A navigator sailing in the midst of the ocean discovers
land: he cannot at first, or by any one observation, determine
whether it is a continent or an island; but he coasts along it,

and after a few days finds himself to have sailed completely round

">\
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it: he then pronounces it an island. Now there was no particular

time or place of observation at which he could perceive that this

land was entirely surrounded by water: he ascertained the fact

by a succession of partial observations, and then selected a gen-

eral expression which sumnu'd up in two or three words the

whole of what he so observed. ]jut is there anythini^- of the

nature of an induction in this i)rocess? Did he infer anything

that had not been observed, from something else which had?

Certainly not. He had observed the whole of what the propo-

sition asserts. That the land in question is an island, is not an

inference from the partial facts which the navigator saw in the

course of his circumnavigation; it is the facts themselves; it is a

summary of those facts; the description of a complex fact, to

which those simpler ones are as ths parts of a whole.

Now there is, I conceive, no difference in kind between this

simple operation, and that by which Kepler ascertained the na-

ture of the planetary orbits: and Kepler's operation, all at least

that was characteristic in it, was not more an inductive act than

that of our supposed navigator.

The object of Kepler was to determine the real path described

by each of the planets, or let us say by the planet Mars, (for it

was of that body that he first established two of the three great

astronomical truths which bear his name.) To do this lliere was

no other mode than that of direct observation: and all wbich

observation could do w as to ascertain a great number of the suc-

cessive places of the planet; or rather, of its apparent places.

That the planet occupied successively all these positions, or at all

events, positions which produced the same impressions on the eye.

and that it passed from one of these to another insensibly, and

without any apparent breach of continuity; thus much the senses.

with the aid of tlie proper instrunKiuV, could ascertain. What
Kepler did more than this, was to find what sort of a curve these

different points would make; supposing them to be all joined to-

gether. He expressed the whole series of the observed places of

Mars by what Dr. Wliewell calls the general conc>.ption of an
ellipse. This operation was far from being as easy as that of the

navigator who expressed the series of his observations on sue-
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But it is the very same sort of operation; and if the one is not an

induction but a description, this must also be true of the other.

To avoid misapprehension, we must remark that Kepler, in

one respect, performed a real act of indiu-tion; namely, in con-

cluding that liecause the observcnl places of Mars were correctly

represented by points in an imaginary ellipse, therefore Mars

would continue to revolve in that same ellipse; and even in con-

cluding that the position of the planet during the time which in-

tervened between two observations, must have coincided with

the intermediate points of the curve. But this really inductive

operation re quires to be carefully distinguished from the mere act

of bringing the facts actually observed under a general descrip-

tion. So distinct are these two operations, that the one might

have been performed without the other. Men might and did

make correct inductions concerning the heavenly motions, before

they had obtained correct general descriptions of them. It was
known that the planets always moved in the same paths, long

before it had been ascertained that those paths were ellipses.

Astronomers early remarked that the same set of apparent po-

sitions returned periodically. When they obtained a new descrip-

tion of the phenomenon, they did not necessarily make any fur-

ther induction, nor (which is the true test of a new general truth)

add anything to the power of prediction which they already -<-?

possessed. > .—-^^ .

^
§ 4. The descriptive operation which enables a number of de- .

tails to be summed up in a single proposition. Dr. Whewell, b}- an ^ '^2^ ''

aptly chosen expression, has termed the Colligation of Facts.*- i-

'

In most of his observations concerning that mental process I fully * ^
U V

agree, and would gladly transfer all that portion of his book into

my own pages. I only thiidc him mistaken in setting up this

kind of operation, which according to the old and received mean-
ing of the term, is not induction at all, as the type of induction

generally; and laying down, throughout his work, as principles

of induction, the principles of mere colligation.

* Phil. Lid. Sc. ii. 213, 214.
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Dr. Whcwt'll r^-iintnins that the general proposition wliicli

binds togetber the particular facts, and makes them, as it were,

one fact, is not the mere sum of those facts, but something more,

since there is introduced a concicption of the mind, which did not

exist in the facts themselves. "The particular facts," says he,*

" are not merely brought together, but there is a new element

added to the combination by the very act of thought by which

they are combined When the Greeks, after long observ-

ing the motions of the planets, saw that these moiions might be

rightly considered as produced by the motion of one wheel revol-

ving in the inside of another wheel, these wheels were creations

of their minds, added to the facts which they perceived by sense.

And even if the wheels were no longer supposed to be material,

but were reduced to mere geometrical spheres or circles, they were

not the less products of the mind alone,—something additional

to the facts observed. The same is the case in all other discov-

eries. The facts are known, but they are insulated and uncon-

nected, till the discoverer supplies from his own store a principle

of connexion. The pearls are there, but they will not hang to-

gether till some one provides the string."

That a conception of the mind is introduced is indeed undeni-

able, and I willingly concede, that to hit upon the right concep-

tion is often a far more difficult and more meritorious achieve-

ment, than to prove its applicability when obtained. But a con-

ception implies, and corresponds to, .something conceived: and

though the conception itself is not in the facts, but in our mind,

it must be a conception of something which really is in the facts,

^^ome property which they actually possess, and which they would

manifest to our senses, if our senses were able to take cognizance

of them. If, for instance, the planet left behind it in space a

visible track, and if the observer were in a fixed position at such

a distance above the plane of the orbit as would enable him to see

the whole of it at once, he would see it to be an ellipse; and if

gifted with appropriate instruments, and powers of locomotion,

he could prove it to be such by measuring its different dimensions.

* Phil. Ind. Sc. ii. 213, 214.
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These things are indeed impossiljU; to us, but not inipossiblc in

themselves; if they were so, Kepler's law could not be true. •o | ,.

Subject to the indispensabh; condition vvhi(;h has just been y^

stated, I cannot perceive that the part which conceptions have in ;Vr'f -^CiH^li
*

the operation of studying facts, has ever been overlooked or un-

(lerviilued. No one ever disputed tluil in orcU'r to reason about

anything wc nuist have a conception of it; or that when we in-

clude a nuiltilude of things under a general expression, there is

implied in the expression a conception of something common to

those things. But it by no means follows that the conception is

necessarily pre-exislent, or constructed by the mindout of itsown

materials. If the facts are rightly classed under the conception,

it is because there is in the facts themselves something of which

the conception is itself a copy; and which if we cannot directly

perceive, it is because of the limited power of our organs, and

not because the thing itself is not there. The conception itself

is often obtained by abstraction from the very facts which, in

Dr. Whewell's language, it is afterwards called in to connect. This

he himself admits, when he observes (which he does on several

occasions) how great a service would be reiuiered to the science

of physiology by the philosopher "who should establish a pre-

cise, tenable, and consistent conception of life."* Sucha concep-

tion can only be abstracted from the phenomena of life itself; from

the very facts which it is put in requisition to connect. In other

cases (no doubt) instead of collecting the conception from the very

phenomena which we are attempting to colligate, we select it

from among those which have been previously collected by ab-

straction from otli(!r facts. In the instance of Kepler's laws, the

latter was the case. The facts being out of the reach of being

observed, in any «uch maimer as would have enabled the senses

to identify directly the path of the planet, the conception requisite

for framing a general description of that path could not be col-

lected by abstraction from the observations themselves; the mind
had to supply hypothetically, from among the conceptions it had

obtained from other portions of its experience, some one which

* Phil. Ind. Sr.. ii. 173.
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woiild correctly roprcst'iit the series of the observed facts. It Imd

to fninie u supposition respect iii;^' the general course of the phe-

nonu-non, juul ask itself, If this he the general description, what

what will the details he? and then compare these with the details

ftctvuilly observed. If they agreed, the hypothesis would serve

for a description of the phenomenon: if iu)t, it was necessarily

abandoned, and another tried. It i- -h a case as this whitdi

gives rise to the doctrine that tlu'

n

'n framing the descrip-

tions, adds something of its own wliich it does not find in the

facts.

Yet it is a fact surely, thai the plaiu-l does describe an ellipse;

and a fact which we could see, if wc had adcMpuite visual organs

and a suitable position. Not having these advantages, but

possessing the conception of an ellipse, or (to express the mean-

ing in less technical language) knowing what an ellipse was,

Kepler tried whether the oV ervcd iilaces of the jilanet were con-

sistent with sucli a path. He found they were so; and he, con-

sequently, asserted as a fad that tlu! planet moved in an ellipse.

But this fact, which Kepler did not add to, l)ut found in, tlie mo-

tions of the planet, namely, thai it occupied in succession the

various ])oints in the circumference of a given ellipse, was the

very fact, the separate parts of which had been separately ob-

served; it was the sum of the dilTerenl observations.

Having stated this fundamental differeiu^e between my opinion

and that of Dr. Whewell, I nuist add, thai his account of the

manner in which a conception is selected, suitable to express the

facts, appears to me perfectly just. The experience of all thinkers

will. I believe, testify that the i)rocess is leutalivc; that it consists

of a succession of guesses; many being rejected, until one at last

occurs lit to be chosen. We know from Kepler himself that be-

fore hitting upon the " couception " of an ellipse, he tried nine-

teen other imaginary paths, which, finding them inconsistent

with the observations, he was obliged to reject. But as Dr. Whe-
well truly says, the successful hypothesis, though a guess, ought
generally to be called, not^ a Jiicky. but a skilful guess. The
guesses which serve to give mental unity and wholeness to a chaos

of scattered particulars, are accidents which rarely occur to any

I
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minds Imt those Mbonndlng in knowledge and disciplined in in-

tellectual combinations.

Mow far tills tentative method, so indispensable as a means to

the colligation of facts for purposes of description, admits of ap-

plication to Induction itself, and what functions belong to it in that

department, win be considered in the chapter of the present Hook

which relates t Hypotheses. On the present occasion we have

chielly to distinguish this jirocess of Colligation from Induction

properly so called: and that the distinction may be made clearer, ^i^',;

it is well to advert to a curious and interesting remark, which is ^

as strikingly true of the formiir operation, as it appears^o me un- , ^\_

erpiivocally false of the latter. h n '.•'
i

'

In different stages of the progress of knowledge, philosophers |-'ot"' '•'

have emiilovcd, for the colligiition of the same order of facts, dif-
•*'

ferciit conceptions. The early rude observations of the heavenly ^o^^ "»l:»'

bodies, in which minute pr(((!ision was neither attained nor sought,

presented nothing inconsistent with the representation of the path

of a jilaiiet as an exact circle, having the earth for its centre. As
oliservalions increased in accuracy, and facts were disclosed which

were not recoiicileable with this simple supposition; for the colli-

gation of those additional facts, the suppositon was varied; and

varied again and again as facts became more numerous and pre-

cise. The earth was removed from the centre to some other point

within the circle; the planet was supposed to revolve in a smaller

circle called an epicycle, round an imaginary point which revolved

in a circle round the earth: in proportion as oliservation elicited

fresh facts contradictory to these rej)resentations, other epicycles

and other eccentrics were added, producing additional complica-

tion; until at last Kepler swept all these circles away, and sub-

stituted the conception of an exact ellipse. Even this is found
not to represent with complete correctness the accurate observa-

tions of the present day, which disclose many slight deviations

from an orbit exactly elliptical. Now Dr. Whewell has remarked
that these sticcessive general expressions, though apparently so

conflicting, were all correct: they all answered the purpose of

colligation: they all enabled the mind to represent to itself with
facility, and by a simultaneous glance, the whole body of facts
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at that time ascertaiiiecl; each in its turn served as a correct

description of the phenomena, so far as the senses had up to that

time taken cognizance of them. If a necessity afterwards arose

for discarding one of these general descriptions of the planet's or-

bit, and framing a different imaginary line, h which to express

the series of observed positions, it was becau-e a number of new
facts had now been added, which it was necessary to combine

with the old facts into one general description. But this did not

affect the correctness of the former expression, considered as a

general statement of the only facts which it was intended to re-

present. And so true is this, that, as is well remarked by M.

Comte, these ancient generalizations, even the rudest and most

imperfect of them, that of uniform movement in a circle, are so

far from bring entirely false, that they are even now habitually

emi)loyed by astronomers when only a rough approximation to

correctness is required " L' astronomic moderne, en delruisant

sans retour les hypotheses primitives, envisagees comme lois

reelles du monde, a soigneusemeut malntenu leur valeur positive

et permanente, la proprieto de representer commodement les phe-

nom^nes quand il s'agit d'une premit^re ebauche. Nos ressources

a cet egard sont meme bien plus etendues, preciseraent a cause

que nous ne nous faisons aucune illusion sur la realite des hy-

potheses; ce qui nous permet d'employer sansscrupule, en cha(jue

cas, celle que nous jugeons la plus avantageuse."*

Dr. Whcwell's remark, therefore, is philosophically correct.

Successive expressions for the colligation of observed facts, or, in

other words, successive descriptions of a phenomenon as a whole,

which has been observed only in parts, may, though conflicting,

be all correct as far as they go. But it woidd surely be absurd to

assert this of conflcting inductions.

The scientific study of facts may be undertaken for three dif-

ferent purposes: the simple description of the facts; their explan-

ation; or their prediction: meaning by prediction, the determina-

tion of the conditions under which similar facts may be expected

again to occur. To the first of these three operations the name

*Cours di PJiilosopJde Positive, vol. 11., p. 203.
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of Induction does not properly belong: to tbe otber two it does, ti '""rnic

Now, Dr. Wbewell's observation is true of tbe first alone. Con- i.r^,cYl^;

sidered as a mere description, tbe circular tbeory of tbe beavenly

motions represents perfectly well tbeir general features; and by

adding epicycles witbout limit, tbose motions, even as now known
to us, migbt be expressed witb any degree of accuracy tbat might

be required. Tbe elliptical tbeory, as a mere description, would

have great advantage in point of simplicity, and in the consequent

facility of conceiving it and reasoning about it: but it would not

really be more true than tbe other. Different descriptions, there- /

fore, may be all true: but not, surely, different explanations.

The doctrine tbat the heavenly bodies move(' by a virtue inherent

in tbeir celestial nature; the doctrine tbat they were moved by

impact, (which led to tbe hypothesis of vortices as the only im-

pelli!ig force capable of whirling bodies in circles,) and the New-
tonian doctrine, thut they are moved by the composition of a

centripetal with an original projectile force; all these are explan-
^

ations, collected by real induction from supposed parallel cases;

and they were all successively received by philosophers, as scien

title truths on the subject of tbe heavenly bodies. Can it be said

of these, as was said of the different descriptions, that thej' are all

true as far as they go? Is it not clear that one only can be true
^

in any degree, and the otber two must be altogether false? So

much for explanations: let us now compare different predictions:

the first, that eclipses will occur whenever one planet or satellite

is so situated as to cast its shadow niu)n another; the second,

that they will occur whenever some great calamity is impending

over mankind. Do these two doctrines only differ in the degree

of tbeir truth, as expressing real facts with unequal degrees of

accuracy? Assuredly the one is true, and the other absolutely

false.

Dr. Whewell, in his reply, contests the distinction here drawn,

and maintains, that not only dilTerent descriptions, but different

(explanations of a phenomenon, may all be true. Of the three

theories respecting the motions of the heavenly bodies, he says:

"Undoubtedly all these explanations may ])e true and consistent

with each other, and would be so if each had been followed out

^ V
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so as to shew in what manner it could be made consistent with

the facts. And this was, in reality, in a great measure done.

The doctrine that the heavenly bodies were moved by vortices

was successively modified, so that it came to coincide in its re-

sults with the doctrine of an inverse quadratic centrii)etal force

When this point was reached, the vortex was merely a

machinery, well or ill devised, for producing such a centrijjetal

force, and therefore did not contradict the doctrine of a centri-

petal force. Newton himself does not appear to have been averse

to explaining gravity by impulse. So little is it true that if one

theory be true the other must be false. The attempt to exi)lain

gravity by the impulse of streams of particles flowing through

the universe in all directions, which I have mentioned in the Phil-

osophy, is so far from being inconsistent with the Newtonian

theory, that it is founded entirely upon it. And even with regard

to the doctrine, that the heavenly bodies move by an inherent

virtue; if this doctrine had been maintained in any such wa}' that

it was brought to agree with the facts, the inherent virtue must

hdve had its laws determined; and then it would have been found

that the virtue had a reference to the central body; and so, the

' inherent virtue ' must have coincided in its effect with the New-
tonian force; and then, the two explanations would agree, except

.so far as the word 'inherent' was concerned. And if such a part

of an earlier theory as this word inherent indicates, is found to be

untenable, it is of course rejected in the transition to later and

more exact theories, in Inductions of this kind, as well as in what

Mr. Mill calls Descriptions. There is, therefore, still no validity

discoverable in the distinction which Mr. Mill attemi)ts to draw
between descriptions like Kepler's law of elliptical orbits, and

other exam:)les of induction."

If the doctrine of vortices had meant, not that vortices existed,

but only that the planets moved i/i the same manner as if they

had been whirled by vortices; if the hypothesis had been merely

a mode of representing the facts, not an attempt to account for

them; if, in short, it hud been only a Description; it would, no
doubt, have been reconcileable with the Newtonian theory. The
vortices, however, were not a mere aid to conceiving the motions
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of the planets, but a supposed physical agent, actively impelling

them; a material fact, which migat be true or not true, but could

not be both true and not true. According to Descartes' theory it

was true, according to Newton's it was not trne. Dr. Whewell
probably means that since the phrases, centripetal and projectile

force, do not declare the nature but only the direction of the

forces, the Newtonian theory does not absolutely contradict any

hypothesis which may be framed respecting ihe mode of their

production. "The Newtonian theory, regarded as a mere descrip-

tir:i of the planetary motions, does not; but the Newtonian theory

as an explanation of them does. For in what does the explana-

tion consist? In ascribing those motions to a general law which

obtains between all particles of matter, and in identifying this

with the law by which bodies fall to the ground; a kind of motion

which the vortices did not, and as it was rectilineal, could not,

explain. The one explanation, therefore, absolutely excludes the

other. Either the planets are not moved by vortices, or they do

not move by the law by which heavy bodies fall. It is impossible

that both opinions can be true. As well might it be said that

there is no contradiction between the assertions, that a man died

because somebody killed him, and that he died a natural death.

So, again, the theory that the planets move by a virtue inherent

in their celestial nature, is incompatible with either of the two
others; either that of their being moved by vortices, or that which
regards them as moving by a property which they have in com-
mon with the earth and all terrestrial bodies. Dr. Whewell says,

that the theory of an inherent virtue agrees with Newton's when
the word inherent is left out, which of course it would be (he

says) if " found to be untenable." But leave that out, and wherf,

is the theory? The word inherent is the theory. When that is

omitted, there remains nothing except that the heavenly bodies

move by "a virtue," i. e. by a power of some sort.

If Dr. Whewell is not yet satisfied, any other subject will serve

equally well to test his doctrine. He will hardly say that there

is no contradiction between the emission theory and the undulat-

ory theory of light; or that there can be both one and two elec-

tricities; or that the hypothesis of the production of the higher

•

If
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organic forms by develoj)mcnt from the lower, and the suppo-

sition of separate and successive ac-s of creation, are quite recon-

cileable; or that the theory that volcanoes are fed from a central

fire, and the doctrines which ascribe them to chemical action at a

comparatively small depth below the earth's surface, are consis-

tent with one another, and all true as far as they go.

If different explanations of the same fact cannot both be true,

still less, surely, can different predictions. Dr. Whewell quarrels

LcU>()( <c '^on what ground it is not necessary to consider) with the example

t>Vv 'v.^ I had chosen on this point, and thinks an objection to an illustra-

tion a sufficient answer to a theory. Examples not liable to his

) objection are easily found, if the proposition that conflicting pre-

dictions cannot both be true, can be made clearer by any examples.

idu'-'^^^" Suppose the phenomenon to be a newly-discovered comet, and
u^t '.'(^

' that one astronomer predicts its return once in every 300 years

—

another, once in every 400: can they both be right? When Col-

umbus predicted that by sailing constantly westward he should

in time return to the point from which he set out, Avhile others

asserted that he coidd never do so except by turning back, were
both he and his opponents true prophets? Were the predictions

which foretold the wonders of railways and steauiships. and those

which averred that the Atlantic could never be crossed 1)y steam

navigation, nor a railway train propelled ten miles an hour, both

(in Dr. Whewell's words) "true and consistent with one an-

other"?

Dr. Whewell sees no distinction between holding contradictory

opinions on a question of fact, and merely employing different

analogies to facilitate the conception of the same fact. The case

of different Inductions belongs to the former class, that of differ-

ent Descriptions to the latter.

CHAPTER III.

OF THE GROUND OF INDUCTION.

g 1. Induction properly so called, as distinguished from those

mental operations, sometimes though improperly designated by
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the name, which I have attempted in the preceding chapter to " /
•

characterize, may, then, be summarily defined as Generalization :/tt-' --*
*

from Experience. It consists in inferring from some individual ']'• :i'-^i

instances in which a phenomenon is observed to occur, that it -» >

occurs in all instances oi a certain class: namely, in all which. ;,, ji^.^ Avrtv
rcKeinhle the former, in what are regarded as the material circum-

stances.

In what way the mate rial circumstances are to be distinguished

from those which are immaterial, or why some of the circum-

stances are material and others not so, we are not yet ready to

point out. We nuist lirst observe, that there is a principle im-

plied in the very statement of what Induction is; an assumption

with regard to the course of nature and the order of the universe:

namely, that there are such things in nature as parallel cases;

that what happens once, will, uuacr a sufficient degree of simi-

ilarity of circumstances, happen again, and not only again, buJ

as often as the same circumstances recur. This, I say_i is an_as:

sumption, involved in every case of induction. And, if we con-

sult the actual course of nature, we find that the assumption is

warranted. The universe, we find, is so constituted, that what-

ever is true in any one case, is true in all cases of a certain de-

scription; the only difficulty is, to find what description.

This universal fact, which is our warrant for all inferences

from experience, has been described by different philosophers in

different forms of language: that the course of nature is uniform:

that the universe is governed by general laws; and the like. One
of the most usual of these modes of expression, but also one of

the most inadequate, is that which has been brought into familiar

use by the metaphysicians of the school of Reid and Stewart.

The disposition of the human mind to generalize from experi-

ence,—a propensity considered by these philosophers as an instinct

of our nature,—they usually describe under some such name as

"our intuitive conviction that the future will resemble the past."

Now it has been well pointed out, that (whether the tendency be
or not an original and ultimate element of our nature). Time, in

its modifications of past, present, and future, has no concern

either with the belief itself, or with the grounds of it. We be-
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l)rc'miss suppressed; or (as I prefer expressing it) every induction

Tiuiy I)™tTirmvn^nTo the form of a syllogism, by supplying a ma-

jor premiss. If this be actually done, the principle which we are

now considering, that of the uniformity of the course of nature,

will iii)poar as the ultimate major premiss of all ir actions, and

will, therefore, stand to all inductions in the rcl' lon in which,

as has been shown at so much length, tl majc proposition of a

syllogism always stands to the conclusif i; noi. contributing at all

to prove it, but being a necessary condition of its being proved;

since no conclusion is proved for which there cannot be found a

true major premiss.

The statement, that the uniformity of the course of nature is

the ultimate major premiss in all cases of induction, may be

thought to require some explanation. The immediate major

premiss in every inductive argument, it certainly is not. Of that,

Archbishop Whateley's must be held to be the correct account.

The induction, ".John Peter, &C., are mortal, therefore all man-

kind are mortal," may, as he justly says, be thrown into a syllo-

gism by pretixing as a major permiss (what is at any rate a neces-

sary condition of the validity of the argument) namely, that what
is true of John, Peter, &c., is true of all mankind. But how
come we by this major permiss? It is not self-evident; nay, in

all cases of unwarranted generalization, it is not true. How
then, is it arrived at? Necessarily either by induction or ratio

cinalion; and if by induction, the process, like all other indue

tive arguments, may be thrown into the form of a syllogism

This previous syllogism it is, therefore, necessary to construct

There is, in the long run, only one possible construction. The
real proof that what is true of John, Peter, &c., is true of all

mankind, can oiiTy be, that a different supposition woirid"T3eTn-

consistent with the uniformity which we know to exist in the

course of nature. Whether there would be this inconsistency or

not, may be a matter of long and delicate inquiry; but unless

there would, we have no sufficient ground for the major of the

inductive syllogism. It hence appears, that if we throw the

whole course of any inductive argument into a series of syllo

ii I
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gisms, we shall arrive by more or fewer steps at an ultimate syllo-

gism, which will have for its major premiss the j^rineiple, or

axiom, of the uniformity of the course of nature.

It was not to be expected that in the case of this axiom, any

more than of other axioms, there should be uiuminuty among
thinkers with respect to the grounds on which it is u) be received

as true. I have already stated that I regard it as itself a gener-

alization from experience. Others hold it to be a i)il!icii)le

which, antecedently to any veritication by experience', we are

compelled by the constitution of our thinking faculty to assume

as true. Having so recently, and at so nuich length, combated a

similar doctrine as applied to the axioms of mathematics, by ar-

guments which are in a great measure applica])le to the present

case, I shall defer the more particular discussion of this contro-

verted point in regard to the fundamental axiom of induction,

until a more advanced ])eriod of our inquiry. At present it is

of more importance to understand thoroughly the im[)ort of the

axiom itself. For the proposition, that the course of nature is

uniform, possesses rather the brevity suitable to popular, than

the precision requisite in philosophical, language: its terms re-

quire to be explained, and a stricter than their ordinary signifi-

cation given to them, before the truth of the assertion can be

admitted.

§ 2. Every person's consciousness assures him that he does not

always expect uniformity in the course of events; he does not

always believe that the unknown will be similar to the known,
that the future will resemble the past. Nobody believes that tin;

succession of rain and fine weather will be the same in every

future year as in the present. Nobody expects to have the same
dreams repeated every night. On the contrary, everbody men-
tions it as something extraordinary, if the course of nature is

constant, and resembles itself, in these particulars. To look for

constancy where constancy is not to be expected, as for instance,

that a day which has once brought good fortune will always be
a fortunate day, is justly accounted superstition.

The course of nature, in truth, is not only uniform, it is also in-

a.
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Hiiitc'ly various. tM)im' |)lu'ii(»m<'iiii are always seen to recur iu

the very saine comliiiiations in wiiii-b we met wiib them at first;

o iicrs seem alto^^ether capricious; while some, which we had

been accustomed to rciiard a> hound down exclusively to a

particular set of combiniiiioiis, we unexpectedly find detached

from some of the elements with which we had hitherto found

them conjoined, and united to others of (luite a contrary descrip-

tion. To an inhabitant of Central Africa, lifty years ago, no fact

probably appeared to rest on more uniform experience than this,

that all human beings are black. To Europeans, i ot many years

a|;'o, the proposition. All swans are white, appeared an equally

unequivocal instance of uniformity in the course of nature. Fur-

ther experience has proved to both that they were mistaken; but

they had to wait fifty cenlurii's for this experience. During that

long time, mankind believed in an uniformity of the course of

nature where no such uniformity really existed.

According to the notion which the ancients entertained of in-

duction, the foregoing were cases of as legitimate inference as

any inductions whatever. In these two instances, in which, the

conclusion being false, the ground of inference must have been

insullicient, there was, nevertheless, as nmch ground f^r it as this

conception of induction admitted of. The induction of the an-

cients has been well described by Bacon, under the name of " In-

ductio per enumerationem simplicem, ubi non reperitur instautia

contradictoria." It consists in ascribing the character of general

truths to all propositions which are true in every instance that

we happen to know of This is the kind of induction which is

natural to the mind when unaccustomed to scientific methods.

The tendency, which some call an instinct, and which others

account for by association, to infer the future from the past, the

known from the unknown, is simply a habit of expecting that

what has been found true once or several times, and never yet

found false, will be found true again. Whether the instances are

few or many, conclusive or inconclusive, does not much affect

the matter: these are considerations which occur only on reflec-

tion: the unprompted tendency of the mind is to generalize its

experience, provided this points all in one direction; provided no

'
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Other experience of a (!()iifiictliig chaructcr comes unsought. The

uotion of seekin^r it, of experiineiiUii^^ for it, oi interrogating na-

ture (to use Bacon's expression) is of much later growth. The

observation t)f nature, by uncultivated intellects, is purely passive:

they accept the facts which present themselves, without taking

the trouble of searching for more: it is a superior mind only

which asks itself what facts are needed to enable it to come to a

sure conclpsion, and then looks out for these.

But though we have always a pro[>ensity tt) generali/e from

unvarying exi)erience, we are not always warranted in doing so.

Before we can be at liberty to conclude; that sometlnng is uni-

iversally true because we have never known an instance to the

contrary, we must have reason to l)elieve that if there were in

nature any instances to the contrary, we shouhi have known of

them. This assurance, in the great majority of cases, we cannot

have, or can have only in a very moderate degree. The possi-

bility of having it, is the foundation on which we shall see here-

after that induction by simple enumeration may in some remark-

able cases amount practically to proof. No sucli assurance,

however, can be had, on any of the ordinary subjects of scien-

tific inquiry. Popular notions are usually founded on induction

by simple enumeration; in science it carries us but a little way.

We are forced tt) begin with it; we must often rely on it provis-

ionally, in the absence of means of more searching investigation.

But, for the accurate study of nature, we reiiuire a surer and a

more potent instrument.

It was, above all, by pointing out llic insufficiency of this ruiic

and loose conception of Induction, that Bacon merited the title so

generally awarded to him, of Founder of the Inductive philoso-

phy. The value of his own contributions to a more i)hil()sophical

theory of the subject has certainly been exaggerated. Altlnrngh

(along with some fundanx'ntal errors) his writings contain, more
or less fully developed, several of the most important principles

of the Inductive Method, physical investigation has now far out-

grown the Baconian conception of Induction. Moral and political

inquiry, indeed, are as yet far behind that conception. The cur-



rr-nt and approved modes of reason in;;' on those subjects are still

of the same vicious description at^ainst wliicli Tiacon protested:

tlie method almost exclusively emjiloy'^d by those professing to

treat such niattern inductively, is the very indurtlo per cnnmern-

fionem Himplicein which he condemns; and the experience which

we hear so confidently appealed to by all sects. ])iirties, and intei-

ests, is still, in his own emi>hatic words, iiicni palpatio.

^'6. lu order to a better understandiuic of the problem which

the logician must solve if he would establish a scientillc theory of

Induction, let us compare a few cases of in(M»rrect inductions with

others whit-h an; acknowledged to be legitimate. Some, we know,

which were believed for centuries to be correct, were nevertheless

incorrect. That all swans are white, cannot have been a good in-

duction, since the conclusion has turned out erroneous. The ex-

perience, however, on which the conclusion rested was genuine.

From the earliest records, the testimony of the inhabitants of

the known world was unainmous on the point The uniform ex-

perience, therefore, of the inhabitants of the known world, agree-

ing in a common residt, without one known instance of deviation

from that result, is not alvvj'ys sutVicient to establish a geiuiral

conclusion.

But let us now turn to an i.istance apparently not very dissimi-

lar to this. Mankind were wrong, it seems, in concluding that

all swans were white: are we also wrong, when we conclude

that all men's heads grow above their shoulders, and never

below, in spite of the conflicting testimony of the naturalist

Pliny? A.s there were black swans, though civilized people had

existed for three thousand years on the earth without meeting

with them, may there not also l)e "men whose heads do grow

beneath their shoulders," notwithstanding a rather less perfect

unanimity of negative testimony from observers? Most persons

would answer No; it was more credible that a bird should vary

in its color, than that men should vary in the relative position of

their principal organs. And there is no doubt t1 it in so saying

they would be right: but to say why they are right, would be

impossible, without entering more deeply than is usually done,

into the true theory of Induction.
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A^.iin, there iiro caseH in wliicli we reckon v/ith the mo.si un-

fiiilin.i^ confldeiu'c upon unifortnity, ainl other cases in which we
do not count upon it at all. In some we feci conn)lete assurance

that tlie future will rescnihle the past, \\u\ utik?iovvn Ik; precisely

similar to tli(! known. In olliers, lu»vvever invariahle may he the

res\ilt ohlainc(l from the insiances which have heen observed, W(j

draw from them no more than a very feelilc presumption that the

like result will hold in all other oases. That a strai<j:ht line is th.e

shortest distance ttetween two points, we do not doubt to be true

even in the region of the ti.xed stars. When a chemist announces

the existence and jtn>i)crlies of a newly-discovered substance, if

we CO "(h- in his accurac}'. we feel assurcjd tliat th(i coiK-lusions

he has J'Trived at a^IH iiold utuversally, althoiii^^h the induction be

foiindeu hut on ,• simple instance. We do not withhold our as-

sent, waiting for a repetition of the e.\p(;riment; or if we do, it is

from a doubt whet licr the otu! experiment was properly made,

not whether if pro|)erly made it would lie coiu-lusive. Here, then,

is a general law of nature, inferreil without hesitation from a

single instance; an universal proposition from a singular one.

Now mark another case, and contrast it with this. Not all the

instances which have l)ec?i ol)s( :ved since the beginning of Lhe

world, in su))port of the general propv>^'tion that all crows arc

black, WM)uld be deenu'd a suf^n-ient iiresumplion of the truth of

the proi)osition. to outweigh t!ie te^.tiiiiony of one nnexceptiojiable

witness who sliould .itiirni that in some region of the earth not

fully explored, he had caught and examined a crow, and had
fou?id it to be grey.

Why is a single instance, in some cases, sufficient for a com-
I)lete induction, while in others, myriads of concurring instances,

without a single exception known or i)resunied, go such a very

little way towards establishli.j- iu; universal proposition? Who-
ever can answer this question knows more of the philoseiphy of

logic than the wisest of the ancients, and has solved the problem
of induction.
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CIIAPTElt TV.

OK I-A\VS OK NA'IC'UK.

i- 1. Ill the coiilcniiiljirKiii of lliat iinifoniiitv in tlic course of

iiiiturc, wliich is iisstiincd in every inference from (ixperience,

one of the first ol)st'rvations tlmt present llietnselves is, tlnit the

uniformity in (piestioii is not properly uniformity, hut uniform

iticH. The ^j^cucrul reuularity results f;-i»m the co-existence of [tar-

tltil rci^ulnriticH. The course of luiture in ,i>cneriil is c(.nstiuit,

l)ecause the course of each of the various |)henomena that corn

pose it is so. A certain fact invarialily occurs whenever certain

circiimslancos ar(; present, and does not occiur when they are

ahsent; the like Is true of am)ther fact; and so on. From these

separate threads of connexion between parts of the great whole

wliich we term nature, a ^n-TK-ral tissue of connexion unavoidably

weaves itself, by which the whole is held to;i:elher. If A is al-

ways accompanied by I), B by 10, and C by F, it follows that A B
is ac(;ompanie(l by D E, A f by I) F, H (' by E F, aiul finally A
H (' by D E F; and th\is the ,t>-eneral character of rei'ularity is

produced, which, along with and in the midst of infinite diver-

sity, pervades all nature.

The first point, therefore, to be noted in n\gard to what is called

the uniformitj of the course of nature, is, that it is itself a com-

plex fad, compounded of all the separate luiiformities which ex-

ist in resjx'ct to single pheiujinena. Th(;se various uniforiiiitles,

when ascertained by what is regarded as a suflicient induction,

we call in common parlance, Laws of Nature. Scientifically

s[)eaking, that title is employed in a more restricted sense, to de-

signate the uniformities when reduced to their most simple ex-

pression. Tbus in the illustration already employed, there were

seven uniformities; all of which, if considered sufTiciently cer-

tain, would in the more lax application of the term, be called laws

of nature. But of the seven, three alone are properly distinct

and independent; these being prc-supposed, the others follow of

course: tlu; three first, therefore, according to the stricter accep-

H
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tatlon, are called laws of nature, the remainder not; because they

are in truth mere cases of the three first; virtually included in

them; said, therefore, to n'siilt from them: whoever affirms those

three has already affirmed all the rest.

To substitute real examples for symbolical ones, the following

are three imiformities, or call them laws of nature: the law that

air has weight, the law tliat pressure on a fluid is propagated

equally in all directions, and the law that pressure in one direc-

tion, not opposed by equal pressure In the contrary direction,

produces motion, which does not cease until equilibrium is re-

stored. From these three uniformities we should be able to pre-

dict another uniformity, namely, the rise of the mercury in the

Torricellian tube. This, in the stricter use of the phrase, is not

a law of nature. It is result of laws of natiire. It is a case of

each and every one of the three laws; and is the only occurrence

by which they could all be fulfilled. If the mercury were not

sustained in the barometer, and sustained at such a height that

the column of mercury were equal in weight to a column of the

atmosphere of the same diameter; here would ])e a case, either

of the air not pressing upon the surface of the mercury with the

force which is called its weight, or of the downward pressure on

the mercury not being propagated equally in an upward direc-

tion, or of a body pressed in one direction and not in the direction

opi)osite, either not moving in the direction in which it is pressed,

or stopping before it had attained equilibrium. If we knew,
therefore, the three simple laws, but had never tried the Torri-

cellian experiment, we might deduce its result from those laws.

The known weight of the air, combined with the position of the

apparatus, woidd bring the mercury within the first of the three

inductions; the first induction would bring it within the second,

and the second within the third, in the manner which we charac-

terized in treating of Ratiocination. We should thus come to

knov,' the more complex uniformity, independently of specific

experience, through our knowledge of the simpler ones from
which it results; although, f'"- reasons which will appear here-

after, verification by specific experience would still be desirable,

and might possibly be indispensable.
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Coini)l('\ iiniforniitics wliioli, like this, are mere cases of sim-

pler ones, and have, tl)erefore, been virtually affirmed in affirm-

inii' lliose, may with propriety be called laws, but can scarcely,

ill the strictness of scientific speech, be termed Laws of Nature.

It is the erstom in sciei.ce, wherever regularity of any kind can

i)e traced, to call the general proposition which expresses the

ntiture of that regularity, a laic; as when, in mathematics, we
speak of the law of decrease of the successive terms of a con-

verging series. But the expression, law of nature, has generally

been employed with a sort of tacit reference to the original sense

of the wMird Iwr, namely, the expression of the will of a superior.

When, therefore, it appeared that any of the uniformities which

were oliserved in nature, would result spontaneously from certain

other uniformities, no separate act of creative will being supposed

necessary for the production of the derivative uniformities, these

have not usually been spoken of as laws of nature. According to

another mode of expression, the question, What are the laws of

nature? may be stilted thus:— AYhat are the fewest and simplest

assumptions, which being granted, the Avhole existing order of

nalui'c would result? Another mode of stating it would l)e thus:

Wliat are the fewest general propositions from which all the

uniformities which exist in the universe might be deductively

inferred?

pA'cry great advance which marks an epoch in the progress of

science, has consisted in a step made towitrds the solution of this

lu'oblem. Even a simple colligation of inductions already made,

without any fresh extension of the inductive infereiu'c, is already

an advance in that direction. When Kepler expressed the regu-

larity which exists in the observed motions of the heavenly

bodies, by the three general propositions called his laws, he, in

so doing, pointed out three simple suppositions which, instead of

a much greater number, would suffice to construct the whole

scheme of the hcaveidy motions, so far as it was known up to

that time. A similar and still greater stej) was made when these

laws, wliich at first did not seem to be included in any more gen-

eral truths, were discovered to be cases of the three laws of mo-

lion, as obtaining among bodies whicli mutually tend towardi

i;
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one another with a certain force, and have had a certain instan-

taneous impulse originally impressed upon them. After this

great discovery, Kepler's three propositions, though still called

laws, would hardly, by any person accustomed to use language

with percision, be termed laws of nature: that phrase would be

reserved for the simpler laws into which Newton is said to have

resolved them.

According to this language, every well-grounded inductive gen-

eralization is either a law of nature, or a result of hnvs of nature,

capable, if those laws are known, of being jiredicted from them.

And the problem of Inductive Logic may be summed up in two

questions: how to ascertain the laws of nature; and how, after

having ascertained them, to follow them into their results. On
the other hand, we must not suffer ourselves to imagine that this

mode of statement amounts to a real analysis, or to anything but

a mere verbal transformation of the problem; for the expression.

Laws of Nature, means nothing but the uniformities which exist

among natural phenomena (or, in other words, the results of in-

duction), wiien reduced to their simplest expression. It is, how-
ever, something, to have advanced so far, as to see that the study

of nature is the study of laws, not a law; of uniformities, in the

plural number: that the different natural phenomena have their

separate rules or modes of taking place, which, though much in-

termixed and entangled with one another, may, to a certain ex-

tent, be studied apart: that (to resume our former metaphf)r) the

regularity which exists in nature is a web composed of distinct

threads, and only to be understood by tracing each of the threads

separately; for which purpose it is often necessary to unravel

some portion of the web, and exhibit the fibres aj.art. The rules

of experimental inquiry are the contrivances for unravelling the

web.

CHAPTER V.

OF THE LAW OK UNIVERSA L CAUSATION.

§ 1. The phenomena of nature exist in two distinct relations to

one another; that of simultaneity, and that of succession. Every
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pbenonuMion is related, in an uniform manner, to some phenom-

vu-d that coexist with it, and to some that have preceded or will

follow it.

Of the uniformities which exist among synchronous phenom-

ena, the most important, on every account, are the laws of num-
ber: and next to them those of space, or in other words, of ex-

tension and figure. The laws of numlx'r are common to synchro-

nous and successive phenomena. That two and two make four,

is equally true whether the second two follow the first two or

accomi)any them. It is as true of days and years as of feet and

inches. The laws of extension and figure, (in other words, the

theorems of geometry, from its lowest to its highest branches,)

are, on the contrary', laws of simultaneous phenomena only. The
various parts of space, and of the objects which are said to fill

space, coexist; and the unvarying laws which are the subject of

the science of geometr}', are an expression of the mode of their

(1 xistence.

Tills is a class of laws, or in other words, of uniformities, for

tlu' comprehension and proof of which it is not necessary to sup-

pose any lapse of time, an^' variety of facts or events succeeding

one another. If all the objects in the universe were unchange-

ably fixed, and had remained in that condition from eternity, the

|)ropositions of geometry would still l)e true of those o])jects. All

tilings which possess extension, or in other words, which fill

space, are sul)ject to geometrical laws. Possessing extension,

they possess figure; possessing figure, they must possess some
figure in particular, and have all the properties which geometry

assigns to that figure. If one body be a sphere and another a

cylinder, of equal height and diameter, the one will be exactly

two-thirds of the other, let the nature and quality of the material

be what it will. Again, each body, and each point of a body, must
occupy some place or position among other bodies; and the po-

sition of two bodies relatively to each other, of whatever nature

the bodies be, may be unerringly inferred from the position of

each of them relatively to any third l)ody.

In the laws of number, then, and in those of space, we recog-

nize, in the most luiqualified manner, the rigorous universality of

iH
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which we are in quest. Those laws have beeu in all ages the type

of certainty, the standard of comparison for all inferior degrees

of evidence. Their invariability is so perfect, that we arc unable

even to conceive any exception to them; and philosophers have

been led, although (as I have endeavoured to show) erroneously, to

consider their evidence as lying not in (•xi)erience, but in the original

constitution of the intellect. If, therefore, from the laws of space

and number, we were able to deduce iniiformiiies of any other

description, this woidd be conclusive evidence to us that those

other nniformities possessed the same degree of rigorous certainty.

But this we cannot do. From laws of space and numbi'r alone,

nothing can be deduced but laws of space and number.

Of all truths relating to phenomena, the most valuable to us are

those which relate to the order of their succession. On a know-

ledge of these is founded every reasonable anticipation of future

facts, and whatever power we possess of influencing those facts to

our advantage. Even the laws of geometry are chielly of prac-

tical importance to us as being a portion of the premisses from

which the order of the succession of phenomena may be inferred.

Inasmuch as the motion of bodies, the action of forces, and the pro-

jjHgation of influences of all sorts, take place in certain lines and

over definite spaces, the property of those lines and spaces are an im-

portant i)art of the laws to which those phenomena are themselves

subject. Again, motions, forces or other influences, and times,

are numerable quantities; and the properties of num])er are ap-

plicable to them as to all other things. But though the laws of

number and space are important elements in the ascertainment of

uniformities of succession, they can do nothing towards it when
taken by themselves. They can only be made instrumental to

that purpose when we combine with them additional prenusses.

expressive of uniformities of succession alread}- known. By
taking, for instance, as premisses these propositions, that bodies

acted upon by an instantaneous force move with uniform velocity

in straight lines; that bodies acted upon by a continuo\is force

move with accelerated velocity in straight lines; and that bodies

acted ui)ou by two forces in different directions move in the di-

agonal of a parallelogram, whose sides represent thi^ direction
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and (lUiintity of those forces; we may by combining these truths

with propositions relating to the properties of straight lines and

of parallelograms, (as that a triangle is half of a parallelogram of

the same base and altitude,) deduce another important uniformity

of succession, viz., that a body moving round a centre of force

describes areas proportional to the times. But unless there had

been laws of succession in our premisses, there could have been

no truths of succession in our conclusions. A similar remark
might be extended to every other class of phenomena really pe-

culiar; and, had it been attended to, would have prevented many
chimerical attempts at demonstrations of the indemonstrable, and

explanations which do not explain.

It is not, therefore, enough for us that the laws of space, which
are only laws of simultaneous phenomena, and the laws of num-
ber, which though true of successive phenomena do not relate to

their succession, possess the rigorous certainty and universality

of which we are in search. We nuist endeavour to find some law

of succession which has those same attributes, and is therefore

fit to be made the foundation of processes for discovering, and of

a test for verifying, all other uniformities of succession. This

fundamental law must resemble the truths of geometry in their

most remarkable peculiarity, that of never being, in any instance

whatever, defeated or suspended by any change of circumstances.

Now among all those uniformities in the succession of phenom-
ena, which common observation is sufl^cieut to bring to light,

there are very few which have any, even apparent, pretensions

to this rigorous indefeasibility : and of those few, one onl}' has

been found cai)able of completely sustaining it. In that one,

however, we recognize a law which is universal also in another

sense; it is coextensive with the entire field of successive phe-

nomena, all instances whatever of succession being examples of it.

This law is the Law of Causation. The truth, that every fact

which has a beginning has a cause, is co(!Xtensive with human
experience.

This generalization may appear to some minds not to amount

to much, since after all it asserts only this: "it is a law, that every

event depends on some law." We must not, however, conclude
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that the generality of the principle is merely verbal; it will be found

on inspection to be no vague or unmeaning assertion, but a most

important and really fundamental truth.

^5 3. The notion of Cause being the root of the whole theory of

Induction, it is indispensable that this idea should, at the very

outset of our inqinry, be, with the utmost i)racticable degree of

precision, fixed and determined. If, indeed, it were necessary

for the purpose of inductive logic that the strife should be quelled,

which has so long raged among the different schools of metaphy-

sicians, respecting the origin and analysis of our idea of causation;

the promulgation, or at least the general reception, of a true theory

of induction, might be considered desperate, for a long time to

come. But the science of the Investigation of Truth by means

of Evidence, is hai)pily independent of many of the controversies

which perplex the science of the ultimate constitution of the hu-

man mind, and is under no necessity of pushing the analysis of

mental phenomena to that extreme limit which alone ought to

satisfy a metaphysician.

I premise, then, that when in the course of this inquiry I speak

of the cause of any phenomenon, I do not mean a cause which is

not itself a phenomenon; I make no research into the ultimate, or

ontoldgical cause of anything. To adopt a distinction familiar in

the writings of the Scotch metai)hysicians, and especially of Keid,

the causes with which I concern myself are not efficient, but ,-hy-

nical causes. Thev are causes in that sense alone, in which one

physical fact is said to be the cause of another. Of the elticient

causes of phenomena, or whether any such causes exist at all, 1

am not called uj)on to give an ojiiniou. The notion of causation

is deemed, by tlu; schools of metaphysics most in vogue at the

present moment, to imply a mysterious and most powerful tie,

such as cannot, or at least does not, exist between any physical

fact and that other physical fact on which it is invariably conse-

quent, and which is popularly termed its cause: and thence is

deduced the supposed necessity of ascending higher, into the es-

sences and inherent constitution of things, to hud the true cause,

the cause which is not only followed by, but 'M'Xw^Wy produces,

the etfect. No such necessity exists for the purposes of the

present inquiry, nor will any such doctrine be found in the fol-
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lowing' pa^'cs. Bill neither will there be found anything incom-

patible with it. ^\^i lire in no way concerned in the question.

The only notion of a cause, which the theory of induction re-

quires, is such a notion as can be gained from experience. The

Law ol Causation, the recognition of which is the nuiin pillar of

inductive science, is but the familiar truth, that invariability

()/ succession is fovuul by observation to obtain between every

fact in nature and some other fact which has prccediid it; inde-

pendi'ntly of all considerations respecting the ultinuite mode of

production of phenomena, and of every other question regarding

the nature of "Things in themselves."

Between the phenomena, then, which exist at any instant, and

the phenomena which exist at the succeeding instant, there is an

invariable order of succession; and, as we said in sjieaking of the

general luiiformity of the course of nature, this web is composed

of separate tibres; this collective order is made up of particular

sequences, obtaining invariably among the separate parts. To
certain facts, certain facts always do, and, as we believe, will con-

tinue to, succeed. The invariable antecedent is termed the cause;

the invariable consequent, the effect. And the universality of

the law of causi tion consists in this, that every consequent is

connected in this .nanner with some particular antecedent, or set

of antecedents. Let the fact be what it may., if it has begun to

exist, it was preceded by some fact or facts, with which it is in-

variably connected. For every event there exists some combina-

tion of objects or events, some given concurrence of circumstances,

positive and negative, the occurrence of which is '\iways followed

by that phenomenon. We may not have found out what this

(concurrence of circumstances maj' be; but we never doubt that

there is such a one, and that it never occurs witliout having the

])iienomenon in question as its effect or consequence. On the

imiversality of this truth depends the possibility of reducing !":

inductive process to rules. The undoubted assurance we have

that there is a law to be found if we only knew how to find it,

will be seen presently to be the source from which the canons of

the Inductive Logic derive their validity.

'f
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g 3. It is seldom, if ever, between n cnnse(}uent and a sini,de

antecedent, tliat this invariable scniuenee subsists. It is usually

between a con8C(iuent and the sum of several antecedents; the

concurrence of all of them being re(iuisite to produce, that is, to

be certain of being followed by, the consequent. In such cases

it is very common to single out one only of the antecedents under

the denomination of Cause, calling the others merely Conditions.

Thus, if a jierson cats of aiuirticuliirdish, and dies inconsequence,

that is, would not have died if he had not eaten of it, people would

be apt to say that eating of that disli was the cause of his death.

There needs not, however, lie any invariable connexion between

eating of the dish and death; but there certainly is, among the

circumstances which took place, some combination or other on

which death is invari'i])ly consecpn-nt: as, for instance, the act of

eating of the dish, com))ined with a jtarticular bodily constitution,

a particular state of present health, and perhaps even a certain

state of the atmosphere; the whole of which circumstances per-

haps constituted in this particular ''ase the ronditionfi of the phe-

nomenon, or in other Avords, the set of antecedents which deter-

mined it, and but for which it would not have happened. The
real Cause, is the whole of these antecedents; and we have, phil-

osophically speaking, no right to give the name of cause to one

of them, exclusively of the others. "What, in the case we have

supposed, disguises the incorrectness of the expression, is this:

that the various conditions, except the single one of eating the

food, were not eventx {\'^"\\, is, instantaneous changes, or succes-

sions of instantaneous changes) Ijut s/d/cs, possessing more or less

of permanency; and might therefore liave preceded the elTect by

an indetinite length of duration, for want of the event which was
requisite to complete the recpiired concurrence of conditions;

while as soon as that event, eating the food, occurs, no other

cause is waited for, but the elTect begins immediately to take

place: and hence the appearance is presented of a more immediate
and close connexion between the effect and that one antecedent,

than between the effect and the remaining conditions. But
though we may think proper to give the name of cause to that

one condition, the fulfilment of which completes the tale, and
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brinies about tbo cfCttft witliout fiirLlicr deliiy; lliis coiKlitioti has

rciiUy no (iloscr rcbitioii to the eirccl than any of the other con-

ditions has. The production of the consequent iHMiuired that they

should all C'CM iniinediately previous, thoui^h not that they should

all b('i/in to exist immediately previous. The statement of the

cause is incomplete, uidess in some shape or other we introduce

all the conditions. A man takes nu'rcury, goes otit of doors, and

catch'js cold. We say, perhaps, that the cause of his taking cold

was exposure to the air. It is clear, however, that his having

t; ken mercury may have been a necessary condition of his catch-

ing cold; and though it might consist with usage to say that the

cause of his attack was exposure to the air, to be accurate we
ought to say that ttie cause was exposure to the air while under

the elTect of mercury.

If we do not, when aiming at accuracy, enumerate all the con-

ditions, it is only because some of theni will in most cases be un-

derstood without being expressed, or because for the purpose in

view they may without detriment be overlooked. For example,

when we say, the cause of a man's death was that his foot slip-

ped ip climbing a ladder, we omit as a thing unnecessary to

be stated the circumstance of his weight, though cpiite as indis-

pensable a condition of the effect which took place. When we
say that the assent of the crown to a ])ill makes it law, we mean
that the assent, being never given until all the other conditions

are fuHilled, makes up the sum of the conditions, though no one

now regards it as the principal one. When the decision of a

legislative assembly has been determined by the casting vijte of

the chairman, we sometimes say that this one person was the

cause of all the effects which resulted from the enactment. Yet
we do not really suppose that his single vote contributed more to

the result than that of any other person who voted in the affirm-

ative; Init, for the purpose we have in view, which is to insist on
his share of the responsibility, the part which any other person

had in the transaction is not material.

In all these instances the fact which was dignified by the name
of cause, was the one condition which came last into existence.

But it must not be supposed that in the employment of the term
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this or any other nik' is ivlwiiyn adhered lo. Nnthiii!,' can belter

sliew the absence of any scientitic ^^rouitd for tlie disiinciion be-

tween lliecauseof aydienonieiion ami its condition-^, tliiin thecMpri-

cioiis manner in which we select from ainony- the conditions tluit

wincli wf clioosdJo denoiidnate the cause. Howevei- numerous tiie

conditions . y )e. there is hardly any of tlx'm which may iiol.

aecor('".n,i; io tlie purpose of our immediate discourse, obtain tliiif

nominal pre-emi'ience. This will be seen by analysinii; the con-

ditions of some )no fanuliar phenomenon. For example, a stone

thrown into water falls to the liottom. What are the conditions

of this event? In the first place there nnist be a stone, and water,

and the stone must be thrown into the water, but, these suppo-

fiitions fornnnju; part of the enunciation of the phenomenon itself, to

include them also amon/;!; the conditions would be a vicious tau-

tolo^"-y, and this class of conditions, therefore, have never received

the name of cause from any but tue schoolmen, by wiiom they

were called the materutl cause, causa inati rialis. The next con-

dition is, there must he an earth: and accordinj^ly it is often said,

that the fall of a stone is cause<l I'y the earth; or by a power

or properly of the earth, or a forci; exerted by the earth,

all of which arc merely roundabout ways of sayin.u' that it

is caused liy the earth; or, lastly, tin earth's attraction; Avhich

also is only a te(d\nical mode of sayi lu,' that the earth causes

the motion, with the additional partiodarity that the motion is

towards the earth, which is not a (diaracter of the cause, but of

the effect. JiCt us now pass to another condition. It is not

enough that the earth should exist; the body must be within that

distance from it, in which the earth's attraction i)reponderal(!s

over that of any othei- body. Accordingly we may say, and thi;

expression would be confessedly correct, that the cause of the

stone's falling is its being within the sphere of the earth's attraction.

We proceed to a further condition. The stone is immersed in

water: it is therefore a condition of its reaching the gr(nind, that its

specitic gravity exceed that of the surrounding lluid, or in other

words that it surpass in weight an eqiud volume of water. Ac-

cordingly any one would be acknowledged to speak correctly who
said, that the cause of the stone's going to to the bottom is its ex-

ceeding in specific gravity the fluid in which it is immersed.
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Thus we sec thai viuh and (very coiulitioii of the i licnoniiTion

may he tjiki'ii in its turn, ami, witli cciuiil propriety in ((tnunon

parlance, l)ut ^vith eijual iniijropriely in seientllir discourse, may
bespoken of :i-^ if il were tlie entire cause. And in pruclice that

particular condition is usually styled tlie cause, whoso share in

the mutter is superficially the most conspicuous, or whoso ro-

>juisiteness to the i)roduc*'()n of the effect wo happen to be insist-

ing on at the nionu'nt. So ^nvat is the force of this last consider-

ation, that it sometimes induces us to i,'ive the name of cause oven

to one of the ne.ifalive conditions. We say, for e.\ami)le, The
army was suri)rised becaus*' the sentinel was off his post. But

since the sentinel's absence was not what created the enemy, or

l)ut the soldiers asleej), how did it cause them to be sin[irist(I?

All that i> really meant is, that the event would not have hap-

pened if he had been at his duty. His being off his post was no

producing cause, but tiic mere absence of a preventing cause:

it was simply equivalent to his nou -existence. From nothing,

from <i mere negation, no conse(]uences can proceed. All effects

are connected, by the law of cau>atit)n. wi!h some set of pDsitice

<'oii(Iitions: negative ones, it is true, '"jn. almost always ret^uirod

in addition. In other wt)r(ls. every fact or phenomenon which has

a beginning, invariably arises when some certain combinati(Ui of

positive facts exist, provided certain other facts do not «.\ist.

There is, no doubt, a tendency (which oir first example, that

of death from takiii ^' a particular food, sufflciently illustrates) to

as>ociate the idea of causation with the proximate antecedent

riwnt, rather than with any of the antecedent .'<(ittes, or permanent

facts, which may happen also to be conditions of the ph> aom-

enon; the reason being that the event not oidy exists, but begins

to exist, immediately previous; while the other conditions may
have preexisted for an indetlnit(? time. And this tendency shows

itself very visibly in the dilTerent logical fictions which are re-

sorted to, even by men of science, to avoid the necessity of giving

the name of cause to anything which had existed for an inde-

terminate length of time before the efTect. Thus, rather than say-

that the earth causes the fall of bodies, they ascribe it to a /urc?

exerted by the earth, ov an attrartioti by the earth, abstractions
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wliich llM'y ciiii rcprt'sciil t(t tlicriisclvcs us exlmusfcd by ciicli

tlTorl, and tluTcforc constitiitiiii"- al each successive iiistaiil a

frcfih fact, simullaiipoiis with, or only irntncdiutely preced'm^-, the

rITcei. Inasmurli ns tlic comii,!; of llic ciicutiistaiice w liicli eoin-

plelcs the asseml»laL,'e of eoiiditioiis, is u (•li!itii,'e of event, if

tiienee liappens Unit an event is always tlie antecedent in closest

Hpliarcnt proxinnty to the (,'ons('(iuent : and this may account for

the illusion whicdi disposes us to look upon the proxinnite event

as standinu; more peculiarly in the i)osition of a cause than any

of tlie antecedent stales. Hut even this peculiarity, of liein^^ in

closer proxinnty to tlie elTect than any other of its conditions, is,

as we have already seen, far from hcini; necessary t(» the common
notion of a cause; with which notion, oti the contrary, any one

of th(! conditions, eitlier positive or nciiatlve, is found, on occa-

sion, completely to accord.

The cause, then, philosophically sppakin;,^ is the sum total of

the conditions, jiositivc; and ne/^ative, taken together; the whole

of the (contingencies of every ilescription, Avhich hein<j^ realized,

the c()nsc(pient invarialdy follows. The ne,ij;ative conditions,

however, of any i)henomenon, a special enum»H'atioii of which

would {jjenerally he very prolix, may he all summed up under one

head, namely, the absence of preventinj^ or counteractting causes.

The conveinence of this mode of expression is mainly ^frounded

on the fact, that the (dTects of any cause in counteractini; another

cause may in most cases be. with strict sclent ilic exactness, w:-

garded as a mere extension of its own proper and separate effects.

If gravity retards the upward motion of a projectile, and detlects

it into a para])olic trajectory, it produces, in so doing, the ver}'

same kind of effect, and even (as nnithematicians know) the same
quantity of elTect, as it does in its ordinary operation of causing

the fall of bodies when simply deprived of their sujjport. If an

alkaline solution mixed with an acid destroys its sourness, and

prevents it from reddening vegetable blues, it is because the

specific effect of the alkali is to combine with the acid, and form
a compound with totally different (lualities. This property, which
causes of all descriptions possess, of preventing the effects of other

causes by virtue (for the most part) of the same laws, according
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to which they pnnluct' their own, cnublcs iis, l)y csluldishing the,

•fcricral axiom tluit nil cuusch are liiil)l(! lobe counlcructcd in their

clTccts by oiu' another, to (lisp«'!is(' willi the eonsidcrulionof nc'i;ii-

tivc conditions entirely, and lind* tiie notion of ciuisc to the

ii^sendihiLTC of the positive coudilions of the phenomenon: one;

iieffative condition invariably understood, and the same in all

instances (namely, \hv absence of all connteraclin^' causes) bein;j;

sullicient, alon/Jf with the sum of the positive conditions, to nniUe

up the whole set of circumstances on which the phenomenon is

dependent. ^

^ 4. Ainon^' the positive- (conditions, as we have seen that ther(!

are some to which, in common i)arlance, the term cause is more

readily and fre(juently awarded, so there are others to whi(di it

is, in ordinary circumstances, refused. In most cases of causation

a distinction is commonly drawn between somethin.if whi(di acts,

and some other thin^ Avhich is acted upon; IteUvecij an "d^fit and

a patient. Botli of these, it would be univrrsaMy allowed, are

condTtloiTs of the phenomenon; but it would be thounlit absurd

to call the latter tlu; cause, tliat title bein^^ reserved for tiu; former.

The distinction, however, vanishes on examination, or rather is

found to be only verbal; arising froui en iiKtident of mere expres-

sion, namely, that the object said to be acted upon, and which is

considered as the scene in which the efTcct takes jdace, is com-

nioidy included in the phrase by which the elTect is spoken of,

so that if it wi'i'e also reckoned as part of the cause, the seenun^'

incongruity would aris(; of its ])einir supposed to cause itself. In

the instance which we luive already had, of falliiii,^ bodies, the

question was thus i)ut:—What is the cause which makes a stone

fall? and if tlu: answer had been "the stone itself," the expression

would have been in ai)parent contradiction to the meaiung of the

word cause. The stone, therefore, is conceivd as the patient, and

the earth (or, according to the common and most unplnlosophical

practice, some occidt quality of the earth) is represented as the

agent, or catise. But that there is nothing fundamental in the dis-

tinction maybe seen from this, that it is quite possible to conceive

the stone as causing its own fall, provided the language employed

be such as to save the mere verbal incongruity. We might say that
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>hc.stf>ne moves towards tliceiirth by the iiroporties of tlic matter

composing it; aii'l accordini? to this mode of presentiiii,^ the phe-

nomenon, tlie stone itself mii,dit without improiiriety be called tlie

agent; although, to sav(; the established doctrine of the inactivity

of the nuitter, men usually prefer here also to ascribe the effect

to an occult (piality, and say that the cause is not the stone itself,

l)ut the }rei(j})i or (jr(trHatio)i of the stone.

Those who have contended for a radical distiiu-tion between

agent and paiient, have generally conceived the agent as that

which causes some state of, or some change; in the state of,

another object which is called the patient. IJut a little retlection

will show that the license we assume of speaking of phenomena

vjA ntdtix of the various objcjcts which take part in them, (an arti-

fice of which so nuich use has been made by some philosophers,

Brown in particular, for tlie apparent explanation of phenomena,)

is_simp]y a sort of logical fiction, useful sometimes as one among
several modes of expression, but which should never be supposed

to be the statement of a scientilic truth. Even those attributes of

an object which might seem with greatest propriety to lie called

states of the object itself, its sensible (lualities, its color, hardness,

shape, and the like, are, in reality, (as no one has pointed out

more clemiy than Brown himself,) phenomena of causation, in

wliich the substance is distinctly the agent, or producing cause,

the patient being our own organs, and those of other sentient

lieings. AVhat we call states of objects, are always seiiuenc^es into

which those the objects enter, generally as antecedents or causes;

and things are never more active than in the production of those

phenomena in which they are said to be acted upon. Thus, in

the example of a st.me falling to the earth, according to the

theory of gravitation the stone is as much an agent as the earth,

which not only attracts, but is itself attracted by, the stone. In

the case of a sensation produced in our organs, the laws of ouror-

ganization, and even those of our minds, are as directly operative

in determining th(> effect jiroduced, as the laws of the outward
object. Though we call pnissic acid the agent of a person's

death, the whole of the vital and organic i)roperties of the pa-

tient aie as actively instrumental as the poison, in the chain of
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effects which so rapidly terminates his sentient existence. In the

process of education, we nia^ call the teacher tiie iii^ciit, and the

schohir only the material iicted iipoti; yet in triilli all I he fads

wliich pre-existed in the scholar's mind exert citln'r co-operatini!;

or counteractinii' a.irencies in rehition to the teaclier's ellorts. It

is not liirht alone which is tlie ajL^ent in vision, l)ut litrht cou])led

witli the active properties of Ww eye and hrain, and with those

of the visihie ohject. The distinction between ai^'ent and patient

is merely verbal: patients are always a^'ents; in a ,i;reat propor-

tion, indeed, of all natural phenomena, th' y areso tosucli ade.u^ree

as to react fortibly upon the causes whicn acted upon them: and

even when this is not the (!ase, they contribute, in the same man-

ner as any of the other conditions, to the production of the effect

of wliich they arc vulgarly treated as the mere theatre. All the

positive conditions of a phenomenon are alike agents, alike active;

and in any exi)ressioii of the cause which professes to be a com-

plete one none of them can with reason be excluded, except such

as have already been implied in the words used for describing the

ell'ecl; nor by including even these would there be incurred any

but a merely ver])al inconsit tency.

§ 5. It now remains to advert to a distiiu^tion which is of llrst-

rate importance both for clearing up the notion of cause, and for

obviating a very specious objection often made against the view

which we have taken of the subjeet.

\Vhen we define the cause of anything (in tlie only sense in

which the present iiu[uiry has any coiu^ern with causes) to t)e

"the antecedent which it invaiiably follows," we do not use

this j)hrase as exactly synonymous with " the antecedent which

it invariably hds followed in our past experience." Such a mode
of conceiving causation would be liable to the objection very

l>lausibly urged by Dr. Held, namely, that according to this doc-

trine night must be the cause of day, and day the cause of night;

since these pheiu)meiia have invariably succeeded one another

from the beginning of the world. But it is necessary to our using

the word cause, that we should believe not only that the antece-

dent always has been followed by the consequent, but that, as

long as the present constitution of things endures, it always ici'H

ill
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be so. And this would not be true of day and niglit. We do not

believe that night will be followed by day under all imaginable

circumstances, but only that it will be so proridcd the sun rises

above the horizon. If the sun ceased to rise, whicdi, for aught

we know, may be perfectly compatible with the general laws of

matter, night would be, or might be, eternal. On the other hand,

if the sun is above the horizon, his light not extinct, and no

opaque body between us and him, we believe flrmly that unless

a change lakes place in the properties of matter, this combination

of antecedents will be followed by the consequent, day; that if

the combination of antecedents could be indefinitely prolonged,

it would be always day; and that if the s!ime combination

had always existed, it would always have been day, quite

independently of night as a previous condition. Therefore is

it that we do not call night the cause, nor ev(».i a condition,

of day. The existence of the sun for some such lunnnous body),

and there being no opacpie medium in a straight line between

that body and the part of the earth where we are situated, are

the sole conditions; and the union of these, without the addition

of any superfluous circumstance, constitutes the cause. This is

wiiat writers mean when they say that the noti(jn of cause in-

volves the idea of necessity. If there be any meaning which con-

fessedly belongs to he term necessity, it is uneonditionalneHH.

That which is necessary, that which nviftt ])e, means that which
will be, whatever supposition we Tuay make in regard to all other

things. The succession of day and night evidently is not neces-

sary in this sense. It is conditional on the occurrence of other

antecedents. That which will be followed by a given consequent

when, and only when, some third circumstance also exists, is not

the cause, even though no case should have ever occurred in

which the phenomena took place without it.

Invariable sequence, theref(jre, is not synonymous with causa-

tion, unless the sequence, besides being invariable, is uncondi-

tional. There are sequences, as luuform in past experience as

any others whatever, which yet we do not regard as cases of caus-

ation, but as conjunctions in some sort accidental. Such, to an

accurate thinker, is that of day and night. The one might have
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existed for any length of time, and the otlier not have followed

the sooner for its existence; it follows only if certain other ante-

cedents exist; and where those antecedents existed, it would fol-

low in any case. No one, probably, ever called night the cause

of day; mankind must so soon have arrived at the very obvious

generalization, that the state of general illuminalon which we call

(lay would follow the presence of a sufficiently lununous body,

whether darkness had preceded it or not.

We may deline, therefore, the cause of a phenomenon, to be
\

the antecedent, or the concurrence of antecedents, on which it is

invariably and unconditMHutUy consequent. Or if we adopt the

convenient modification of the nuaning of the word cause, which
confines it to the assemblage of positive conditions without the

negative, then instead of "unconditionally," we must say, "sub-

ject to no other than negative conditions."

It is evident, that from a limited number of unconditional se-

quences, there wi)' result a much greater number of conditional

ones. Certain causes being given, that is, certain antecedents

which ore unconditionally followed ])y certain consequents; the

mere co-cxisteiu-e of these (muscs will give rise to an unlimited

number of additional uniformities. If two causes exist together,

the effects of both will exist together; and if many causes co-

exist, these causes (by wliat v:e shall term hereafter, the inter-

mixture of their laws) will give rise to new elTects, accomi)anying

or succeeding one another in some particular order, which order

will be invariable while tlie causes continue to coexist, but no

longer. The motion of the earth in a given orl)it rouiul the sun,

is a series of changes which follow one another as antecedents

aiKi consecpients, and will continue to do so while the sun's at-

traction, and the force Avith whic^h the earth tends to advance in

a direct line through space, continue to coexist in the same quan-

tities as at present. But vary either of these causes, and the un-

varying succession of motions would cease to tnke place. The
series of tlie eartli's motions, therefore, though a case of seciuence

invariable within the limits of human experience, is not a case of

causation. It is not unconditional.
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This distinction bclweon Ihe relations of succession which so

far as we know are unconditional, and those relations, whether

of succession or of co-existence, which, like the earth's motions,

or the succession of day and night, depend on the existence or on

the co-existence of other antecedent facts— corresponds to the

great division which Dr. Whewell and other writers have made

of the field of science, into the investigation of what thej' term

th( Laws of Phenomena, and the investigation of causes; a phra-

seology, as I conceive, not philosophically sustainable, inasmuch

as the ascertainment of causes, such causes as the human faculties

can ascertain, namely, causes which are themselves phenomena,

is, therefore, merely the ascertainment of other and more univer-

sal Laws of Phenomena. Yet the distinction, however incorrectly

expressed, is not only real, but is one of the fundamental distinc-

tions in science; indeed it is on this alone, as we shall hereafter

find, that the possibility rests of framing a rigorous Canon of In-

duction.

§ 6. Does a cause always stand with its effect in the relation of

antecedent and consequent? Do we not often say of two sin\-

ultaneous facts that they are cause and effect—as when we say

that tire is the cause of warmth, the sun and moisture the cause

of vegetation, and the like? Since a cause does not l -cessarily

perish because its effect has been produced, the two things do
very generally coexist; and there are some appearances, and some
common expressions, seeming to imply not only that causes may,
but that they must, be contemporaneous with their effects.

CeHxiUite causa, cemat et cffectus, has been a dogma of the schools:

the necessity for the continued ex: •^ iic '>f the cause in order to

the ( iiiillniiiiiM ( (iC llic fiffcct -it-rms lo iiuv been once agenerally

received doctrine. Ke|)ler'H ii(|(i i i.iis iiitei,>t9 to account for

the motions of the heuveidy bodies on mechanical principles,

were rendered abortive by his alway • upposing that the force

which set those bodies in motion musi continue to operate in

order to keep up the motion which ii at first produced. Yet
there were at all times many familiar instances of theccmtinuance
of effects, long after their causes had ceased. A roup de soldi

gives a person a brain fever: will the fever go off as soon as he
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is moved out of the sunshine? A sword is run through his body:

must tlu' sword remain in his body in onh-r tliat lie may eontinue

(lead? A plouij^bsliare once made, remains a plou!,disliare, witli-

oiit any eontinuance of heating and hammering, and even after

the man wlio lieated and liammered it has ])een gathered to Ids

fat..ers. On tlie other hand, the pressure which forces up tlie

mercury in an exliausted tube must be continued in order to sus-

tain it in the tube. This (it may be replied) is because another

force is acting without i.itermission, the force of gravity, which
would restore it to its level, unless counterpoised by a force

equally constant. But again; a tight bandage causes pain, which
pain will sometimes go olf as soon as the bandage is removed.

The illumination which the sun diffuses over the earth ceases

when the sun goes down.

There is, therefore, a distinction to be drawn. The conditions

which are necessary for the first production of a i)li('nomenon,

are occasionally also necessary for its continuance; but more com-

monly its continuance retiuires no condition except negative ones.

Most things, once i)roduced, continue as they are, until something

changes or destroys them ; but some re{piire tlie permanent

presence of the agencies which prodiu-ed them at first. These

may, if we please, be considered as instantaneous phenomena,

reijuiring to be renewed at each instant by the cause by which
they were at first generated. Accordingly, the illumination of

any given point of space has always been looked upon as an in-

stantaneous fact, which perishes and is perpetually renewed as

long as the necessar}' conditions subsist. If avc adopt this

language we avoid the necessity of admitting that the continuance

of the cause is ever required to maintain the eltect. We may
say, it is not required to maintain, but to reproduce the effect, or

else to counteract some force tending to destroy it. And this

may be a convenient phraseology. But it is only a phraseology.

The fact remains, that in some cases (though these are a minority)

the continuance of the (londitions which produced an effect is

necessary to the continuanci' of the effect.

As to the ulterior cpiestion. whether it is strirtly necessary that

the cause, or assemblage of conditions, should precede, by ever
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fio short an instant, the production of the effect, (a (luestion rtiiscd

and ar^ait'd witli much ingenuity by a writer from whom I have

quoted,)! thiidv tlie inquiry ar. unimportant one. Tliere (u-rtainly

are eases in wln(;h tlie elTect follows witliout any interval pereej)-

tihle by our faculties; and when tliere is an interval, we cannot

tell by liow many intermediate links imperceptibh' to us tliat in-

terval may really be tilled up. But even granting that an elTeet

may commence simultaneously with its cause, the view I have

taken of causation is in no way ])ractically alTected. Whether

the cause and its elfect l)e ne(X'ssarily successive or not, causation

is still the law of the succession of i)henomena. Everything

which begins to exist must have a cause; what does not begin to

exist does not need a cause; what causation has to account for is

the origin of phenomena, and all the successions of phenomena

must be resolvable into causation. These are the a.xioms of our

doctrine. If these be granted, we can afford, though I see no ne-

cessity for doing so, to drop the words antecedent and consequent

as applied to cause and effect. I have no objection to detine a

cause; the asseml)lage of phenomena, which occurring, some other

phenomenon invariably C(unmenees, or has its origin. Whether
the effect coincides in point of time with, or immediately fol-

lows, the hiiuhnost of its conditions, is inunaterial. At all events

it does not precede il; and when we are in doubt, between two co-

existent phenomena, which is cause and which effect, we rightly

deem the ([uestion solved if we can ascertain wliich of them pre-

ceded the other.

^ 7. It continually happens that several dilferent i)heiu)mena.

which are not in the slightest degi-ee depeiulent or conditional on

one another, are found all to depend, as tin,' phrase is, on one and
the same agent; in other wMU'ds, one and the same j)henomen()n is

seen to be followed by several sorts of effects (piite heterogeneous,

but which go on sinudtaneously one with another; provided, of

coui'se, .hat all other conditions re(iuisitc for each of them also

exist. Thus, the sun i)roduees the celestial motions, it produces
daylight, and it produces heat. The earth causes the fall of heavy
bodies, and it also, in its capacity of an immense magnet, causes

the i)henomena of the magnetic needle. A crystal of galena
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causes the sensations of hardness, of weight, of ciibieal form, of

grey color, and many others between which we can trace no in-

terdependence. The purposi^ to whi(di the i)liraseoh),!i:y of Pro-

perties and Powers is specially adapted, is the expression of this

sort of cases. When the same phenomenon is followed (either

snl)ject or not to the pi'esence of other conditions) l)y eU'ecIs of

dill'erent and dissimilar orders, it is usual to say that each dilTer-

ent sort of elTtct is produced by a dilTercMt property of the cause.

Thus we disting'uish the attractive or graviiative proi)erty of

the earth, and its maji'netic property; the yravitative, lundnifer-

ous, and caloritic proi)orties of thesun; the colour, shape, weii,dit,

and hardm s of a crystal. Tliese are mere i)hrases, which

exi)lain nothing, and add nothing to our knowledge of the sub-

ject; but, considered as abstract names denoting (he connexion

between the different eil'ects produced and the object which pro-

duces them, they are a very powerful instrument of abridgment,

and of that acceleration of the process of thought which abridg-

ment accomplishes.

This class of considerations leads to a conception which we shall

find to be of great importanco in the interpretation of nature; that

of a Pernument Cause, or original natural agent. There exist in

nature a nund)er of permanent causes, whicli have subsisted eveT

since the human race has been in existence, and for an indefinite

and probably enormous length of time previous. The sun. the

earth, and planets, with Iheir various constituents, air, water, and

the other distinguishable substances, whether simple or compound,

of which nature is made u|), are such Permanent Causes. These

have existed, and the eti(.'cts or conse(iuences which they were

fitted to produce have taken place, (as often as the other condi-

tions of the production met,) from the very beginning of our ex-

perience. But we can give no account of the origin of the Per-

manent causes themselves. Why these particular natural agents

existed originally and no others, or why they are commingled in

such ami such proportions, and distributed in such and such a

manner throughout space, is a question we cannot answer. More

than this: we can discover nothing regular in the distribution it-

self; we can reduce it to no uniformity, to no law. There are no
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means by vvliieh, from the dislriljiitioii of these causes or ag"nis

in one part of space, we could conjecture wlu-ther a similar dis-

tribution prevails in another. The coexistence, therefore, of

Primeval Causes, ranks, to us, among merely casual con(,'urrences:

and all those seciuences or coexistences among the eil'ects of sev-

eral such causes, which, though invariable while those causes

coexist, Avould, if the coexistence terminated, terminate along

with it, we do not class as cases of causation, or laws of juiture:

we can only calculate on finding these sequences or coexistences

where we know, by direct evidence, that the natural agents on

the properties of which they ultinuitely depend, are distributed in

the requisite manner. These Permanent Causes are not always

ol»jects; they are sometimes events, that is to say, periodical

cycles of events, that being the only mode in which events can

possess the property of permanence. Not only, for instance, is

the earth itself a permanent cause, or primitive natural agent, but

the earth's rotation is so too: it is a cause which has produced,

from the earliest period (by the aid of other necessary conditions),

the succession of day and night, the ebb and How of the sea, and

many other effects, while, as we can assign no cause (except con-

jecturally) for the rotation itself, it is entitled to be ranked as a

primeval cause. It is, however, only the ori(/in of the rotation

which is mysterious tons: once begun, its continuance is account-

ed for by the first law of motion (that of tin; [x'tnifuience of

rectilinear motion once impressed) com])ined with the gravitation

of the parts of the earth towards one another.

All phenomena Avithout excei)tion wdiich l)egin to exist, that is,

all except the primeval causes, are eU'eets, either Imineiliifte of

remote, of those iirimitive facts, or of some cotnl)ination of tliedt.

There is no Thing produced, no event happening, in the known
imiverse, which is not connected by an uniformity, or invariable

sequence, with some one or more of the phenomena which pre-

ceded it; insomuch that it will happen again as often as those

phenomena occur again, and as no other phenomenon having the

character of a counteracting cause shall coexist. These antece-

dent phenomena, again, were connected in a similar manner with

some that preceded them: and so on, until we reach, as the

I
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ultimate step attainable by us, either the properties of some one

primeval cause, or the conjunction of several. The whole of the

phenomena of nature were therefore the necessary, or in other

words, the unconditional, consequences of some former colloca-

tion of the Permanent Causes.

The state of the whole universe at any instant, we believe to

he the consequence of its state at tlie ])revious instant; insonuich

that one who knew all the a,u:cnts which exist at the present mo-

ment, their collocation in space, and their i)roperties, in other

words the laws of their a^^ency, could predict the whole subse-

quent history of the universe, at least unless some new volition

of a power capable of controlling the universe should supervene.

And if any particular state of the entire universe could ever recur

a second time, all subsecjuent states would return too, and history

would, like a circulating decimal of many figures, periodically

repeat itself:

—

Jam redit et virgo, redeunt Saturniaregna. . .

.

Alter erit turn Tiphys, et altera qune vehat Argo

Delectos heroas; erunt quoque altera bella,

At(iue iterum ad Troium magnus mittetur Achilles.

And though things do not really revolve in this eternal round, the

whole series of events in the history of the universe, past and

future, Id not the less capable, in its own nature, of being con-

structed '^ ;:)r?V;rn)y any one whom we can suppose acquainted

witl: the original distribution of all natural agents, and with the

w)iole of their properties, that is, the laws of succession existing

between them and their elTects: saving the more than human pow-

ers of combination and calculation which w^ould be required, even

in one possessing the data, for the actual performance of the task.

CHAPTER VII.

OF OnSERVATION AND EXPEKIMENT.

§ 1. It results fro|u the preceijing exposition, that the process

of ascertaining what consequents, in nature, are invariably con-

nected with what antei cfjenls, or in other words what phenom-

ena are related to each other as causes and effects, is in some sort
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a process of analysis. That fvcry fact which hci^niis to exist has

a cause, and that this cause must be foinul somewhere amon,i>' the

facts which immediately preceded tlu! occiirreiice, may he taken

for certain. The whole of the present facts are tlie infalUhh! re-

sult of all j>ast facts, and more immediately of all the facts which

existed at the moment previous. Here, then, is a great setpioiu'c,

which we know to be uniform. If the whole jirior state of the

entire universe eotdd a.ij^ain recur, it would attain be followed '"-y

the present state. The (piestion is, how to resolve this complex

uniformity into the simpler uniformities which compose it, and

assign to each portion of the vast antecu'dent the portion of the

consequent which is attenilant on it.

This operation, wh-'eh we have called analytical, Inasmuc-h as

it is the resolution of a comphsx whole into the component ele-

nu'nts, is more than a merely nu-ntal analysis. No mere contem-

plation of the phenomena, and partition of them by the intellect

alone, will of itscdf accomplish the end we have now in view.

Nevertheless, such a nu'iital partition is an indispensable first

step. The order of nature, as perceiv(Ml at a first glance, presents

at every instant a chaos followed by another chaos. We must

decompose each (diaos into single facets. We must learn to see in

the' chaotic antecedents a multitude of distinct antecedents, in the

chaotic conseijuent a nudtitude of d.islitu't conse(iuents. This,

supposing it done, will not of itself tell us on which of the ante-

cetlents each consequent is invariably attendant. To determine

that point, we must endeavour to elTect ;i sej)aration of the facts

from one another, not in our minds oidy, but in nature. The
mental analysis, however, must lake jjlace first. And every one

knows that in tlm u)ode of performing it, one intellect dilTers im-

mensely from another. It is the essence of the act of observing;

for the observer is not he w'ho merely sees the thing which is be-

fore his eyes, but he who sees what parts that thing is composed

of. To do this well "s a rare talent. One person, from inattention,

or attending only in the wrong place, overlooks half of what he

sees; another sets down nuu'h mon; than he sees, confounding it

with what he Imagines, or with what he infers; another takes

note of the kind of all the circumstances, but being inexpert in

i *
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fsfinmtlng their (Ic-frcc, loaves the (niaiility of eaeh va<^ue and
uneertani; another sees indeed the whoh'. hut makes such an

awkward division of it imo parts, Ihrowin^^ tliiiii,fs into one mass

which recjuire to he separated, and separatini^ otliers wliieli might

more conveniently he eonsich-rcid as one, that the result is much the

the same, sometimes even worse, than if no analysis had heen at-

temf)ted at all. It would ho. i)ossihle to i)oint out "what (jualitics

of miiid, and modes of mental culture, lit a jierson for ])eing a

good ohserver; that, however, is a (luestion not of Logic, hut of

the theory of f^ducation, in the most enlarged sense of the term.

There is not properly an Art of Ohscrving. There may he rules

for oliserving. Rut tlu'se, like rules for inventing, are properly

instructioTis for the prei)aration of one's own nund; for putting

it into the state; in wliich it will hv. most Jitted toohserve, or most

likely to invent. They are, therefore, essentially rules of self-ed-

ucation, wliich is a difl'ercTit thing from Logic. They do not

teach how to do tlu; thing, hut how to make ourselves capahle

of doing it. They are an art of strengthening the limhs, not an

art of using them.

The extent and minuteness of ohscrvation which may he re-

quisite, and the degree of decomposition to which it may he ne-

cessary to carry the mental analysis, depend on the particular pur-

pose in view. To ascertain the state of the whole w ./erse at any

particular moment is impossihle, hut would also he useless. In

niiUting chemical experiments, we do not think it necessary to

note the i)()sition of the planets; he>"ause experience has shown,

as a very superficial experience is suri^'ient to show, that in siich

cases that circumstance is not material to the result: and, accord-

ingly, in the ages when men helicved in the occult infiaences of

the heavenly hodies, it miglit have been unphilosophical to omit

ascertaining the precise condition of those hodies at the moment
of the experiment. As to the degree of minuteness of the mental

subdivision; if we were obliged to break down what we observe

into its very simplest elements, that is, literally into single facts,

it would be difficult to say where we should find them: wi^ can

hardly ever affirm that our divisions of any kind have reached the

ultimate unit. But this, too, is fortunately unnecessary. The
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only object of the menial separation is to su<ji^,i;cst llic nuiuisitc

physical sej)aration, so fbat we may either accomplish it ourselves,

or seek for it in nature; and we have done enough when we have

carried the subdivision as far as the point at which we are able to

see what observations or experiments we retiuire. It is only

essential, at whatever point our mental decomposition of facts

may for the ])resent have stopped, that we should hold ourselves

ready and able to carry it farther as occasion reciuires, and should

not allow the freedom of our discrindnating faculty to be impris

oned tiy the swathes and bands of ordinary classilication; as was

the case Avith all early si)e( ulativ(! incpurers, not excei)tiiig the

(Jreeks, to whom it hardly ever occurred that what was called by

one al)stract name nnii^ht, in reality, be several phenomena, or that

there was a i)Ossibility of decomjiosinsr the facts of the universe

into any elements l)ut those which ordinary language already

recognized.

EXAMINATIvOX OF irAMTLTOX.

ClIAPTKH XI.

Tin-: I'SYCIIOI.OGICAL TIIKOUV OK TIIK HKIJEF I.N AN

EXTKllNAli WOULD.

I proceed to state the case of those who hold that the belief in

an external world is not intuitive, but an acquired product.

This theory postulates the following psychological truths, all

of which are i)roved by experience.

It postulates, first, that the human ndnd is capable of Expecta-

tion^ In other words, that after having had actual sensations, w«'

are capable of forndng the con(;eption of Possible sensations;

sensations which we are not feeling at the ])resent moment, but

which we mighi feel, and should feel if certain conditions were
present, the nature of which conditions we have, in many cases,

learnt by experience.

It postulates, secondly, the laws of the Assoei^^ioi^ of Ideas.

So far as we are here concerned, these laws are the following:

1st. Similar phenomena tend to be thought of together. 2nd.

Phenomena which have either been experienced or conceived in

close contiguity to one another, tend to be thought of together.
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The coiiiiguity is of two kinds; siinultaneity, and immediate sue-

eession. Facts wliieh have been experienced or thought of sim-

ultaneously, recall the thought of one another. Of facts which
have been exju'rienccd or thought of in immediate succession, the

anlf'cedent, or the tliought of it recalls the thought of the conse-

(jueiit, but not conversely. ;>rd. Asso. itions j)ro(luced by con-

tiguil}' become more certain and rapid by repetition. When two
phenomena have been very often experienced in conjunction,

and have not, in any single instance, occurred ':eparately either

in experience or in thought, there is producetl between them what
has been calUd Inseparable, or less correctly, Indissolub'e Asso-

ciation; by which it is not meant that the association must inevit-

ably last to tlie eiul of life—that no subsciiuenL experience or

process of thought can possibly avail to dissolve it; but only that

as long as no such experience or process of thought has tak(!n place,

the association is irresistible; it is impossible for us to think the

one thing disjoined from the other. 4th. AVhen an association has

accjuired tliis character of inseparability—when the bond between

the two ideas luis been thus firmly riveted, not only does th'' idea

called u[) by a.ssociation become, in our consciousness, inseparable

from the idea which suggested it, but the facts or phenomena an-

.swering to those ideas, come at last to seem inseparable in exist-

ence: things which we are unable to conceive ajiart, appear incap-

able of existing apart; and the belief we have in their co-existence,

though really a product of experience, seems intuitiv.;. Innimi-

erable examples might be given of this law. One of the most

familiar, as well as the most striking, is that of our actpiired per-

ceptions of sight. Even those who, with Mr. Bai'ey, consider

the perception of distance by the eye as not acquired, but intui-

tive, admit that therearemany perceptions of sight which, though

instantaneous and unhesitating, are not intuitive. What we see

is a very minute fragment of what we think we see. We see ar-

tificially that one thing is hard, another soft. AVe see artificially

that one thing is hot, another cold. We see artificially that what

we see is a book, or a stone, each of these being not merely an in-

ference, but a heap of inferences, from the signs which we see,

to things not visible.

I
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Setting out fro:n these premises, the Psychological Theory

maintains, that there are associations naturally and even neces-

sarily generated hy the order of our sensations and of our remin-

iscences of sensation, which, supposing no intuition of an exter-

nal world to have existed in consciousness, would inevitably

generate the belief, and would cause it to be regarded as an intui-

tion.

What is it we mean when ve say that the object we i)erceive is

external to us, and not a part of our own thoughts? We mean,

that there is in our perceptions something which exists when we
are not thinking of it; which existed before we had ever thought

of it, and ^^ould exist if we wore annihilated; and further, that

there exist things which we never sirw, touched, or otherwise per-

ceived, and things which never have been perceived by man.

This idea of something which is distinguished from our fleeting

impressions by what, in Kantian language, is called Perdurability;

something which is fixed and the same, while our impressions

vary; sometnlng which exists whether wc are aware of it or not,

and which is always square (or of some other given figure) whether

it appears to us square or round, constitutes altogether our idea

of external substance. Whoever can assign an origin to this com-

plex conception, has accounted for what we mean by the belief

in matter. Now, all this, according to the Psychological Theory,

is but the form impressed by the known laws of association, upon

^ the conception or notion, obtained by experience, of Contingent

. Sensations; by which are meant, sensations that are not in our

present consciousness, and perhaps never were in our conscious-

ness at all, but which, in virtue of the laws to which we have

learned by experience that our sensations are subject, we know
that we should have felt under given supposable circumstances,

and under these same circumstances, might still feel.

I see a piece of white paper on a table. I go into another room,

and though I have ceased to see it, I am persuaded that the paper

is still there. I no longer have the sensations which it gave me;
but I believe that when I again place myself in the circu.i stances

in which I had those sensations, that is, when I go again into the

room, I shall again have them; and further, that there has been
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no intervening moment at which this would not have been the

case. Owing to this law of my mind, my conception of the world

at any given instant consists, in only a small proportion, of pres-

ent sensations. Of these I may at the time have none at all, and
they are in any case a most insignificant portion of the whole
which I apprehend. The conception I forrnof the world existing

at an}' moment, comprises, along with the sensations I am feeling,

a countless variety of possibilities of sensation; namely, the

whol'^ of those which past observation tells me that I could, un-

der any supposable circumstances, experience at this moment, to-

gether with an indefliiite and illimitable multitude of others which
though I do not know that I could, yet it is possible that I might,

experience in circumstances not known to me. These various

possibilities are the important thing to me in the world. My pres.

ent sensations are generally of little importance, and are more-

over fugitive: the possibilities, on the contrary, are permanent,

which is the character that mainly distinguishes our idea of Sub-

stance or Matter from our notion of sensation. These possibili-

ties, which are conditional certainties, need a special name to dis-

tinguish them from mere vague possibilities, which experience

gives no warrant for reckoning upon. Now, as soon as a distin-

guishing name is given, though it be only to the same thing re-

garded in a different aspect, one of the most familiar experiences

of our mental nature teaches us, that the different name comes to

t)e considered as the name of a different thing.

There is another important peculiarity of these certified or

guaranteed possibilities of sensation; namely, that they have re-

ference, not to single sensations, out to sensations joined together

in groups. When we think of anything as a material substance,

or body, we either have had, or we think that on some given sup-

position we should have, not some one sensation, but a great and

even an indefinite number and variety of sensations, generally

belonging to different senses, but so linked together, that the

presence of one announces the possible presence at the very same

instant of any or all of the rest. In our mind, therefore, not only

is this particular Possibility of sensation invested with the quality

of permanence when we are not actually feeling any of the sen-
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liiid that the inddificalions whith are tukini!: place more or less

rci^iilarly in our possibilities of sensation, are mosily (juite iiide-

peiulent of our eoiisciousness, and of our presence or absence.

Whe'her we are asleep or awake, the fire j^oes out. and puts an

end to one particular possibility of warmth and rm:ht. Whether
we are present or absent, thecorn ripens, and brinu:-; fi new i)Oh'.-.i-

bility of food. ]Ience we sjuedily learn to think of Nature as made
u]) solely of these irroups of possibilities, and the active force in

Nature as manifested in the modilication of someof tlu'se l»y others.

The sensations, thoui^h the oriijinal foundation of tne whole,

come !;; l;e looked upon as a sort of accident dependini^ on us,

and the possil)ilities as much more real than the actual sensations,

nay, as the very realities of which these are oidy he representa-

tions, appearances, or elfects. When this state of mind has been

arrived at, then, and from that time forward, we are never con-

scious of a present sensation without instantaneously referrini"^ it

to some One of the groujis of possibilities into which a sensation

of that particular des(rription enters; and if we do not yet know to

what urouj) to refer it, we ut least feel an irresistible conviction

that it nuist beloni,^ to some uroup or other; i.e. that its i)rese.ice

proves the existence, here uad now, of a ^jj^reat number and variety

of possibilities of sensation, without which it would not have been.

The whole set of sensations as possible, form a permanent back-

ijround to any one or more of them that are, at a given moment,

actual; and the pos>ibilities are conceived as standint^to the actual

sensations in the relation of a cause to its effects, or of canvas to

the liijures i)ainted on it, or of a root to the trunk, leaves and tiow-

crs, or of a substratum to that which is spread over it, or, intrans-

cendental language, of Matter to Form.

When this point has been reached, the permanent Possibilities

in question have assumed such unlikeness of aspect, and such

difference of position relatively to us, from any sensations, that it

would be contrary to all we know of the constitution of human
nature that they should not be conceived as, and believed to be,

at least as different from sensations as sensations are from one

another. Their groundwork in sensation is forgotten, and they

are supposed to be something intrinsically distinct from it. We

:l|i
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can withdraw ourselves from any of our (external) sensations, or

we can be withdrawn from them l)y some other agency. But

though the sensations cease, the possibilitie;: remain in existence;

they are independent of our will, our presence, and everytl.ing

which beh)ngs to us. We lind, too, that they belong as much to

other human or sentient beings as to ourselves. We find other

people grounding their expectations and conduct upon the same

permanent possibilities on which we ground ours. But we do not

find them experiencing the same actual sensations. Other people

do not have our sensations exactly when and as we have them:

but they have our possibilities of sensation; whatever indicates a

present possibility of sensations to ourselves, indicates a present

possibility of similar sensations to them, except so far as their

organs of sensation may vary from the type of ours. This puts

the final seal to our conception of the groups of possibilities as

the fundamental reality in Nature. The permanent possibilities

are common to us and to our fellow-creatures; the actual sensa-

tions are not. That which other people become aware of when,

and on the same grounds as I do, seems more real to me than that

which they do not know of unless I tell them. The world of

Possible sensations succeeding one another according to laws, is

as much in other beings as it is in me; it has therefore an exist-

ence outside me; it is an External World.

Matter, then, may be defined, a Permanent Possilulity of Sen-

sation. If I am asked, whether I believe in matter, I ask whether

the questioner accepts this definition of it. If he does, I believe

in matter: and so do all Berkeleians. In any other sense than

this, I do not. But I affirm with confidence, that this conception

of Matter includes the whole meaning attached to it by the com-

mon world, apart from philosophical, and sometimes from theo-

logical, theories. The reliance of mankind on the real existence

of visible and tangible objects, means reliance on the reality and
permanence of Possibilities of visual and tactual sennsations,

when no such sensations are actually experienced. We are war-

ranted in believing that this is the meaning of Matter in the

minds of many of its most esteemed metaphysical champions,

though they themselves would not admit as much; for example,

"
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of Held, Stewart, and Rrown. For these tliree philosophers

alle,i,^C(l tliat all mankind, inchidlni? Berlvcley and Ilinne, really

believed in Matter, inasniueh as unless they did, they would not

have turned aside to save themselves from running against a post.

Xow, all which this manoeuvre really proved is. that they be-

lieved in Permanent Possihilitios (;f Sensation. "NVehave therefore

the sanction of these three emineiit defenders of the existence of

matter, for aflirming, that to believe in Permanent I'ossibiliticH

of Sensation, i'ti believing in Mutter. It is hardly necessary, after

such authorities, to mention Dr. Johnson, or any one else who
resorts to the nrrpimentuni bdcuUnum of knocking a stick against

the ground. Sir W. Hamilton, a far subtler thinker than any of

these, never reasons in this manner. He never supposes that a

disbeliever in what he means by Matter, ought in (consistency to

act in any difTerent mode from those who believe in it. He knew
that the belief on which all the practical consequences depend, is

the belief in Permanent Possibilities of Sensation, and that if

nobody believed in a material universe in any other sense, life

would go on exactly as it now does. He, however, did believe in

more than this, but, I think, only because it had never occurred

to him that mere Possibilities of Sensation could, to our artiticial-

iy.ed consciousness, i)resent the character of objectivity which, as

we have now shown, they not only can, but unless the known
laws of the human mind were suspended, must necessarily, pre-

sent.

Perhaps it may b? objected, that the very possibility of framing

such a notion of Matter as Sir W. Hamilton's—the capacity in

the human mind of imagining an external world which is any-

thing more than what the Psychological Theory makes it

—

amounts to a disproof of the theory. If (it may be said) we had

no revelation in consciousness, of a world which is not in some

way or other identified with sensation, we should be unable to

have the notion of such a world. If the only ideas we had of

external objects were ideas of our sensations, supplemented by

an acquired notion of permanent possibilities of sensation, we
must (it is thought) be incapable of conceiving, and therefore

still more incapable of fancying that we perceive, things which

, •. IV*'
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arc not Hcnsfttions iit all. It hcin.^ (.'vidcnt, however, that nomc

philohophers believe this, and it being maintainable that the mass

of mankind do so, the exisl-jtice of a perdurable basis of sensa-

tions, distinct from sensations themselves, Is proved, it might be

said, by the possibility of believing it.

Let me first restate what I apprehend the belief to be. We believe

that we perceive a something closely related to all our sensations,

but different from those which we are feeling at any particular

minute; and distinguished 'rom sensations altogether, by being per-

manent and always tlse same, while these are fugitive, variable,

and nlternately displace one another. But these attributes of the

object of perception are properties belonging to all tlie possibilities

of sensation which experience guarantees. The belief in such

permanent possibilities seems to me to include all that is essen-

tial or characteristic in the belief in substance. I believe that

Calcutta exists, though I do not perceive it, and that it would

still exist if every percipient inhabitant were suddenly to leave

the place, or be struck dead. But wlien I analyze the belief, all

I find in it is, that were these events t ) take place, the Permanent

Possibility of Sensation winch I call Calcutta would still remain;

that if I were suddenly transported to the banks of the Hoogly, I

should still have the sensations which, if now present, would lead

me to affirm that Calcutta exists here and now. We may infer,

therefore, that both philosophers and the world at large, when
they think of matter, conceive it really as a Permanent Possibility

of Senation. But the majority of philosophers fancy that it is

something more; and the world at large, though they have really,

as I conceive, nothing in their minds but a Permanent Possibility of

Sensation, would, if asked the question, undoubtedly agree with

the philosophers: and though this is sufficiently explained by the

tendency of the human mind to infer difference of things from

difference of names, I acknowledge the obligation of showing
how it can be possible to believe in an existence transcending all

possibilities of sensation, unless on the hypothesis that such an

existence actually is, and that we actually perceive it.

The explanation, however, is not difficult. It is an admitted

fact, that we are capable of all conceptions which can be formed
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hy K<''if''nlizln,<? from the ohsorvcd liiws of our stMisatioiis. What-
ever reliitioii we find o exist between any one of our sensiitions

nnd sonu'thini!: dilTereiit from it, that same rehitlon we have no

difflrulty in eonceivinu: to exist between the sum of all our sensa-

tions nnd something dilTerent from them. Ttie dilferenees whieli

our eonseiousness recognizes between one sensation and another,

i^ive us tlK' general notion of difTerence, aiid inse|)arably associate

with every sensation we have, the feeling of its being dilTerent

from other things; and when once this association has been

formed, we can no longer conceive anything, without being able,

and even being compelled, to form also the conception of some-

thing (liflFerent from it. This familiarity with the idea of some-

thing different from each thing we know, makes it natural iind

easy to form the notion of something different from r/// things

that we know, collectively as well as individually. It is true we
can form no conception of what such a thing can be; our notion

of it is merely negative; but the idea of substance, apart from the

impressions it makes on our senses, is a merely negative one.

There is thus no psychological obstacle to our forming the notion

of a something whicih is neither a sensation nor a possibility of

sensation, even if our consciousness does not testify to it; and

nothing is more likely than that the Permanent Possibilities of

sensation, to which our consciousness does testify, should be con-

founded in our minds with this imaginary conception. All ex-

perience attests the strength of the tendency to mistake mental

abstractions, even negative ones, for substantive realities; and

the Permanent Possibilities of sensation which experience guar-

antees, are so extremely unlike in many of their properties to

actual sensations, that aince we are capable of imagining some-

thing which transcends sensation, there is a great natural proba-

bility that we should suppose these to be it.

But this natural probability is converted into certainty, when
we take into consideration thai universal law of our experience

which is termed the law of Causation, and which makes us un

able to conceive the beginning of anything without an antecedent

condition; or Cause. The case of Causation is one of the most

marked of all the cases in which we extend to the sum total of

II
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our f'oiisciousncss, ii iiot'KUi (U-iivrd fnun Its |»irls. If is ii strik

ing »'xam|il(; of our power to coiummvc. and our ti'iidnicy t(t lie

licvc. that a relation which sul).HislH hetween every iiidivichial

il( in (»f our experience and some other lleni. sul>sistsalso between

our experience as a whole, and sonietliin^;- not within the s|)herc

«)f experience. Hy tiiis extension tothesuni ol'all ourexi)eriences,

of lh(! internal relations obtainin;j:het ween its several parts, we are

led tocoiiHiderserisation itself- tlie a^',i?re,i"ate whole of our sensa-

tions—as <lerivin,<^ its origin from antecedent existences transcend

in;,^ sensation. Tlial we should do this, is a conse(|uencc of the

jiarticular character of the uniform sequences, winch experience

discloses to us among our sensatit)ns. As already remarked, the

constant antecedent of a sensation is seldom another sensation, or

set of .sensations, a(;tually felt. It is nuu-h oftener the existi nee of

agrou|)of i)ossibiIities, not nec(!ssarily inc:ludingany actind sensa-

tions, except such us are reciuired to show that the possibilities

are really present. Nor are actual sensations indispensable even

for this purpose; for the presence of the object (which is nothing-

more than tlie immediate presence of tlie possibilities) may be

made known to us by the very sensation which we refer to it as its

clTect. Thus, the nal antecedent of an clTect—the only antece-

dent which, being invariable and unconditional, we consider to

be the cause—may be, not any sensation really felt, but solely the

presence, at that or the immediately preceding moment, of a

group of possibilities of sensation. Hence it is not with sensa-

tions as a(;tually experienced, but with their Pernument l*ossibil-

ities, that the idea of Cause comes to be identified: and we, by

one and the same process, acquire the habit of regarding Sensa-

tion in general, like all our individual sensations, as an Effec.'t,

and also that of conceiving as the causes of most of our individual

sensations, not other sensations, but general possibilities of sen-

Hation. If all these considerations put together do not completely

explain and account for our conceiving these Possibilities as a

class of Independent and substantive entities, I know not what

psych ji'jical analysis can be conclusive.

It may perhaps be said, that the preceding theory gives, indeed,

some account of the idea of Permanent Existence which forms
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pari (tf our coiiccption of iiiatU'r, hut ^'ivcs no cxplaiuilioii of our

l)eli(!ving these pcnuaiu'iil objects to he cxtenial, or out of our-

Ht'Ivi's I upprelieiid, on the contrary, that the vi'ry idea of aiiy-

thin^^ out of ourselves is (h-rived soh;ly from the knowled^i'

experience yives us of tlie I'ernuuu'iit I'os.sihilities. Our .sensa-

tions we carry witli us wlurever we ^o, and tliey never exist

where we are not; hut wlien we chan;.;e our jiiaee we do not carry

away with us tiu- Permanent Possihilitirs of Sensation: liicy re-

main until we return, or arix' and cease under conditions witfi

wliich our presence has in i^encral notldn^ to do. And more tlian

all—they are, and will \n; after we have ceased to feel, Permanent

Possibilities of sensation toother being's than ourselves. Thus
our actual sensations and the pernument possibilities of sensation,

stand out in obtrusive contrast to ojie another: anil when the idea

of Cause has ])eeri acijuircd, and i xtended by gi-neralizalion from

the parts of our cxi'erience to its a_!.,'<,ae^al(! whole, nothin;^ can

be more uatund than that the I*crmanent Possibilities should bey ,.

classed by us as existences trenerically distinct from our sensa-/

tions, but of which our sensations are the ellect.

The same theory which accounts for our ascribing;" to an a^^^rc-

gate of possibilities of sensation, a permanent existence which

our sensations themselves tlo not possess, and consequently a

greater reality than belongs to our sensations, also explains our

attributing greater objectivity to the Primary Qualities of bodies

than to the Se(;ondary. For the sensations which correspond to

what arc called the Primary C^ualitiijs (as soon at least as we come

to apprehend them by two senses, the eye as well as the touch) are

always present when any part of the group is so. IJut colours,

tastes, smells and the like, being, in comparison, fugacious, are not,

in tlie same degree, conceived as being jilways there, even when
nobody is present to perceive them. The sensations answering to

the Secondary Qualities are only occasional, those to the Primary,

constant. The Secondary, moreover, vary with different persons,

and with the temporary sensibility of our organs: the Primary,

when perceived at all, are, as far as we know, the same to all

persons and at all times.

h:
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CHAPTER XII.

THE rSYCHOLOQICAL TlIEOllV OF THK BELIEF IN MATTEK,

now FAK APPLICABLE TO MIND.

I now propose to examine whether the Ego, as a deliverance of

consciousness, stands on any firmer ground than the Non-ego;

whether, at the first moment of our experience, we already have

in our consciousness the conception of Self as a permanent exist-

ence; or whether it is formed subsequently, and admits of a sim-

ilar analysis to that which we have found that the notion of Not-

self :s susceptible of.

It is evident. In the first place, that our knowledge of mind,

like that of matter, in entirely relative. We have no conception of

Mind itself, as distinguished from its conscious manifestations.

We neither know nor can imagine it, except as represented by the

succession of manifold feelings which metaphysicians call by he
name of States or Modifications of Mind. It is nevertheless true

thatour notion of Mind, as well as of Matter, is the notion of a

permanent something, contrasted v, ith the perpetual flux of the

sensations and other feelings or mental states which we refer to

it; a something which we figure as remaining the same, while the

particular feelings through which it reveals its existence, change.

This attribute of Permanence, supposing that there were nothing

else to be considered, would admit of the same explanation when
predicated of Mind, as of Matter. The belief I entertain that my
mind exists, when it is not feeling, nor thinking, nor conscious of

its own existence, resolves itself into t^he belief of a Permanent
Possibility of these states. If I think of myself as in a dreamless

sleep, or in the sleep of death, and believe that I, or in other

words my mind, is or will be existing through these states,

though not in conscious feeling, the most scidpulous examination

of my belief will not detect in it any fact actually believed, ex-

cept that my capability cl feeling is not, in that interval, per-

manently destroyed, and is suspended only because it does not

meet with the combinaticu of outward circumstances which
would call it into action; the moment it did meet with that com-
bination it would revive, and remains, therefore, a Permanent
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Possibiliy. Thus far, there seems no hinclrauce to our regarding

Mind as nothing but the series of our sensations (to which must

now be added o ir internal feelings), as they actually occur, with

the addition of infinite possibilities of feeling requiring for their

actual realization conditions which may or may not take place,

but which as possibilities are always in existence, and many of

them present.

The Permanent Possibility of feeling, which forms my notion

of Myself; is distinguished, by important dififerences, from the

Permanent Possibilities of sensation which form my notion of

what I call external objects. In the first place, each of these

last represents a small and perfectly definite part of the series

which, in its entireness, forms my conscious existence—a single

group of possible sensations, which experience tells me I might

expect to have under certain conditions; as distinguished from

mere vague and indefinite possibilities, which arc considered such

only because they are not known to be impossibilities. My no-

tion of Myself, on the contrary, includes all possibilites of sensa-

tion, definite or indefinite, certified by experience or not, which
I may imagine inserted in the series of my actual and conscious

states. In the second place, the Permanent Possibilities which I

call outward objects, are possibilities of sensation only, wliile the

series which I call Myself includes, along with and as called up
by these, thoughts, emotions, and volitions, and Permanent Pos-

siBITjties of such. Besides that these states of mind are, to our

consciousness, generically distinct from the sensations of our out-

ward senses, they are further distinguished from tliem by not oc-

curring in groups, consisting of separate elements which coexist,

or may be made to coexist, with one another. Lastly (and this

difference is the most important of all) the Possibilities of Sensa-

tion which are called outward objects, are possibilities of it to

other beings as well as to me: but the particular series of feelings

which constitutes my own life, is confined to myself: no other

sentient being shares it with me.

In order to the further understanding of the bearings of this

theory of the Ego, it is advisable to consider it in its relation to

three questions, which may very naturally be asked with reference

•,Vv^ w
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1

it.

ditlons requisite for feeling, and the effects or consequences of it.

I conclude that other hum?in beings have feelings like me, be-

cause, lirst, tliey have bodies like me, which I know. In my own
case, to be the antecedent condition of feelings; and because,

secondly, they exhibit the acts, and other outward signs, w)\icn

in my own case I know by experience to be caused by feelings.

I am conscious in myself of a series of facts connected by a

uniform se(iuence, of which the beginning is modificatiovis of my
body, the middle is feelings, the end is outward demeanour. In

the case of other human beings I have the evidence of my senses

for the first and last links of the series, but not for the intermedi-

ate link. I find, however, that the sequence between the first

and last is as regular and constant in those other cases as it is in

mine. In my own case I know^Uiat the first link prodces the last

tlirough the intermediate link, and could not produce it without. o'^

Experience, therefore, obliges me to conclude that there must be^'*'"!*
*

an intermediate link; which must either be the same in others as

in myself, or a different one: I must either believe them to be

alive, or to be automatons: and by believing them to be alive,

that is, by supposing the link to be of the same nature as in the

case of which I have experience, and which is in all other respects

similar, I bring other human beings, as phenomena, under the

same generalizations which I know by experience to be the true

theory of my own existence. A: ,d in doing so I conform to the

legitimate rules of experimental inquiry. The process is exactly

parallel to that by which Newton proved that the force which

keeps the planets in their orbits is identical with that by which

an apple falls to the ground. It was not incumbent on Newton
to prove the impossibility of its being any other force; he was

thought to have made out his point when he had simply shown,

that no other force need be supposed. We know the existence of
^^J,^,i^JfJ^

'-'l

other beings by generalization from the knowledge of our own; \i.iv,.j.'>iX^-J^^

r.

the generalization merely postulates that what experience shows

to be a mark of the existence of something within the sphere of

our consciousness, may be concluded to be a mark of the same

thing beyond that sphere.

This logical process loses nohe of its legitimacy on the suppo-

•^U
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sition that neither Mind nor Matter is anything bu. a permanent

possibility of feeling. Whatever sensation I have, I at once re-

fer it to one of the permanent groups of possibilities of sensation

which I call material objects. But among these groups I find

there is one (my own body) which is not only composed, like the

rest, of a mixed multitude of sensations and possibilities of sen-

sations, but is also connected, in a peculiar manner, with all my
sensations. Not only is this special group always present as an an-

tecedent condition of every sensation I have, but the other groups

are only enabled to convert their respective possibilities of sen-

sation into actual sensations, by means of some previous change

in that particular one. I look about me, and though there is only

one group (or body) which is connected with all my seni^ations in

this peculiar manner, I observe that there is a great multitude of

other bodies, closely resembling in their sensible properties (in

the sensations composing them as groups) this particular one, but

whose modifications do not call up, as those of my own body do.

a world of sensations in my consciousness. Since they do not do

so in my consciousness, I infer that they do it out of my con-

sciousness, and that to each of them belongs a world of conscious-

ness of its own, to which it stands in the same relation in which

what I call my own body stands to mine. And having made this

generalization, I find that all other facts within ray reach agree

with it. Each of these bodies exhibits to my senses a set of phe-

nomena (composed of acts and other manifestations) such as I

know, in my own case, to be effects of consciousness, and such

as might be looked for if each of the bodies has really in connec-

tion with it a world of consciousness. All this ''^ as good and

genuine an inductive process on the theory we are discussing, as

it is on the common theory. Any objection to it in the one case

would be an equal objection in the other. I have stated the pos-

tulate required by the one theory: the common theory is in need

of the same. If I could not, from my personal knowledge of one

succession of feelings, infer the existence of other successions of

feelings, when manifested by the same outward signs, I could

just as little, from my personal knowledge of a single spiritual

substance, infer by generalization, when I find the same outward
indications, the existence of other spiritual substances.
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As the theory leaves the evidence of tlie existence of my fellow-

creatures exactly as it was before, so does it also with that of the

existence of God. Supposing me to believe that the Divine Mind
is simply the series of the Divine thoughts and feelings prolonged

through eternity, that would be, at any rate, believing God's ex-

istence to be as real as my own. And as for evidence, the argu-

ment of Paley's Natural Theology, or, for that matter, of his

Evidences of Christianity, would stand exactly where it does.

The Design argument is drawn from the analogy of human ex-

perience. From the relation which human works bear to human
thoughts and feelings, it infers a corresponding relation between
works, more or less similar but superhuman, and superhuman
thoughts and feelings. If it proves these, nobody but a meta-

physician needs care whether or not it proves a mysterious sub-

stratum for them. Again, thii arguments for Revelation under-

take to prove by testimony, that within the sphere of human ex-

perience works were done requiring a greater than human power,

and words said requiring a greater than human wisdom. These

positions, and the evidences of them, neither lose nor gain any-

thing by our supposing that the wisdom only means wise thoughts

and volitions, and that the power means thoughts and volitions

followed by imposing phenomena.

As to Immortality, it is precisely as easy to conceive, that a

seccession of feelings, a thread of consciousness, may be prolonged

to eternity, as that a spiritual substance forever continues to ex-

ist: and any evidence which would prove the one, will prove the

other. Metaphysical theologians may lose the d priori argument

by which they have sometimes flattered themselves with having

proved that a spiritual substance, by the essential constitution

of its nature, cannot perish. But they had better drop this argu-

ment in any case. To do them justice, they seldom insist on it

now.

The theory, therefore, which resolves Mind into a series of

feelings, with a background of possibilities of feeling, can effect-

ually withstand the most invidious of the arguments directed

against it. But, groundless as are the extrinsic objections, the

theory has intrinsic difficulties which we have not yet set forth.

y
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•nodo of stating- it only appears more Incoinprelicnsible than an-

other, because the whole of human hin^uage is accomn',.)(late(l to

the one, and is so incon^!,^ruoii£ with the other, that it cannot be

expressed in any terms which do not deny its truth. The real

stum])linf; bloclc is pcsrhaps not in any theory of the fact, but in

tlie fact itself. The ti'ue incomprehensibility perhaps is, thatsome-

thin;;' which has ceased, or is not yet in existence, can still be in

a manner |)res(!nl : that a series of feelings, the inlinitely greater

part of which is ])ust or future, can be gathered up, as it were,

into a single present conception, accompanied by a belief of real-

ity. I think, by far the wisest thing we can do, is to accept the

inexpli(;able fact, without any theory of how it takes place; and

when we are obliged to speak of it in terms which assume a

theory, to use them with a reservation as to their meaning.

CHAPTER XXVI.

ON THE FUKKDOM OF THE WILL.

To bo conscious of free-will, must mean, to be conscious, before

I have decided, tluit I am able to decide cither way. Exception

may be taken in limine to the use of the word consciousness in

such an application. Consciousness tells me what I do or feel.

But what I am <iMe to do. is not a subject of consciousness.

Consciousness is not prophetic; we are conscious of what is, not

of what will or can be. We never know that we are able to do a

thing, except from having done it, or something equal and simi-

lar to it. We should not know that we were capable of action at

all. if we had never acted. Having acted, we know, as far as

that experience reaches, how we are r.ble to act; and this know-

ledge, when it has become familiar, is often confounded with,

and called by the name of, consciousness. Bu* it does not derive

any increase of authority from being mis-named; its trutli is not

supreme over, but depends on, experience. If our so-called con-

sciousness of what we are able to do is not borne out by experi-

ence, it is a delusion. It has no title to credence but as an inter-

pretation of experience, and if it is a false interpretation, it must

give way.
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But this conviction, whetluT termed consciousness or only be-

lief, that our will is free—what is it? Of what are we convinced?

I arnl^oid/that whether I decide to do or to abstain, 1 feci that I

could have decided the other way. I ask my consciotisncss what I

do feel, and I find, indeed, that I feel (or am convinced) that I could

have chosen the other course if I had preferred it; but not that I

could have chosen one course while I preferred the other. When I

say preferred, I of course include with the thing itself, all that ac-

companies it. I kno'v that I can, because I know that I often do,

elect to do one thing, when I should have preferred another in it-

self, apart from its consequences, or from a moral law which it

violates. And this preference for a thing in itself, abstractedly

from its accompaniments, is often loosely described as preference

for the thing. It is this unprecise mode of speech which makes it

not seem absurd to say that I act in opposition to my preference;

that I do one thing when I would rather do another; that my
conscience prevails over my desires—as if conscience were not it-

self a desire—the desire to do right. Take any alternative: say,

to murder or not to murder. I am told, that if I elect to murder,

I am conscious that I could have elected to abstain: but am I

conscious that I could have abstained, if my aversion to the crime,

and my dread of its consequences, had been weaker than the tempt-

ation? If I elect to abstain: in what sense am I conscious that I

(!ould have elected to commit the crime? Only if I had desired

to commit it with a desire stronger than my horror of murder;

not with one less strong. When we think of ourselves hypothet-

ically as having acted otherwise than we did, we always suppose

a difference in the antecedents: we picture ourselves as having

known something that we did not know, or not known something
that we did know; which is a difference in the external motives; or

as having desired something, or disliked something, more or less

than we did; which is a difference in the internal motives.

I therefore dispute altogether that we are conscious of being

able to act in opposition to the strongest present desire or aver-

sion. The difference between a bad and a gooJ man is not that

the latter acts in opposition to his strongest desires: it is that his

desire to do right, and his aversion to doing wrong, are strong

1
1'
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enough to overcome, and in the case of perfect virtue, to silence,

any other desire or aversion wliich may conflict with them. It is

because this state of mind is possible to human nature, that hu-

man beings arc capable of moral government: and moral education

consists in subjecting them to the discipline which has most ten-

dency to bring tliem into this state. The object of moial educa-

tion is to educate the will: but the will can only be educated

iTirougli the desires and aversions; by eradicating or weakening

such of them as are likeliest to lead to evil; exalting to the highest

pitch the desire of right conduct and the aversion to wrong; cul-

tivating all other desires and aversions of which the ordinary

operation is auxilliary to right, while discountenancing so im-

moderate an indulgence of them, as might render them too pow-

erful to be overcome by the moral sentiment, when they chance

to be in opposition to it. The other requisites are. a clear intel-

lectual standard of right and wrong, that moral desire and aver-

sion mH^acTin the proper places, and such general mental habits

as shall prevent moral considerations from being forgotten or

overlooked, in cases to which they are rightly applicable.

Rejecting, then, the figment of a direct consciousness of the

freedom of the will, in other words, our ability to will in opposi-

tion to our strongest preference; it remains to consider whether,

as affirmed by Sir W. Hamilton, a freedom of this kind is im-

plied in what is called our consciousness of moral responsibility.

"There must be something very plausible in this opinion, since it

is shared even by Necessitarians. Many of these—in particular

Mr. Owen and his followers—from a recognition of the fact that

volitions are efifects of causes, have been led to deny human re-

sponsibility. I do not mean that they denied moral distinctions.

Few persons have had a stronger sense of right and wrong, or been

more devoted to the things they deemed right. What they de-

nied was the rightfulness of inflicting piinishment. A man's ac-

tions, they said, are the result of his character, and he is not the

author of his own character. It is made for him, not by him.

There is no justice in punishing him for what he cannot help.

We should try to convince or persuade him that he had better

act in a different manner; and should educate all, especially the

m
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V una;, in the habits und (lisixisilioiis which lead to svrll-doinjy;;;

L..)u;;h how this is to be ('ITrct.Ml without any use wiiatevcr of

punishiiieiit as a means of (Mliicatioii. is a {]uestioii liicy have

failed to resolve. The roiifusioii of ideas, which makes tlie sub-

jection of human volitions to tlu; law of Causation seem inconsis-

tent with accountabilitv. must tlius he ver\ natural to the iiuman

mind; ])ut this nuiy be said of a thotisand errors, and even of

some mcirely verbal fallacies. In the present case there is mor"

that a verbal fallacy, but verbal falhuiies also contribute their part.

What is meant by moral responsibilityl... licapousibility means

punishiucu t. W h(!n we are said to have tin.' feeling- of being

morally resi)onsible for our actions, the idea of l)Ging punished for

them is upj)ermost in the speaker's nund. Hut tin; fcicling of l i

ability to punishment is of two kinds. It may mt^an. expcctali(^n

thiit if we actTnir"certain manfuir, punishment will actually be

inflicted jpon us, by our fellow-creatures or by a Supreme Pow-

er. Oj it may only mean, being conscious tl utt we siiitll deserve

that inlliction.

Thejirst of these cannot, in any correct n^eaning of the term,

be designated as a consciousness. If we l)elieve that we shall

be punished for doing wrong, it is because the belief has been

taught to us by our parents and tutors, or l)y our religion, or is

generally held by those who surround us, or because! we have

ourselves come to the conclusion by reasoning, or from the ex-

perience of life. This is not Consciousness. And, by whatever

name it is called, its evidence is not dependent on any theory of

the spontaneousness of volition. The punishment of guilt in an-

other world is believed with undoubting conviction liy Turkish

fatalists, and by professed Christians who are not only Necessi-

tarians, but believe that the majority of mankind were divinely

predestined from all eternity to sin and to be punished for sin-

ning. It is not, therefore, the belief that we shall be 7nadc ac-

countable, which can be deemed to require or presuppose the

free-will hypothesis; it is the belief that we ought so to be; that

we are justly accountable; that guilt deserves punishment. It is

here that the main issue is joined between the two opinions.
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In discnssinij: it, lliric is no n(u'(l to post ul ate any theory re-

spect lni;' th«' nature or eriterioii of moral tlistinetions. It rnaiters

not, for this purpose, whethcsr the rii^ht and wroni^OTact'ons de-

pc^nds on the conseciuences they tend to produce, or on an inher-

ent (pndity of the aelions themselves. TMs indilTerent whether

we are utilitarians or anti-utilitarians; whether our ethics re^t on

intuition or on experience. It is suHicienl it we believe that tliere

i8 a dilVerence between rii-ht and wron^, and a natural reason for

preferrin^^ the former; that people in g<!neral. uidess when they

expect persoiud beiu'lii from a wron^r. nalurall;,' and usually pre-

fer what they thiid< to be rii>ht: whether l)ecause we are all de-

pendent for what makes existence tolerable, iipon the right e()n

duct of other people, whih^ their wroni; conduct is a standinj^

nuMiace to our security, or for some more myst'cal and transcend-

ental reason. What(!ver l)e the cause, we are entitled to assume

the fact; and its c()nse(iuence is, 'that w hoever cjdtivates a dis-

position to wrong, places his mind out of sympathy witli the rest

td" his ft'llow-creatui-es, and if th 'y are aware of liis disposition,

becomes a natural object of their active dislike. He notoidy for-

feits the pleasure of their good will, and the benefit of their good

offices, except when compassion for the human being is stronger

than distaste towards the wrong-doer; but he also renders himself

liable to whatever they may think it necessary to do in order to

protect themselves against him; which may probably include

punishment, as such, ami will certainly involve nuich that is

('(juivalent in its operation on himself. In this way he is certain

to be made accountable, at least to his fellow-creatures, through

the normal action of their natural sentiments. And it is well worth

consideration, whether the practical expectation of being tlius

called to account, has not a great deal to do with the internal feel-

ing of being accountable; a feeling, assuredly, which is seldom

found existing in any strength in the absence of that practical ex-

pectation. It is not usually found that Oriental despots, whocan-^

njjtju; called to account by anybody, have much conscTousness of

bejn^ morally accountable. And (what is still more signiflcant"5in

societies in which caste or class distinctions are really strong—

a

state so strange to us now, that we seldom realize it in its full
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force?— it is a rimtlcr of diiily experience llmt persons may hIiow

tli(! slron^esl sense of moral accoiintahilily as rct^artls llieir equals,

who can make them account ahhi, and not the smallest vesli^fe of

H similar feclinji,^ towards tjjeir inferiors who cannot.

Another fact which it is of importance to kecjp in view, is, that

tlie lii^liest and strongest sense; of the worth of j^oodness, and the

odiousness of its opposite, is perfectly con>patil)le with even the

most exa/^geraled form of Fatalism. Suppose that thtire were

two peculiar hreeds of human heinj^s,—one of theni .so constituted

from the be;4innin.if, that liowever educated or treated, nothing-

could prevent them from always feeling and acting so as to be a

bies-sing to all whom tiiey approached; another, of such original

perversity of nature that neither education nor punishment could

Inspire them with a feeling of duty, or prevent them from being

active in evil-doing. Neither of these races of hunum beings

wovdd have free-will; yet the former would be honored as demi-

gods, while the latter would be regarded and treated as nox-

ious beasts; not punished perhaps, yince punishment would have

no effect on them, and it might be thought wrong to indulge the

mere instinct of vengeance: but kept carefully at a distance, and

killed like other dangerous creatures when there was no other

convenient way of being rid of them. We thus see that even

under the utmost possible exaggeration of the doctrine of Neces-

sity, the distincti(.'U between moral good and evil in conduct

would not only subsist, but would stand out in a more marked
manner than now, when the good and the wicked, however un-

like, are still regarded as of one common nature.

But these considerations, though pertinent to the subject, do

not touch the root of the difficulty. The real question is one of

j ustice—the legitinuicy of retribution, or punishment. On the

theory of Necessity (we are told) man cannotTielp acting as he

does; and it cannot be just that he should be punished for what
he cannot help.

Not if the expectation of punishment enables him to help it,

and is the only means by which he can be enabled to help it?

To say that he cannot help it, is true or false, according to the

qualification with which the assertion is accompanied. Supposing
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liini to be of u vicious dis])nsition, lie cannot help doing the crim-

inul act, if he is allowed t(» b«'lieve that he will be able tocorninit

it unpunfshcd. If, on the contrary, the impression is strong in

Ins mind Tliat a heavy punisliment will follow, he can, and in

tnost cases, does, help it.

The (piestio!! deemed to be so puz/ling is, how putdsliment can

l)e Justitled, if men's actions are determined by motives, among
which motives punishm<!nt is one. A more (ritllcult (piestion

would be, how it can l)e justified if they are not so detiTinined.

l*unishnuMit pnxreeds on the assumption that the will is govenu'd \

by motives. If punishtnent had no power of acting on the will,

it woidd be ilh'gitimatc, however natiiral might be the inclination

to' itiflict it. Just so far as the; will is supposed free, that is,

capal)le of acting (tf/tiifmf motives, jninishment i.s disai)poinfed of

its ol)ject, and deprived of its justification.

There are two ends wh ich, on the Necessitarian theory, are

sulhcient to justify punishinen' : th e benefit of the offender him-

self, and the protection of others. The first justifies it, because

to benefit a person cannot be to do him an injury. To punish

liim for his own good, provided the inflictor has any proper title

to constitute hims(!lf a judge, is no more unjiist than to admin-

ister medicine. As far, indeed, as respects the criminal himself,

the theory of punishment is, that by countcrlialancing the influ-

ence of present temptations or acquired bad habits, it restores the

mind to that normal preponderance of the love of right, which the

b(!st moralists and theologians consider to constitute the true

definition of our freedom. In its other aspect, punishment is a

precaution taken by society in self-defence. To make this just,

the on'y condition required is, that the end which society is at-

tempting to enforce by punishment, shoidd be a jijst one. Used

as a means of aggression by society on the just rights of the in-

dividual, punishment is unjust. Used to protect the just rights

of others against unjust aggression by the offender, it is just. If

it is possible to have just rights, it cannot be unjust to defend

them. Free-will or no free-will, it is just to punish so far as is

necessary for this purpose, exactly as it is just to put a wild beast

to death (without unnecessary suffering) for the same object.
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Now, the priniitivc consciousness we arc said to have, tliat we

Hrc accountii!)le h>r our actions, and tliat if we violate the rule of

ri;;hl we sliall deserve ijunislimen t, I contend i.s potliin£_else tliaii

our know ledge tliat punisliment will be just; that by such con-

duct we shall place ourselves in the position iu which our fellow-

creatures, or the Deity, or both, will naturally, and may justly,

inflict punishment up(;n us. By usiny- the word J iif<t I >/, 1 am not

rtssuIninL,^ in the (,'.\])lanation, the thing I jirofess to explain. As

before observed, I am entitled to postulate the reality, and the

knowledge and fct 1 iig, of moral distinctions. These, it is both

evident metaphysically and notorious historically, are independent

of any theory concerning the will. AVe are supi)osed capable of

understanding that oiIkt people have rights, and all that follows

from this. The mind which possesses this idea, if capable of placing

itself at the point of view of another person, must recognize it as

just Uiat others should protect themselves against any disposition

on his part to infringe their rights; and he will do so the more

readily, because he also has rights, and his rights continually re-

quire the same protection. This, I maintain, is our feeling of

accountability, in so far as it can be separated from the prospect

of being actually called to a(,'count. No one who understands the

power of the princ pie of association, can doubt its sulliciency to

create out of these elements the whole of the feeling of which we
are conscious. To rebut this view of the case would require pos-

itive evidence; as, for example, if it could be proved that the feel-

ing of accountability precedes, in the ord.i of development, all

experience of punishment. No such evidence; has been produced,

or is producible. Owing to the limiteil accessibility to observa-

tion of the mental proc;esses of infancy, direct proof can as little

be produced on the other side: but if there is any validity in Sir

W. Hamilton's Law of Parcimouy, we ought not to assume any

mental phenomenon as an ultimate fact, which can be accounted

for by other known properties of our mental nature.

I ask any one who thinks that the justice of punishment is not

sufliciently vindicat. dby its being for the protection of just rights,

how he reconciles his sense of justice to the punishment of crimes

committed in obedience to a perverted conscience? Ravaillac, and
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Baltliasar Gt'rard, did not r('i!:ar(l themselves as criminals, but as

heroic martyrs. If they were justly put to death, the justice of

jiunishment has nothing to do with the state of mind of the

olfender, further than as this may alTect tlu; eJlicacy of jiunish-

inent as a means to its end. It is impossible to assert the justice

of punislunent for crimes of fanaticism, on any otlu'r ground than

its necessity for the attainnuMit of a just end. If that is not a

justification, there is no jiislillcation. All other imaginary justifi^

cations break down in their api)licati()n to this case.

If, indeed, i>uiiishmeiit is inirusted for any other reason than in

order to operate on the will; if its ]")urpose be other than that of

improving the culprit liimself, or securing the just rights of others

against unjust violation, then, I admit, the case is totally altered.

If any one thinks that there is justice in the intliction of purposeless

suffering; that tliere is a natural alhnity between the two ideas of

of guilt and jiunishment, which makes it intrinsically fitting that

wherever there has been guilt, pain should be inflicted by way of

retribution; I acknowledge that I can find no argument to justify

punislunent inflicted on this principle. As a legitimate satisfac-

tion to feelings f)f iiulignation and resentment which are on the

whole salutary and worthy of cultivation. I can in certain cases

admit it; but liere it is still a means to an end. The merely retri-

butive view of punishment derives no justification from the doc-

trine I support. But it derives quite as little from the free-will

doctrine. Su[)pose it true that the will of a malefactor, when he

committed an offence, was free, or in other words, that he acted

badly, not because he was of a bad disposition, but for no reason

in particular: it is not easy to deduce from this the conclusion

that it is just to punish him. That his acts were beyond the

command of nu)tives might be a good reason for keeping out of

his way, or placing him under bodily restraint; out no reason for

inflicting pain upon him, when that j)ain, by supposition, could

not operate as a deterring motive.

While the doctrine I advocate does not support the idea that

punishment in mere retaliation is justifiable, it at the same time

fully accounts fen* the general and natural sentiment of its being

so. From our earliest childhood, the ideas of doing wrong and

I
>
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make him feel his punishment unjust. Neither will he feel that

because his act was the consequence of motives, operating upon

a certain mental disposition, it was not his own fault. For, first,

it was at all events his own defect or infirmity, for which the ex-

pectation of punishment is the appropriate cure. And secondly,

the word fault, so far from being inapplicable, is the specific

name for the kind of defector infirmity which he has display, ed

—

iusufticient love of right and aversion to wrong. The weakness

of these feelings or their strength is in every one's mind the stan-

dard of fault or merit, of degrees of fault and degrees of merit.

Whether we are judging of particular actions, or of the character

of a person, we are wholly guided by the indications afforded of

the energy of these influences. If the desire of right and aver-

sion to wrong have yielded to a small temptation, we judge them

to be weak, and our disapprobation is strong. If the temptation

to which they have yielded is so great that even strong feelings

of virtue might have succumbed to it, our moral reprobation is

less intense. If, again, the moral desires and aversions have pre-

vailed, but not over a very strong force, we hold that the action

was good, but that there was little merit in it; and our estimate

of the merit rises, in e.\act proportion to the greatness of the ob-

stacle which the moral fci-'ling proved strong enough to overcome.

UTILITARIANISM.

CHAPTER II.

WHAT UTir ITAUI.\NISM IS.

The creed which accepts as the foundation of morals, ^'lilily(l -i^_^ y/^
or the Greatest Happiness Principle, holds that actions are right ^,

J- , lyrurvwii

in proportion as they tend to promote happiness^, wrong as they iZA^^i^t^
tend to produce the reverse of happiness. ByTiappiness is in- '

tended pleasure, and the absence of pain; by unhappiness, pain,

and the privation of pleasure. To give a clear view of the moral

standard set up by the theory, much more requires to be said; in

particular, what things it includes in the ideas of pain and pleas-

ure; and to what extent this is left an open question. But these
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n supplementary exi)lanatioiiis do not liHcct the tluHM-y of life on

'iU(%ii*AA y wliieh this theory of morality is i^roundfd—namely, tliat pleasure,
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"Pji aiul freedom from pain, are the only thiiii^s desirable as ends;

TatiMtMi^^^^
that all desirable things (which are as numerous in the utili-

tarian as in any other scheme) are desirable either for the pleasure

inherent in themselves, or as means to the promotion of i)leasure

and the prevention of pain.

Utilitarian writers in general have placed th sui)erior;ty of

mental over bodily pleasures chielly in the greater permanency,

safety, uncostliness, &c., of tiie former—that is, in their circum-

stantial advantages rather than in their intrinsic nature. And
( . .jn\ all these points utilitarians have fully proved their case; but
Ouv»u, lU*«J^ijjj|^.y might have taken the other, and, as it may be called, higher

r^^^j^csvound, with entir"' consistency. It is (juite C()m])atible with the

principle of utility to recognise the fact, that some k'i/>(J,-< of plea-

8ure are more desirable and more valuable than otliers. It would

be absurd that whih;, in estimating all other things, (juality is

considered as well as quantity, the estimation of pleasures should

be supposed to depend on quantity alojie.

If I am asked, wliat I mean by dilTerence of (piality in pleasures,

(~~ .
i

'^r what makes one pleasure more valuable than another, merely

f«X!t<rt OMWcj-as a pleasure, excejit its being greater in amount, there is but one
«\UA«j*i,o |4»A possible answer. Of tvv'o pleasures, if there be one to wh ich all

tetffj ' r*"^ y''"^-^-*^^^^^^^" have experience of bol[h give a deci(ledj)refer-

ence, irrespective of any feeling of moral obligation to prefer it,

that is the more desirable pleasure. If one of the two is, by those

who are competently acquainted with both, placed so far above

the other that they prefer it, even though knowing it to be

attended with a greater amount of discontent, and would not re-

sign it for any quantity of the other pleasure which their nature

is capable of, we are justified in ascribing to the preferred enjoy-

ment a superiority in quality, so far outweighing quantity as to

render it, in comparison, of small account.

Now it is an uncjuestionable fact that those who are equally

acquainted with, and equally capable of appreciating and enjoy-

'iug, both, do give a most marked preference to the manner of

existence which employs their higher faculties. Tew Tiuman
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creatures would consent to be changed Into any of the lower

animals, for a promise of the fullest allowance of a beast's pleas-

ures; no intelligent human being would consent to be a fool, no
instructed person would be an ignoranuis, no person of feeling

and conscience would be selfish and base, even though they

should be persuaded that the fool, the dunce, or the rascal is

better satisfied with his lot than they are with theirs. They would
'

not resign what they possess more than he. for the most complete

satisfaction of all the desires which they have in common with

him. If they ever fancy they would, it is only in cases of unhap-

piness so extreme, that to escape from it they would exchange their

lot for almost any other, however undesirable in their own eyes.

A being of higher faculties re(}uires more to make him happy, is ^ ,

capable probably of more acute suffering, and is certainly acces-V ( I

sible to it at more points, than one of an inferior type; but in^ tuvWttbft
spite of these liabilities, he can never really wish to sink into '^^^^^^ K*^'**

what he feels to be a lower grade of existence. We niay give p ^^^j^^^j[^Y^^ :

wh at explanation we please of this unwillingness; we may attrib-KaAitA<i |/Luf ^'

ute it to pride, a name which is given indiscriminately to some of A^'-'-^-^i^**!/ ^

the most and to some of the least estimable feelings of which man-

kind are capable; we may refer it to the love of liberty and

personal independence, an appeal to which was with the Stoics •

one of the most effective means for the inculcation of it; to the

love of power, or to the love of excitement, both of which do ^
really enter into and contribute to it: but its most appropriate ap- '^^^'^^ <« <^*iii

pellation i s a^einse of dignity, which all human beings possess in a^^J^T^/^

one form or other, and in some, though by no means in exact, pro- ^ I

portion to their higher faculties, and which is so essential a part

of the happiness of those in whom it is strong, that nothing

which conflicts with it could be, otherwise than momentarily, an

object of desire to them. Whoever supposes that this preference

takes place at a sacrifice of happiness—that the superior being,

in any thii j like equal circumstances, is not happier than the in- - ^
j

ferior—confounds the two very different ideas, of haj^piness, and ft. 'v<\-( • '^

content. It is indisputable that the being whose capacities of ^
enjoyment are low, has the greatest chance of having them fully

^^^^^^Ct^'lfl^ ;

satisfied; and a higly-endowed being will always feel that any
, f
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happiness which he Ciui look for, as the world is constituted, is

imperfect. But Jie can learn to hear its imperfections, if they

are at all hearahle; and they will not make him envy the heing

who is indeed unconscious of the imperfections, hut only because

// I-
L. he feels not at all the good which those imperfections qualify.

I avHltu!^^
is better to be a human heing dissatisfied than a pig sat^sfljGcl;

Ja(H*<^*^r*1>eTter to he Socrates dissatisfied ihan a fool satisfied. And if tlie

fool, or the pig, is of a diiferent opinion, it is because they only

know their own side of the question. The other party to the

comparison knows both sides.

It may be objected that many who are capable of the higher

pleasures, occasionally, under the influence of temptation, post-

pone them to the lower. But this is quite compatible with a full

appreciation of the intrinsic superiority of the higher. Men
often, from infirmity of character, make their election for the

nearer good, though they know it to be the less valuable; and

this no less when the choice is between two bodily pleasures,

than when it is between bodily and mental. They pursue sen-

sual indulgences to the injury of health, though perfectly aware

that health is the greater good. It may be further objected, that

many who begin with youthful enthusiasm for everything noble,

as they advance in years sink into indolence and selfishness. But

I do not believe that those who undergo this very common
change, voluntarily choose the lower description of pleasures in

preference to the higher. I believe that before they devote them-

selves exclusively to the one, they have already become incapaHe

M^'

i^"-*'

«>hck.cU*t /irf"-li^^
other. Capacity for the nobler feelings is in most natures, a

£ KuLJi i^^^y tender plant, easily killed, not only by hostile influences, but

ta/iJdM Zc^ by mere want of sustenance; and in the majority of young persons

it speedily dies away if the occupations to which their position

in life has devoted them, and the society into which it has thrown
•" them, are not favourable to keeping that higher capacity in exer-

j
cise. Men lose their high aspirations as they lose their intellect-

^.. :

,

tual tasTes, because they have not time or opportunity for in-

llliyi dulging them; and they addict themselves to inferior pleasures,

i not because they deliberately prefer them, but because they are

} either the only ones to which they have access, or the only ones

I'
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wbich they are any longer capable of cnjoyinu;. It may be ques-

tioned whether any one who has remained ecjually susceptible to

both classes of pleasures, ever knowingly and calmly preferred

the lower; though many, in all ages, have broken down in an iny
,

effectual attenipt to combine both. J»v/w v/rlf-ci

From this verdict of the only competent judges, I apprehend ^ '^VT^
there can be no appeal. On a question which is the best worth

having of two pleasures, or which of two modes of existence is

the most grateful to the feelings, apart from its moral attributes

ard from its consequences, the judgment of those who are quali-

fied by knowledge of both, or, if they differ, that of the majority '

among them., mjist be admitted as final. And there needs be the

less hesitation to accept this judgment respecting the quality of

pleasures, since there is no other tribunal to be referred to even

on the question of quantity. What means are there of determin-

ing which is the acutest of two pains, or the intensest of two

pleasurable sensations, except the general suffrage of those who
are familiar with both? Neither pains nor pleasures are homo-

geneous, and pain is always heterogeneous with pleasure. What
is there to decide whether a particular pleasure is worth pur-

chasing at the cost of a particalar pain, except the feelings and

When, therefore, those feelingi>^tZ
'

judgment of the experienced?

and judgment declare the pleasures derived from the higher fac-]

ulties to be preferable in kind, apart from the (question of inten

to those of which the animal nature, disjoined from the t**-!*****^

VWVi-*/

higher faculties, is susceptible, they are entitled on this subject

to the same regard.

I have dwelt on this point as being a necessary part of a per-

fectly just conception of Utility or Happiness, considered as the

directive rule of human conduct. But it is by no means an indis-

pensable condition to the acceptance of the utilitarian standard;

for that standard is not the agent's own greatest happiness, but

the greatest amount of happiness altogether; and if it may pos-^^ ^^^^^

|

sibly be doubted whether a noble character is always the happier/^^^ ^^ (^
for its nobleness, there can be no doubt that it makes other peoplec<>vl4*»^.CA|

;

happier, and that the world in general is immensely a gainer byH^ JW^**V

it. Utilitarianism, therefore, could only attain its end by the **^*^
'
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geiieral cultivation of nobleness of character, even if each indi-

vidual were oidy benefited by the nobleness of others, and his

own, so far as hai)i)iness is concerned, were a sheer deduction

from the benefit. But tlie bare enunciation of such an absurdity

as this last, renders refutation supertluous.

According to the Greatest Happiness Principle, as above ex-

plained, the idtiniate end, with reference to and for the sake of

which all other things are desirable (whether we are considering

our own good or that of other people), i,s an existence exemi)t as

far as possible from pain, and as rich as possible in enjoyments,

|both in point of quantity and quality; the test of quality, and the

irule for measuring it against quantity, being the picfcrence felt

hy those who, in their opportunities of experience, to which must

be added their habits of self-consciousnesss and self-observation,

laje best furnished w ith the means of comparison. This, being,

according to the utilitarian opinion, the end of human action, is

necessarily also the standard of morality; which may accordingly

be defined, the rules and precepts for human conduct, by the ob-

servance of which an existence such as has been described might

be, to the greatest extent possible, secured to all mankind; and

CbitfdtlMVG "^^ ^^ them only, but, so far as the nature of things admits, to the

/Ts J whole sentient creation.

-^^^i^yU Against this doctrine, however, arises another class of objectors,

.
, ^

who say, that happiness in any form, cannot be the rational pur-

pose of human life and action; because, in the fi rst place, it is^un:_

attainable: and they contemptuously ask. What right hast thou to

be happy? a question which Mr. Carlyle clenches by the ad
|l ,,_»_-,

1^
edition. What right, a short time ago, hadst thou even to be?

* -.^tytn^vAva Next, they say, that men can do without happiness; that all noble

human beings have felt this, and could not have become noble

but by learning the lesson of Entsagen, or renunciation; which
lesson, thoroughly learnt and submitted to, they affirm to be the

JJ^inning and necessary condition of all virtue.

; ^ Ci^,^lt\ ^^ The first of these objections would go to the root of the matter

I
'LmT. were it well founded; for if no happiness is to be had at all by

I

;
human beings, the attainment of it cannot be the end of morality,

or of any rational conduct. Though, even in that case, some-

%\x
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thin.u' niii?li1 stillbe said for the utilitarian theory; since utility

includes not solely the pursuit of happiness, bul the prevention

or mitigation of uiihai)piness; and if the former aim be chimeri-

cal, there will be all tlie greater scope and more imperative need

for the latter, so long at least as mankind think tit to live, and do

not take refuge in the simultaneous act of suicide recommended
under certain condilions by Xovalis. When, however, it is thus

positively asserted to be impossible that human life should be

happy, the assertion, if not something like a verl)al (piibble, is at

least an exaggeration. If by happiness be meant a continuity of

highly pleasurable excitement, it is evident enoiigh that this is

impossible. A state of exalted pleasure lasts only moments, or

TrTsome "cases, and with some intermissions, h(mrs or days, and is

the occasional brilliant Hash of enjoyment, not its permanent and

steady flame. Of this the philosophers who have taught that

hapi)iness is the end of life were as fulh' aware as those who^ ',1
/ %^

taunt them. The happiness which they meant was not a life oi]},^^)):^^^^^^^^

rapture; but moments of such, in an existence made up of few. |3Aj2|c\jUa*^

and transitory pains, many and various pleasures, with a decided^ tvicJu^x \
predominance of the active over the passive, and having as i\\e' "c*n^^ o

.
|

foundation of the whole, not to expect more from life than it is

capable of bestowing. A life thus composed, to those who have

been fortunate enough to obtain it, has always api)eared worthy

of the name of happiness. And such an existence is even now

the lot of many, during some considerable portion of their lives. ^ i
f ,^'

The present wretched education, and wretched social arrange- rp*^
, i i*-

ments, are the only real hindrance to its being attainable by
|
i-l-.t^i'"

'' "^

, J-Wobu
^ho^^T/

\M*,«y o

a-.

almost all. ^•^

The objectors perhaps may doubt whether human beings, if aict'X

taught to consider happiness as the end of life, would be satisfied :

with such a moderate share of it. But great numbers of man-

kind have been satisfied with much less. The main constituents n
.

«

of a satisfied life appear to be two, either of which by itself is Ma^*^**^

often found sufficient for the purpose: tranquilli ty, and excite- ^^

^'^^^JjiP
ment. With much tranquillity, many find that they can be con^*'*^^ '^

tent with very little pleasure: with much excitement, many can c< cct^vvxtf^X

reconcile themselves to a considerable quantity of pain. There
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1 either bein;^ a preimriUioii for, and cxcitin"^ a wish f'o

'H It is only tliose in whom indolence uniounty to a vice,

XfUiuiesire excitement after an interval of rep()s(!; it Ih oi

/»('.

i.s assuredly no inlu^n^nt inipossii)ilily in enablini^evcri flic mass of

mankind to unite both; since tlin two an; so fur from beini^ in-

compatible that they are in natural allian(!(!, the prolon^'ation of

either bein;^ a preparation for, and cxcitin<^ a wish for, the other.

ce, that do not

oidy thos(! in

(*v. ) whom the need of excitement is a disease, that feel the Iraiujuil-

li lity which follows excitement dull ami iiisi{)id, instead of pleasur-

able in direct i)roportion to tlie excitement which pn.'ceded it.

When jieoph; who are tohirably fortunate in their outward lot do

not find in life sufllcient enjoyment to make it valuable to them,

fc^hc^ cause ^'cnerally is, caring for nobody but themselves. To

^ - . . those wlio have neither public nor jirivate alTcctions, the cxcite-

**Tf^*'*^-*^^ments of life are much curtailed, and in any case dwindle in value

as the time approaches when all seHlsh interests must be termi-

nated by death: while those who leave after them objects of per-

. sonal affection, and especially tiiose who have also cultivated a

J fellow-feeling with the collective; interests of mankind, retain as

^{^ively an interest in life on the eve of death as in the vigour of

' youth and health. Next to selflshne ss, the principal cause which

1^ j
I

i
"Hikes life unsatisfactory,! is want of mental cultivation. A cul-

^a r 'i- '^^Z.^-^^
mind—I do not mean that of a philosopher, but any mind

I
J \"^ • 'to which the fountains of knowledge have been opened, and

1j

which has been taught, in any tolerabh,' degree, to exercise its

t| faculties—finds sonnies of inexhaustible interest in all that sur-

I; rounds it; in the objects of nature, the achievements of art, the

j' ^-^^^^^^ imagination gf^pcyjlry, the incidents of history^ the w.ays of man-

n'l'^^ ^'^Jkind, p^t 'andjpresent, atnLllicirjprosxH^^t^ i" t'le future. It is

j' - 'possible, indeed, to become indifferent to all this, and that too

i
without having exhausted a thnisandth part of it; but only when

I one has had from the beginning no moral or human interest in

i

these things, and has sought in them only the gratification of

curiosity.

« And this leads to the true estimation of what is said by the ob-

1 jectors concerning the possibility, and the obligation, of learning

I

to do without happiness. Unquestionably it is possible to do

without happiness; it is done involuntariTyliynThetlien-twentieths
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of nmnkin<l. even in those parts of our i)reseiit world which are

least deep in barbarism; and it often lias to be done voluntarily by

the hero or tlie martyr, for the sake of sometldng which he prizes

more than his individual happiness. I?ut this something, what

is it, unless th<! happiness of others, or some of tlie recpiisites of

hapi)iness? It is noble to be capable of resigning etitirely one's

own portion of hap[)iness, or chaiuies of it: but, after all, this

self-sacrillce nuist be for sonu; end; it is not its own end; and if

we are told that its end is not happiness, but virtue, which is

better than hapi)iness, I ask. would the sa(;rific'.i be made if the

hero or nuirtyr did not believe that it would earn for others im-

munity from similar sacrifices? Would it be made, if he thought

that his renunciation of happiness for himself would produce no

fruit for any of his fellow-creatures, but to Tnake their lot like his,

and place them also in the condition of persons who have re\lX/^*'wC
nounced happiness? All honour to those who can abnegate forK*«'V)k>*'^Aje<rj

themselves the personal enjoyment of life, when by such renun- i

ciation they contriljutc worthily to increase the amount of hap-

piness in the world; but he who does it, or professes to do it, for ' ^
any other purpose, is no more deserving of admiration t^^^" the j^*^^ ^^^|~i|

ascetic mounted on his i)illar. He may be an inspiriting proof of l

what men ran do, but assuredly not an example of what they

nhould.

Though it is oi ly in a very imperfect state of the world's ar-

rangements that any one can best serve the happiness of others J- ^^^ ,

by the absolute sacrifice of his own, yet so long as the world is kntTsiwcC

in that imperfect state. I fully acdcnowledge that the readiness {oV^c-^fi.^*^4\

make such a sacrifice is the highest virtue which can be found in
'^*^'^<- '^\^

man. I will add, that in this condition of the world, pfU'siJoxical^^^^^^^^^^^/,^
,

as the assertion may be, the conscious ability to do without

hajopiness gives the best prospect of realizing such happinesTas

is attainab le. For nothing e.\cept that consciousness can raise a

person above the chances of life, by making him feel that, let

fate and fortune do their worst, they have not power to subdue

him: which, once felt, frees him from e:<cess of anxiety concern-

ing the evils of life, and enables him, like many a Stoic in tb?

worst times of the Roman Empire, to cultivate in tranquillity thi;

I

i
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s()ur('<'s of safisfiictioii iicct'ssiblc l(» liim, without conomiinn- him

rtclf iil)oiit. the uiict'n.iliity of their dunitioii, jiiiy more tlmn alxiul

tlicir iiicvltiihlt' I'lid.

The ohjcclors to utilitiiriimism cuiinot always bo (•har.ii:('(l vvitl»

represent iii,i,f it in a discreditabh' li.iJjht. On the contrary, those

amon;? them wlio c'tertain anytliin;j,' Iilv«' a just idea of its disin-

terested eiiaraeter, sometimes lind faidt with its stan(hird as hein/^

too hii^^li for humanity. Tlu'y say it is exactinjif too much to re-

quire that people shall always act from the inducement of pro-

motinij; the "general interests of society. Hut this is, to mistake

the very nu'aning of a standard of morals, and to confoimd the

rule of action with the motive; of it. It is the business of ethics

to tell us what are o\ir duties, or by what test vv(! may know them;

but no syatem of ethics re(j[^u ires that the sole motive of all we do

shall be a feeling of duty; on the contrary, ninety-nine liundredths

of all our actions are done from other motives, and rightly so

done, if the rule of duty does not condemn them. It is tlie more

iinjust to Utilitarianism that this particular misai)prehension

should be made a ground of ol)jeclion to it, iruismu(di as utilitar-

ian moralists have gone beyond almost all others in allirming that

the motive has nothing to do .•ith the morality of the action,

though much with the worth of the agent. lie who saves a fel-

low-creature from drowning does what is morally right, whether

his motive be duty, or tlu; ho[)e of being paid for his trouble: he

who betrays the friend that trusts him, is guilty of a crime, even

if his object be to serve another friend to whom he is under
greater obligations.

An opponent, whose intellectual and moral fairness it is a

pleasure; tc) acknowledge (the Kev. J. Llewellyn Davies), has ob-

jected to this passage, saying, " Surely the righlnessor wrongness
of saving a man from drowning does depend very much upon the

motive with which it is done. Suppose that a tyrant, when his

enemy jumped into the sea to escape from him, saved him from
drowning simply in order that he might intlict upon him more
exquisite tortures, would it tend to clearness to speak of that

rescue as ' a morally right action?' Or suppose again, according

to one of the stock illustrations of ethical inquiries, that a man
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bt'trnyt'd u Inist received fiorn a friend, l)enanso tho dlschfirgo of .

it woidd filially injure thai friend himself or some one belon^'in/?

to him, would utilitarianism compel one to call the betrayal 'a

crime* an much as if it had been done from the meanest motive?" '

I sid)mit, that he who saves another from drowning in order to

kill him l)y torture afterwards, does not diiTer only in motive

from him who does the same thing from duty or benevolence;

the act itself is dilferent. The rescue of the nuui is, in the case

supposed, only the necessary first step of an act far more atro-

cious than leaving lum to drown would have been. Had Mr.

Davies said, "The rightness or wrongness of saving a man from .

drowning does de[)end very much"—not upon the motive, but— ju4fiujCuiv*>
'

' "I!"" ,
}\^*' i»^i<''t'i^<>'h

'

' no utilitarian would have dilTered from /u<i*<J[>»

him. Mr. Davies, by an oversight too common not to be quite (J**^^-*^*''^^^^'*

venial, has in this case confounded the very different ideas of '^ ^l/t^-.*K>.

Motive and Intention. There is no point which utilitarian think-"^*^ jTi
era (and Bentham pre-eminently) have taken more pains to illus- '

jr^'^*^*!^

trate than this. Tlie morality of the action depends entirely upon

the intention— that is, upon what the a^^ent 'will.s to do . But the

motive, that is, the feeling which makes him will so to do, when

it makes no difference in the act, makes none in the morality:

though it makes a great difference in our moral estimation of the

agent, especially if it indicates a good or a bad habitual dispo-

sition—a bent of character from which useful, or from which

hurtful actions are likely to arise.

CHAPTER HI.

OF THE ULTIMATE SANCTION OB^ TUB PRINCIPLE OP UTILITY.

The question is often asked, and properly so, in regard to any

supposed moral standard—What is its sanction? what are the

motives to obey it? or more specifically, what is the source of its

obligation? whence does it derive its binding force? It is a neces-

sary part of moral philosophy to provide the answer to this ques-

tion; which, though frequently assuming the shape of an objection

to the utilitarian morality, as if it had some special applicability to
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that above others, really arises in regard to all standards. The

difficulty has uo peculiar application to the doctrine of utility,

but is inherent in every attempt to analyse morality and reduce it

to principles; which, unless the principle is already in men's minds

invested with as much sacre dness as any of its applications,

always seems to divest them of a part of their sanctity.

The principle of utili ty either has, or there is no reason why it

might not have, all the sanctions which belong to any other sys-

tem of morals . Those sanctions are either external or internal.

Of the external sanctions it is not necessary to speak at any length.

They are, the hope of favour and the fear of djspleasure from our

fellow-creatures or from the Ruler of the Universe, along with

whatever we may have of sympathy or affection for them, or of

love and awe of Him, inclining us to do his will independently of

selfish consequences. There is evidently no reason why all these

motives for observance should not attach themselves to the utili-

tarian morality, as completely and as powerfully as to any other.

Indeed, those of them which refer to our fellow-creatures are

sure to do so, in proportion to the amount of general intelligence;

for whether there be any other ground of moral obligation than

the general happiness or not, men do desire happiness; and how-

ever imperfect may be their own practice, they desire and com-

mend all conduct in others towards themselves, by which they

think their happiness is promoted. With regard to the religious

motive, if men believe, as most profess to do, in the goodness of

God, those who think that conduciveness to the general happiness

is the essence, or even only the criterion, of good, nuist necces-

sarily believe that it is also that which God approves. The whole

force therefore of external reward and punishment, whether

physical or moral, and whether proceeding fnmi God or from our

fellow men, together with all that the capacities of human nature

admit, of disinterested devotion to either, become available to

enforce the utilitarian morality, in proportion as that morality is

recognized; and the more powerfully, the more the appliances of

education and general cultivation are bent to the purpose.

So far as to external sanctions. The internal sanction of duty,

whatever our standard of duty may be, is one and the same—

a
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feeling in our own mind: a pain, more or less intense, attendau i r
on violiition of duty, which in properly-cultivated moral natures ^

rises, in the more serious cases, into shrinking from it as an im^'
possibility. This feeling, when disinterested, and connecting it- vu,-CvtU>--</?

I

self with the pure idea of duty, and not with some particular form c^**^ "^
.

of it, or Avith any of the merely accessory circumstances, is the P ^,/ ,.

esbjcpce 9f Conscience: though in that complex phencmienon as it

actually exists, the simple fact is in general all encrusted over

with collateral associat ions, derived from sympathy, from love,

and still mor" from fear; from all the forms of religious feeling;

from the recollections of childhood and of all our past life; from

self-esteem, desir<; of the esteem of others, and occasionally even

self-abasement. This extreme complication is, 1 apprehend, the

origin of the sort of mystical character which, })y a tendency of

the hunuin mind of which there are many other examples, is apt

to be attributed to the idea of moral obligation, and which leads

people to believe that the idea cannot possibly attach itself to any

other o])jects than those which, by a supjioscd mysterious law,

are found in our present experici ce to excite it. Its binding

force, however, consists in the '.xistence of a mass of fecjling

which must be broken through in order to do what violates our

standard of right, and which, if we do nevertheless violate that

standard, will probably have to be encountered afterwards in the

form of remorse. Whatever theory we have of the nature or

origin of conscience, tiiis is what essentially constitutes it.

The ultimate sanction, tjierefore, of all morality (external mo- a

tives apart) being a subjective feeling' in our own minds, I ju,e/ r
nothing embarassing to those whose standard is utility, in the S'^'^^'^^^j^

question, what is the sanction of that particular standard? We J/^J^^JT*^
may answer, the same as of all other moral stantlards

—

the coii-
,j ac,^c^v«v.

scieptious feelings of mankind. Undoubtedly this sanction has

no binding efficacy on those who do not possess the feelings it

appeals to; but neither will these persons be more obetiient to

any other moral principle than to the utilitarian one. On them

morality of any kind has no hold but through the external sanc-

tions. Meanwhile the feelings exist, a fact in human nature, the

reality of which, and the great power with which they are ca-
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pable of acting on those in whom they have been duly cultivated,

are proved by experience. No reason has ever been shown why
they may not be cultivated to as great intensity in connection

with the utilitarian, as with nuy other rule of moral.".

It is not necessary, for the present purpose, to decide whether

the feeling of duty is innate or implanted. Assuming it to be in-

nate, it is an open question to what objects it naturally attaches

itself; for the philosophic supporters of that theory are now
agreed that the intuitive perception is of principles of morality,

and not of the details. If there be anything innate in the matter,

I see no reason why the feeling which is innate should not be

that of regard to the pleasures and pains of others. If there is

any principle of morals which is intuitively obligatory, I should

say it must be that. If so, the intuitive ethics would coincide

with the utilitarian, and there would be no further quarrel be-

tween them. Even as it is, the intuitive moralists, though they

believe that there are other intuitive moral obligations, do already

believe this to be one; for they uuanir'onsly hold that a large

portion of morality turns upon the cou ^ideration due to the in-

terests of our fellow-creatures. Therefore, if the belief in the

transcendental orig'u of moral obligation gives any additional

efficacy to the internal sanction, it appears to me that the utili-

tarian principle has already the benefit of it.

On the other hand, if, as is my own belief, the moral feelings

are not innate, but acquired, they are not for that reason the less

"naTuraT. Tt is natural to man to speak, to reason, to build cities,

to cultivate the ground, though these ar'. acquired faculties. The
moral feelings are not indeed a part of our nature, in the sense of

being in any perceptible degree present in all of us; but this unhap-
pily is a fact admitted by those who believe the most strenuously

in their transcendental origin. Like the other acquired capacities

above referred to, the moral faculty, if not a part of our nature,

is a natural outgrowth from it; capable, like them, in a certain

small degree, of spriiiA^ing up spontaneously ; and susceptible of

being brought by cultivation to a high degree of development.

Unhappily it is also susceptible, by a sufficient nse of the external

sanctions and of the force of early impressions, of being cultivated
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in almost any direction: so that there is hardly anything so absurd

or so mischievous that it may not, by means of these influences,

be made to act on the human mind with all the authority of con-

science. To doubt that the same potency might be given by the

same means to the principle of utility, even if it had no founda-

tion in human nature, would be flying in the face of all expe-

rience.

But moral associations which are wholly of artificial creation,

when intellectual culture goes on, yield by degrees to the dissolv-

ing force of ^aJlij^sis: and if the feeling of duty, when associated

with utility, would appear equally arbitrary; if there were no

leading department of our nature, no powerful class of senti-

ments, with which that association would harmonize, which

would make us feel it congenial, and incline us not only to foster

it in others (for which we have abundant interested motives), but

also to cherish it in ourselves; if there were not, in short, a nat-

ural basis of sentiment for iitilitarian morality, it might well hap-

pen that this association also, even after it had been implanted

by education, might be analysed away.

7

But there is this basis of powerful naturaj^sentiment; and thJsiwiiXa 4 "v^ •

it is which, when once the general happiness is recognised as the*^*'^^*****''*^
'

general nappmess .o ^^.v^^

ethical standard, will constitute the strength of the utilitarian

morality. This firm foundation is that of the social feelings ^f

mankind; the desire to be in unity with our fellow-creatures,

which is already a powerful principle in human nature, and hap-

pily one of those which tend to become stronger, even without

express inculcation, from the influences of advancing civili'/ation.

The social state is at once so natural, so necessary, and so hab-

itual to man, that, except in some unusual circumstances or by an

effort of voluntary abstraction, he never conceives himself other-

wise than as a member of a body; and this association is riveted

more and more, as mankind are further removed from the state

of savage independence. Any condition, therefore, which is es-

sential to a state of society, becomes more and more an insepar-

able part of every person's conception of the state of things

which he is born into, and which is the destiny of a human being.

Now, society between human beings, except in the relation of
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master and slave, is manifestly imp()ssi])le on any other footing;

than that theintercstn of all arc to be consulted . Society between

equals can only exist on the understanding that the interests of

all are to be regarded equr^'y. And since in all states of civiliza-

tion, every person, except an absolute monarch, has equals, every

one is oblige i tO live on these terms with somel)ody ; and in every

age some advance is made towards a state in which it will be im-

possible to live permanently on other terms with anybody. In

this way people grow up unable to conceive as possible to them a

a state of total disregard of other people's interests. They are

under a necessity of conceiving themselves as at least abstaining

lit
' jJ from all the grosser injuries, and (if only for their own protection)

^^^^
- living in a state of constant protest against them. They are also

familiar with the fact of co-operating with others, and proposing

t
I \f to themselves a collective, not an individual, interest, as tTie aim

. N uXiI'^^^
least for the time being) of their actions. So long as they are

co-operating, their ends are identitied with those of others; there

is at least a temporary feeling that the interests of others are their

own interests. Not only does all strengtliening of social ties, and

all healtliy growth of society, give to each individual a stronger

personal interest in practically consulting the welfare of others;

it also leads him to identify his feeling.s more and more with their

good, or at least with an ever greater degree of practical consid-

eration for it. He comes, as though instinctively, to be conscious

of himself as a being who of courfie pays regard to othfirs. The
good of (jthers becomes Fo him a thing naturally and necessarily

to be attended to, like any of the physical conditions of our ex-

istence. Now, whatever amount of this feeling a person has, he

is urged b}' the strongest motives both of interest and of sym-

pathy to demonstrate it, and to the utmost of his power encour-

age it in others; and even if he has none of it himself, he is as

greatly interested as any one else that others should have it.

Consequently, the smallest germs of the feeling are laid hold of

and'nourished by the "contagion of sympatliy and th6 iBtfngTTces

of education; and a complete web of corroborative association is

woven round it, by the powerful agency of the external sanctions.

This mode of conceiving ourselves and human life, as civilization

i-;|
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goes on, is felt to be more and more natural. Every step in po-

litical improvement renders it more so, by removing the sources

of opposition of interest, and levelling those inequalities of legal

privilege between individuals or classes, owing to which there

are large portions of mankind whose happiness it is still prac-

ticable to disregard. In an improving state of the human mind,

the influences are constantly on the increase, which tend to gen-

erate in each individual a feeling of unity with all the rest; which

feeling, if perfect, wo\il(i make him never think of, or desire, any

beneficial condition for himself, in the l)enclits of which they are

not inchided. If we now" suppose this feeling of unity tobe taught

as a religion, and the whole force of education^ of institutions, and

of opinion, directed as it once was in the case of religion, to make
every person grow up from infancy surrounded on all sides both

by the profession and bv \]^^ prq.qtice of it. I think that no one,

who can realize this conception, will feel any misgiving about the

sufficiency of the ultimate sanction for the Happiness of morality.

To any ethical student who finds the realization difficult, I recom-

mend, as a means of facilitating it, the second of M. Comte's two

principal works, the Si/stcmc de Politique Positive. I entertain the

strongest objections to the system of politics and morals set forth

in that treatise; but I think it has superabundantly shown the

possibility of giving to the service of humanity, even without the

aid of belief in a Providence, both the psychical power and the

social efficacy of a religion: making it take hold of human life, and

colour all thought, feelin

It

and action, in a manner of which the

greatest ascendancy ever exercised by any religion may be but a

type and foretaste; and of which the danger is, not that it should

be insullicient, but that it should be so excessive as to interfere

unduly with human freedom and individuality.

Neither ^s it necessary to the feeling which constitutes the

binding ft^rce of the utilitarian morality on those who recognize

it, to wait for those social in fluences which would make its obli-

gation felt by mankind at large. In the comparatively early

state of human advancement in which we now live, a person can-

not indeed feel that entircncss of sympathy with all others, which

would make any real discordance in the general direction of their
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conduct in life impossible; but already a person in whom the

social feeling is at all developed, cannot bring himself to think

of the rest of his fellow-creatures as struggling rivals with him

for the means of happiness, whom he must desire to see defeated

in their object in order that he may succeed in his. The deeply-

rooted conception which every individual even now has of him-

self as a social being, tends to make him feel it one of his natural

wants that there should be harmony between his feelings and

aims and those of his fellow-creatures. If differences of opinion

and of mental culture make it impossible for him to share

many of their actual feelings—perhaps make him denounce and

defy those feelings—he still needs to be conscious that his real

aim and theirs do not conflict; that he is not opposing himself to

what they really wish for, namely, their own good; but is, on the

contrary, promoting it. Tliis feeling in most individuals is much
inferior in strength to their seltish feelings, and is often wanting

aft"ogetTKer. BuTTo'Those Wh^rtisrrett, It possesses all the charac-

ters of a natural feeling. "^Tt'does not present itself to their minds

as a superstition'oT" education, or a law despotically imposed by

the power of society, but as an attribute which i t would not be

well for them to be without. This conviction is the ultimate

sanction of the greatesT-liappiness moraTTly: TBTs^f~B v^nich

makes any tttlhd. Of WUll ilevulupud-feellllgs, work with, and not

against, the outward motives to care for others, afforded by what
I have called the external sanctions; and when those sanctions

are wanting, or act in an opposite direction, constitutes in itself

a powerful internal binding force, in proportion to the sensitive-

ness and thoughtfulness of the character; since few but those

whose mind is a moral blank, could bear to lay out their course

of life on the plan of paying no regard to others except so far as

their own private interest compels.

CHAPTER IV.

OF WHAT SOURCE OF PROOF THE PRINCIPLE OF UTILITY
IS SUSCEPTIBLE.

The only proof capable of being given that an object is visible,

is that people actually see it. The only proof that a sound is
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audible, is that people hear it: and so of the other sources of our

experience. In like manner, I apprehen d, the sole evidence it ip

possible to produce that anything is desirable, is that people do

a^ctually desire it^ If the end which the utilitarian doctrine i)ro-

poses to itself were not, in theory, and in practice, ackuowl('{li>ed

to be an end, nothing could ever convince any person that was

so. No reason can be given why the general happiness is (lesjj-

able, except that each person, so far as he believes it to be attain-

;it)le, desires his own happiness. This, however, being a fact,

we have not only all the proof which the case admits of, but all

which it is possi])le to require, that happiness is a good: that each

person's happiness is a good to that person, and the general hap-

piness therefore a good to the aggregate of all persons. Happiness

has made out its title as one of the ends of conduct, and con-

sequently one of the criteria of morality.

But it has not, by this alone, proved itself to be the sole cri-

terion. To do that, it would seem, by the same rule, necessary to

show, not only that people desire happiness, but that they never

desire anything else. Now it is palpable that they do desire

things which, in common language, are decidedly distinguished

from happine ss. They desire, for exampleV vTHutnTmniie^sence

of vice, no less really than pleasure and the absence of pain. The

desire of virtue is not as universal, but it is as authentic a fact, as

the desire of happiness. And hence the opponents of the utilitar-

ian standard deem that they have a right to infer that there are

other ends of human action besides happiness, and that happiness

is not the standard of approbation and disapprobation.

But does the utilitarian doctrine deny that people desire virtue,

or maintain that virtue is not a thing to be desired? The very

reverse. It maintains not only that virtue is to be desired, but

that it is to be desired disinterestedly^^fpr itself. Whatever may

be the opinion of utilitarian moralists as to the original conditions

by which virtue is made virtue; however they may believe (as

they do) that actions and dispositions are only virtuous because

they promote another end than virtue; yet this being granted,

and it having been decided, from considerations of this descrip-

tion, what is virtuous, they not only place virtue at the very head
V,

-a •>,

^JBE-,.^ i.'E'-
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of tlu! tliin^rs which are <j()0(l ax means to the ultimate end, but

they also recognise as a psychological fact the possibility of its

l)eing, to the individual, a good in itself, without looking to any

end beyond it; and hold, that the mind is not in a right state, not

in a state conformable to Utility, not in the state mosli^nndncive

to the general h ap|Tiness, unless Tr(^eslove"vrrt"ue in this nrini-

iier- as a thing desirable in itself, even altnougli" m the individ-

ual instance, it should not produce those other desirable conse-

(juenees which it teiuls to produce, aiul on account of which it is

held to be virtue. This opinion is not, in the smallest degree, a

departure from the Happiness principle. The ingredients of hap-

piness are very various, and each of them is desirable in itself,

and not merely when considered as swelling an aggregate. The
principle of utility does not mean that any given pleasure, as

music, for instance, or any given exemption from pain, as for ex-

ample health, are to be looked upon as means to a collective some-

thing termed happiness, and to be desired on that account. They
are desired and desirable in and for themselves; besides being

means, they are a part of the end. Virtue,
.
accordinu' to the util-

itarian doctrine, is no t naturally and originally part of the end.

but it is capable of becoming so; ancf in those who love it disin-

terestedly it has become so, and is desired and cherished, not as a

means to happiness, bu t''as a part of their happiness.

To illustrate this farther, we may remember that virtue is not

the only thing, originally a means, and which if it were not a

means to anythir.g else, would be and remain inditferent, but

which by association of what it is a means to, comes to be desired

fqrjtself, and that too with the utmost intensity. What, for exam-

ple, shall we say of th e love of money? There is nothing originally

more desirable a])out money than about any heap of glittering peb-

bles. Its worth is solely that of the things which it will buy; the

desires for other things than itself, which it is a means of gratify-

ing. Yet the love oi n.oney is not only one of the strongest moving-

forces of human life, but money is, in many cases, desired in and

for itself; the desire to possess it is often stronger than the desire

to use it, and goes on increasing when all the desires which point

to ends beyond it, to be compassed by it, are falling off. It may
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be then said truly, tliat money is desired not for the salte of an

end, but as part of the end. From being a means to hajipiness,

it lias come to be itself a principal ingredient of tlu; individual's

conception of happiness. The same may be said of the majority

of the great objects of human life—power, for example, or fame;

except that to each of these there is a certain amount of immedi-

ate pleasure annexed, which has at least the semblance of being

naturally inherent in them; a thing which cannot be said of

money. Still, however, the strongest natural attraction, both of

power and of fame, is the immense aid they give to the attain-

ment of our other wishes; and it is the strong association thus

generated between them and all our objects of desire, which gives

to the direct desire of them the intensity it often assumes, so as in

some characters to surpass in strength all other desires. In these

cases the mean s have become a part of the end, and a^iiprc import-

ant part or it, than any of the th ings which they are means to.

What was once desired as an instrument for the attainment of hap-

piness, has come to be desired for its own sake. In being desired for

its own sake it is, however, desired as jxirt of happiness. The per-

son is made, or thinks he would be made, happy by its mere pos-

session ; and is made unhappy by failure to obtain it. The desire of

it is not a different thing from the desire of happiness, any more

than the love of music, or the desire of health. They are included

in happiness. They are some of the elements of which the desire

of happiness is made up. Happiness is not an abstract idea, but

a concrete whole; and these are some of its parts. And the util-

itarian standard sanctions and approves their being so. Life

would be a poor thing, very ill provided with sources of happiness,

if there were not this provision of nature, by which things origin-

ally indifferent, but conducive to, or otherwise associated with,

the satisfaction of our primitive desires, become in themselves

sources of pleasure more valuable than primitive pleasures, both

in permanency, in the space of human existence that they are

capable of covering, and even in intensity.

Virtue, according to the utilitarian conception, is a good of

this description. There was no original desire of it, or motive to

U, save its conduciveness to pleasure, and especially to protection
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from pain. Tint tlirough the association thus formed, it may hi-

fell a good in itself, and desired as such witli as ;;reat intensity

as any other good; and with this diirerenec! between il and the

love of niom-y, of power, or of fame, thai all of these may, and

often do, render the individual noxious to the other members of

the society to whicli he belongs, whereas there is nothing which

makes him so much a blessing to them as the cidlivation of the

disinterested love of virtue. And conseijuentiy, the utilitarian

standard, whih; it tolerates and approves those other acijuired de-

sires, up to the point beyond which they would be more injur-

ious to the general happiness than [)romotive of it, enjoins aiul

recpiires the cultivation of the lovjo of virtue up to the greatest

8'^l!tlliS^lLll£'i!iiy^*' "^ being above all things important to the gvAi-

eral h appiness.

It results from the i)receding considerations, that there is in

reality nothing desired except liappiness. Whatever is desired

otherwise than as a means to some end beyond itself, and ulti-

mately to happiness, is desired as itself a |)art of happiness, and

is not desired for itself until it has become so. Those; wlio desire

virtue for its own sake, desire it either because the consciousness

of il is a i)leasure, or bec-ause the consciousness of being without

itjs a pain, or for both reasons united; as in truth the pleasiire and

pain seldom exist sei)aralely, but almost always together, the same

person feeling pleasure in the degree of virtue attained, and pain

in not having attained more. If one of these gave )iim no pleasure,

and tue other no pain, he would not love or desire virtue, or would

desire it only for the other benelits which il might produce to him-

self or to persons whom lie cared for.

We have now, then, an answer to the question, of what sort of

proof the principle of utility is susceptible. If the opinion which
I have now staled is psychologically true—if human nature is

so constituted as to desire nothing which is not either a part of

happiness or a means of happiness, we can have no other proof,

and we require no other, that these'are the only things desirable.

If so, happiness is the sole end of human action, and the promo-

tion of it the test by which to judge of all human conduct; from
whence it necessarily follow s that it must be the criterion of

morality, since a part is included in the whoTe!!

i;;?
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And now to decide wlicllier tlris is really so; whelher niankiiid

do desln; nothing for itself but that which Is a pleasure to them,

or of which the Hl)sence is a pain; we have evidtintly arrived at a

(|ueslion of fact and experience, dependent, like all similar (pies-

tioiis. upon evidence. It can only be detcrinined by j)ractised

self-consciousness and self-observation, assisted by observation of

others. I believe that tlu,'s(! sources of evidence, impartially con-

sulted, willjledan! that desiring'' a thin ^^ and findiufrji plcukunt,

aversion to it and thinkini; of it as painful, are phenomena en-

tirely inseparal)le, or rather two parts of the same phenomenon;
in strictness of lani,'ua<;(', two difl'erent modes of naming the same

psychological fad: that to think of an object as desirable (unless

"for the sake of its conse(}uenccs), and to think of it as pleasant,

are one and tlie same thing; and th at to desire anything, except

in j)roportion as the idea of it is pleasant, is a phys!(;al and meta-

physical impossibility.

CPIAPTERV.

ON TIIK CONNEXION IJKTWKEN .JUSTICK AND UTILITV.

Mankind are always pre-disposed to believe that any subject-

ive feeling, not otherwise; accounted for, is a revelation of some

objective reality. Our prescmt object is to determine whether

the reality, to which the feeling of justice corresponds, is on e

wh i (Til needs any such special revelation; wliether the justice o i'

injustice of an action is a tiling intrinsically peculiar, and distinct

from all its other qualities, or only a combination of certain of those

qualities, presented under a peculiar aspect. For the purpose of

this inquiry, it is practically important to consider whether the

feeling itself, of justice and injustice, is sui generiH like our sen-

atlons of colour and taste, or a derivative feeling, formed by a

combination of others. And this is the more essential to examine,

as people are in general willing enough to allow, that objectively

the dictates of justice coincide with a part of the field of General

Expediency; but inasmuch as the subjective mental feeling of

Justice is different from that which commonly attaches to simple

expediency, and, except in extreme cases of the latter, is far more

I
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Irnprratlvr in its (Icmiinds, pcoijlc (liid it (iilllciiit t()s«'(', injustice.

only It partic.iiliir kind or hraiicii (tf ^'cncral utility, and tldnlv dial

Its superior hindini? rorcc rcciuircs !i loiiiiiy MiiHTcnt oriL,nn.

To fiiitl tlie eomnioii attributes of a variety oT objeets, it, is

necessary to beu;iii by surveyinu; tlie dlijects tlietnselves in the

concrete. Let us llierel'ore advert successively to tlie various

modes of action, and arra Mcnts of liuniati alTairs, wlii(di are

classed. l)y universal or ^^^ .^ ?.P.r'''"' "I'l'^'^IP! ''^ ''''^^ '"" '^'^ ^^""

just. The thin,ir« w<'H known to excit(^ the sentiments assoeijited

with those names, are of a very multifarious character. I shall

pass them rapidly in review, without studying' any particular !ir-

ranii'cment.

In the first, place, it is mostly considered unjust to deprive any

one of his persomd liberty, his property, or any other thinij; vvhi(!h

belongs to him by law. Here, therefore, is one instance; of the

application of the .erms just and unjust in a peifectly definite

sense, namely, that it is just to r(\spect, unjust to vi^)late, tl u^

f.i'</iil right

K

of any one. liut this judgment admits of sevc^ral ex-

ceptions, arising from tin- other forms in which \\u' notions of

justice and injustice present themselves. For exami)le. t he per-

son who suffers the deprivation niiiy (as the jjhrase is) have for-

feited the rights which he is so deprived of: a case to which we
shall return presently. But also,

Secondly, the legal rights of which Ik; is deprived, may be

riglits which ovfiht not to have belonged to him; in other words,

the law which confers on him these rights, may be a bad law.

When it is rio, or when (which is the sami; thing for our purpose)

It is supposed to be so, opinions will dilTer as to the justice or in-

justice of infringing it. Some maintain that no law, however

bad, ought to be disobeyed by an individual citizen; that his op-

position to it, if shown at all, should oidy be shown in endeavour-

ing to get it altered by competent authority. This opinion (which

condemns many of the most illustrious benefactors of mankind,

and would often protect pernicious institutions against the only

weapons which, in the state of things existing at the time, have

any chance of succeeding against them) is defended, by those

who hold it, on grounds of expediency; principally on that of the
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itnportanrc, to \.hv cominon interest of iniinkind, of iimiiilaiuiiijL^

iiivioliite the setititueiil of siihinissioi) to law. Other perilous,

iij^niiii, hohl th(; tlire<'tly eontrary opinion, that any hiw jud/^ed to

he bad, may hlaineh'ssly lie disolieyed, vwu thou^^h It he not

jud'jvd to Ite \injust, hut only inexpedient; wiiih' others woidd

(online lh(? licence! of disolx'dienee lo tiie cast of unjust hiw.s;

hut again, some say, that all laws whi(di are inexpedient are \in-

just; since every hiw imposes some restriction on the natural

liherty of maidvind, vvhieli restriction is an injustice!, ludess le/^i-

timated l)y tending' ti* their i^ood. Among these diversities of n i^

opiiuon, it seems to he universally admitted tliat tlure may \n>^^Mr u "f^f^

unjust laws, and that law, coiiseciucnily, is not the ultimate
'"''^uXi/i>c«M- ifl

lerion of justice, 'out may give to oiu; person a henelit or impose^A^^i^xLt '

on another an evil, which justice condemns. When, lio »< ver, a ^\

law is thought to l)e unjust, it seems always to he regarded as », )•

being so in the same way in which a breach of law is unjust, /^
namely, by infringing somebody's right; which, as it <''i""<>^ 'ULf.j^^>
this cas(! be a legal right, receives a dilferent appellation, and '"^|/'^[?^7v7^2^

called a moral right. We may say, Ihi^refore, that a second case^^^^ l^^^^ ^
of injustice consists in taking orwithholdingfrom any person thatvvvtT«xJi •n/X

to which he has a morn! ri(jht. ^

'"Tlilrntyi It Is \iniversally considered just that each person

sliould obtain tliat (whether good or evil) which he denervt,<<; and

\injust that he should obtain a good, or be made to undergo an (|/;

('vM, \yhich he does no t deserve. This is, perhaps, the clearest ^^,c4,4,u*»*c

and most emj)hatic form in which tlu; idea of justice is conceive' jU/oii- ** ^
by the general mind. As it involves the notion of desert, the t^*^***"*^**^

(lueslion arises, vvli.: . un .iihit<;s desert? Speaking in a general

way, a [»erson is understood to deserve good if be does right, evil

if he does wrong; and in a more particular sense, to deserve good

from those to whom he does or has done good, and evil from

those to whom he does or has done evil. The precept of return-

ing good for evil has never been regarded as a case of the fultil- T»>Ci4Li^^

ment of justice, but as on(! in which the claims of justice are V-^ '^

waived, in o])ediencc to other considerations.
q^mcuj^^^,^^

Fourthly, it is confessedly unjust to break faith with any one:^^ ^

to violate an engagement, cither expressed or implied, or disap-

C±^^
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point expectations raised by our own conduct, at least if we have

raired those expectations knowin<,Hy and voluntarily. Like the

other obligations of justice already spoken of, this one is not

regarded as absolute, but as capable < f being overruled by a

stronger obligation of justice on the other side; or by such con-

duct on the part of the person concerned as is deemed to absolve

us from our obligation to him, and to constitute a forfeiture of

the benefit which he has been led to expect.

Fifthly, it is, by universal admission, inconsistent with justice

'-
d to be j)artial; to show favour or preference to one person over

1.

$l(

\^oj\K'-**-'
aiiotinT^ in matters to which favour and preference do not properly

apply. Impartiality, however, does not seem to be regarded as a

duty in itself, but rather as instrumental to some other duty;, for

it is admitted thr/c favour and preference are not always censur-

able, and indeed the cases in which they are condemned are

rather the exception than the rule. A person would be more

likely to be blamed than applauded for giving his family or

friends no superiority in good offices over strangers, when he

tiduHL could do so without violating any other duty; and no one thinks

£.«vc/»iAW^Xat unjust to seek one person in preference to another as a friend,

e^tuA^ l/Livt^ connexion, or companion. Impartiality where rights are con-

\tu. rvu, ^(Uv^'rned is of course obligatory, but this is involved in the more
^uaJU ^***^eneral obligation of giving to every one his right. A tribunal,

tH, tt^cA./at' for example, must be impartial, because it is bound to award,

Avilhout regard to any other consideration, a disputed object to

the one of two parties who has the right to it. There are other

cases in which impartiality means, being solely influenced by

desert; as with those who, in the capacity of judges, preceptors,

or parents, administer reward and punishment as such. There

are cases, again, in which it means, being solely influenced by

consideration for the public interest; as in making a selection

among candidates for a Government employment. Impartiality,

in short, as an obligation of justice, may be said to mean, being

exclusively influenced by the considerations which it is supposed

ought to influence the particular case in hand; and resisting the

solicitation of any motives which prompt to conduct different

from what those considerations would dictate.

ii
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Nearly allied to the idea of imi)artiality. is^that of equality; q
which often enters as a compojient part both into ttKrcouaJplTon'^ *^'^tci^^^/^

of justice and into the practice of it, and, in the eyes of many
persons, constitutes its essence. But in this, still more than la

any other case, the notion of justice varies in different persons,

and always conforms in its variations to their notion of utility.

Each person maintains that equality is the dictate of justice, ex-

cept where he thinks that expediency' rcHjuires inequality. The
justice of giving equal protection to the rights of all, is maintained

by those who support the most outrageous inequality in the rights

themselves. Even in slave countries it is theoretically admitted

that the rights of the slave, such as they are, ought to be as sacred

as those of the master; and that a tribunal which fails to enforce

them with equal strictness is wanting in justice; while, at the same

time, institutions which leave to the slave scarcely any rights to

enforce, are not deemed unjust, because they are not deemed in-

expedient. Those who think that utility requries distinctions of

rank, do not consider it unjust that riches and social privileges

should be unequally dispensed; but those who think this inequal-

ity inexpedient, think it unjust also. Whoever thiuks that gov-

ernment is necessary, sees no injustice in as much inequality as

is constituted by giving to the magistrate powers not granted to

other people. Even among those who hold levelling doctrines,

there are as many questions of justice as there are differences of

opinion about expediency. Some Communists consider it unjust

that the produce of the labour of the community should be shared

on any other principle than that of exact equality; others think

it just that those should receive most whose needs are greatest;

while others hold that those who work harder, or who produce

more, or whose services are more valuable to the community, may
justly claim a larger quota in the division of the produce. And
the sense of natural justice may be plausibly appealed to in

behalf of every one of these opinions. ^,^ i^^
Among so many diverse applications of the term Justice, which«4r.rv>.vA.vA-->

yet is not regarded as ambiguous, it is a matter of some difficulty (Xt-x^*^^^*^.

to seize the mental link which holds them together and on which

the moral sentiment adhering to the term essentially depends.

w^ir-^rm^rifmatK
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''t • Pcrli!ips, in this emharassnient, some help may be derived from

|i/»^ the lii.story of the; word, as indicated by its etymology.

^|(;W io (ZaWOvIh most, if not in all, languages, the etymology of the Avord

L, ^^ t;^i r,/J[!!ii^yh\vh corresponds to Just, points to an origin connected either

witli positive law, or with that which was in most cases the prim-

ftive form of law—authoritative custom. Jii.sfinn is a form ot'Ja.s-

MUi/i, that which has been ordered. Jux is of the same origin.

J'.xmou comes from (Itxr^, of which the principal meaning, at

leasl in the historical age:i of Greece, was a suit at law. Orig-

inally, indeed, it meant only the mode or inanner of doing things,

but it early came to mean the prescribed manner; that which the

recognized authorities, patriarchial, judicial, or political, would

enforce. lierht, from which came ri(//it and righteous, is synon-

omous with law. The original meaning, indeed, of rec/it did

not ])oint to law, but to physical straightness; as wrong and its

Latin equivalents meant twisted or tortuous; and from this it is

argu(!(l that right did not originally meau law, but on the contrary

law meant right. But however this may be, the fact that rerht

and droit became restricted in their meaning to positive law, al-

though much which is not rcnpiired by law is etjiuxUy necessary to

moral straightness or rectitude, is as significant of tlu; original

character of moral ideas as if the derivation had been the reverse

way. The courts of justice, the administration of justice, are

the courts and the administration of law. Lo justice, in French,

is the established term for judi(.'ature. There (!an, I think, be no

doubt that the idee mere, the primitive element, in the formation of

the iu)tion of justice, was conformity to law. It constituted the

_entire idea among the Hebrews, up'totlielnrtliTir'Christianity; as

might b'i expected in the case of a people whose laws attempted to

embrace all subjects on which precepts were recjuired, and who be-

lieved those laws to be a direct emanation from the Supreme Being.

But other nations, and in particular the Greeks and Romans, who
knew that their laws had been made originally, and still continued

to be made, by men, were not afraid to admit that those men
might make bad laws; might do, by law, the same things, and
from the same motives, which, if done by individuals without the

sanction of law, would be called unjust. And hence the sent!-

h
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meiit of injustice came to be attached, not to all violations of law.

hut only to violatiftus of su^Mawa vt^,oi/(jJit to exist, includintr such

as (mi,dit to exist but do not; and to laws themselves, if supposed
lobe contrary to what oug-lit to be law. In this manner the idea

of law and of its injunctions was still predominant in the notion of

justice, even when the laws actually in force ceased to be accepted

as the standard of it.

It is true that mankind consider the idea of justice and its ob-

ligations ns applicable to many things which neither are, nor is

it des ired" tha t t1ie;^.sh^ld jJC,j;cgiilatcMl b^'Jiiw. Nobody desires

that laws should interfere with the whole detail of private life ;

yet every one allows that in all daily conduct a person may and
dfK's show himself to be either just or unjust. But even here,

the idea of the breach of what ought to be law, still lingers in a

modified shape. It would always give us pleasure, and chime in

with our feedings of fitness, that acts which we deem unjust

should be punished, though we do not always think it expedient

that this should be done by the tribunals. We forego that grati-

fication on account of incidental inconveniences. We should be

glad to see just conduct enforced and injustice repressed, even

in the minutest details, if we were not, with reason, afraid of

trusting the magistrate with so unlimited an amount of poAver

over individuals. When we think that a person is bound in jus-

tice to do a thing , it is an ordinary form of langu"age to say, that

he ought to be compelled to do it. We should be gratified to see

the obligation enforced by any body who had the power. If we
see that its enforcement by law would be inexpedient, we lament

the impossibility, we consider the impunity given to injustice as

an evil, and strive to make amends for it by bringing a strong ex-

pression of our own and the public disapprobation to bear upon

the offender. Thus the idea of legal constraint is still the gen er-

ating idea of the notion of justice , though undergoing several

transformations before that notion, as it exists in an advanced

state of society, becomes complete.

The above is, I think, a true accoimt, as far as it goes, of the

origin and progressive growth of the idea of justice. But we
must observe, thSTt"contains^aTyet7nothing to distinguish that
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obliiratlon from moral obliirMtion in general. For the truth is,

that the idea of penal sanction, which is the essence of law, enters

uiTTTmly into ilie conception of injustice, but into that of any liind

of wrong. We do not call anything wrong, unless we mean to

imply that a person (night to be punished in some way or otlier

for doing it; if not by law, by the opinion of his fellow-creatures;

if not by opinion, by the reproaches of his own conscience. Tiiis

seems the real turning point of tlie distinction between morality

and simple expediency. It is a part of the notion of Duty in

every one of its forms, that a person may rightfully be compelled

to fultil it. Du ty is a thing which may be e-vacted from a person,

jiis^<me exacts a debt. Unless we think that it might be exacted

from him, we do not call it his duty. Reasons of prudence, or

the interest of other people, may militate against actually exact-

ing it; but the person himself, it is clearly understood, would not

be entitled to complain. There are other things, on the contrary,

which we wish that people should do, which we like or admire them
for doing, perhaps dislike or despise them for not doing, but yet

admit that they are not bound to do; it is not a case of moral

obligation; v,e do not blame them, that is, .ve do not think that

they are proper objects of punishment. How we come by these

ideas of deserving and not deserving punishment, will appear,

perhaps, in the sequel; but I think there is no doubt that this dis-

tinction lies at the bottom of the notions of right and wrong;
that we call any conduct wrong, or employ,Instead, some ottier

term of dislike or disparagement, according as wc think that the

person ought, or ought not, to be punished for it; and we say that

it would be right to do so and so, or merely that it would be de-

sirable or laudable, according as we would wish to see the person

whom it concerns, compelled, or only persuaded and exhorted, to

act in that manner.

This, therefore, being the characteristic difference which marks
off

; .

Dot justice, but morality in general, from the remaining prov-

inces of Exj)edjencj^; andJ^^ the character is still to be
sought which distinguishes j_ustice from other branches of moral-

ity Now it is known that ethical writers divide moral duties into

two classes, denoted by the ill-chosen expressions, duties of per-
fect and of imperfect obligation; the latter being those in which,

i
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though the act is obligatory, the particular occasions of perform-
itig it are left to our choice; as in the case of charity or benefi-

cence, which we are indeed bound to practise, but not towards
any definite person, nor at any prescribed time. In the more i.re-

cise language of philosophic jurists, du tieh of porfoot obUtfjit ion
are those duties in virtue of which a correlative right resides in

some person or persons; duties of iniperfecltTbrigation are t~ho"se

moral obligations which do not give birth to any right. I think

it will be found that this distinction exactly coincides with that

which exists between justice and the other obligations of moral-

ity. In our survey of the various popular acceptations of justice,

the term appeared generally to involve the idea of a persona l

right—a claim on 'le part of one or more individuals, like that

which the law gives when it confers a proprietary or other legal

right. Whether the injustice consists in depriving a person of a

possession, or in breaking faith with him, or in treating him
worse than he deserves, or worse than other people who have no

greater claims, in each case the supposition implies two things

—

a wron^ d(nie. and some assignable person who is wronged. In-

justice may also be done by treating a persori"b'etter thstn 6Tbers;

but the wrong in this case is to his competitors, wh(^ are also

assignable persons. It seems to me that this feature in the

case—a right in some person, correlative to the moral obliga-

tion—constitutes the specific difference between juatlcc,- and

generosity or beneficence. Justice implies something which it is

not only right to do, and wrong not to do, but which some indiv-

idual person can claim from us as his moral right. No one has

a moral right to our generosity or beneficence, because we are

not morally bound to practice those virtues towards any given in-

dividual. And it will be found with respect to this as with respect

to every correct definition, that the instances which seem to con-

flict with it are those which most confirm it. For if a moralist

attempts, as some have done, to make out that mankind generally,

though not any given individual, have a right to all the good we
can do them, he at once, by that thesis, includes generosity and

beneficence within the category of justice. He is obliged to say,

that our utmost exertions are due to our fellow-creatures, thus as-
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siniilalin^ii: them to a debt; or that nolliiiii^' loss can be a sufflcieiil

riturn for what society docs for us, thus classing the case as one

of gratitude; both of wliich arc ackuowlcgcd cases of justice.

Wherever there is aright, the case is one of justice, and not of

the virtue of bcnctlcencc : and whoever does not place the distinc-

tion l)etwccn justice and morality in i^eneral wlicrc wcTTave now

placed it, will ])e found to make no distinction between theui at

all, but to merge all morality in justice.
-——

—

Having thus endeavoured to determine the distinctive elements

which enter into the composition of the idea of justice, we are

ready to enter on the inquiry, whether the fct ling, which accom-

j>anies the idea, is attached to it by a special dispensation of

nature, or whether it could have grown up, by any known laws,

out of the idea itself; and in particular, whether it can have

originated in considerations of general c.\i)edicncy.

I conceive that tlic sentime nt itself does not arise from nny thing

which would commonly, or c£rrectlj, be termed an idea of expc;

diency; but that, though the sentiment does not. whatever is

moral in it does.

Wc have seen that the twoessential ingredients in the sentiment

of justice are, tlie desire to punish a i)erson who has done harm,

and the kn owlecTge or belief that there is some defiuite individual

or individuals to whom harm has been done .

Now it appears to me, that the desire to punish a person who
has done harm to some individual, is a spontaneous outgrowth

from two sentiments, both in the highest degree natural, and

which either are or resemble instincts; the impulse of self-defenc e.

jind the fcelinir of svmpath v.

It is natural to resent, and to repel or retaliate, any harm done

or attempted against ourselves, or against those with whom we
sympathise. The origin of this sentiment it is not recessary here

to discuss. Wliether it be an instinct or a result of intelligence,

it is, we know, common to all ainmal nature; for every animal

tries to hurt those who have hurt, or who it thinks are about to

hurt, itself or its young. Ilumau beings, on this point, only differ

from other animals in two particulars. Tirst. in being capable of

sj|Miijathising, not sololy with their offspring, or, like some of the

c '
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allows himself to resent it—such a person, thoui^h he may not

say expressly to himself that he is standing up for the interest of

society, certainly does feel that he is asserting a rule which

is for the heneflt of others as well as for his own. If he is not

feeling this—if he is regarding the act solely as it affects him in-

dividually—he is not consciously just; he is not concerning him-

self about the justice of his actions. This is admitted even by

anti-utilitarian moralists. AVhen Kant (as l)efore remarked) pro-

pounds as the fundamental principle of morals, 'So act, that thy

rule of conduct might be adopted as a law by all rational beings,'

he virtually acknowledges that the interest of mankind collect-

ively, or at least of mankind indiscriminately, must be in the

mind of the agent when conscientiously deciding on the morality

of the ret. Otherwise he uses words without a meaning: for.

that a rule even of utter selfishness coidd not poHsibly be adopted

by all rational beings—that there is any insuperable obstacle in

the nature of things to its adoption— cannot even plausibly be

maintrlned. To give any meaning to Kant's principle, the sense

put upon it must be, that we ought to shape our conduct by a

rule which all rational beings might adoi)t with benefit to their

collective interest.

To recapitulate: the idea of justice supposes two things; a ru le

of conduct, and a sentiment which sanctions the rule. The first

must be supposed common to all mankind, and intended for their

good. The other (the sentiment) is a desire that punishment may
be suffered by those who infringe the rule. There is involved, in

addition, the conception of some definite person who suffers by

the infringement; whose rights (to use the expression appropriated

to the case) are violated by it. And the sentiment of justice ap-

pears to me to be, the animal desire to repel or retaliate a hurt or

damage to oneself, or to those with whom one sympathises,

widened so as to include all persons, by the human capacity of

enlarged sympathy, and the human conception of intelligent self-

interest. From the latter elements the feeling^derives its morality;

from the former, its peculiar imprcssiveness. a^d energy of self-

assertion.

I have, throughout, treated the idea of a right residing in the in-

(
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jured person, and violated by the injury, not as a separate element
in the composition of the idea and sentiment, but as one of the

forms in which the other two elements clothe themselves. These
elements are, a hurt to some assignable person or persons on the

one hand, and ajjeniaud for punishment onTlie otIBer. An exam-
ination of our own minds, I think, will show, that these two
things include all that we mean when we speak of violation of

aji^it. When we call anything a i>erson's right, we mean that

he has a valid claim on society to ])rov ec t him in the possession of

it, either by the force of law, or by tha' of education and opinion.

it he lias what we consicTer a sufficient cli'im, on whatever account,

to have something guaranteed to him l)y society, we say 'hat he

has a right to it. If we desire to prove that anything does not

belong to him by right, we think this done as soon as it is ad-

mitted that society ought not to lake measures for securing it to

him, but should leave it to chance, or to his t)wn exertions. Thus,

a person is said to have a ri^ht to wjiat he can earn in a fair pro-

fessional competition; because society ought not to allow any

other person to hinder him from endeavouring to earn in that man-

ner as much as he can. But he lui.s not a right to three hundred

a-year though he may happen l(j be earnirig it; because society is

not called on to provide that he shall earn that sum. On the con-

traiy, if he owns ten thousand pounds three per cent stock he//a*

a right to three hundred a-year; ])ecause society has come under

an obligation to provide him with an income of that amoimt.

To have a ri<;ht, then, is. I conceive, to ba vf' somfLbin^r whu-b .

society ought to defend me in the possession of. If the objectoi'

goes on to ask why it o\ight, I can giyejiim no other reasonjthai\_

general utility. If that expression does not seem to convey a suf-

ticient feeling of the strength of the obligation, nor to account

for the peculiar energy of the feeling, it is because there goes to

the composition of the sentiment, not a rational only, but also an

animal element, the thirst for retaliation; and this thirst derives

its'in tensity, as well as its moral justification, from the extraor-

dinarily important and impressive kind of utility which is con-

cerned. The interest involved is tha t of security , to every one's

feelings the most vital of all interests. Nearly all other earthly
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hencCits are neiKled by one person, not needed f)y JinoUicr; and

many of them can, if necessary, be cheerfully foregone, or re-

placed by something elsfr. l;^tt H(!(!iLrilv no human Ixiiiiy can

[tossibly do without; on it we depend for all our imnumity from

evil, and for the whole value of all and every good, beyond the

passing moment; since nothing but thegratifu^alion of the instant

could be of any worth to us, if we could be deprived of every-

thing the next instant by whoever was momentarily stronger

than ourselves. Now this most indispensable of all necessaries,

after physical nutriment, cannot be had, unless the machinery

for providing it is kept unintermlttedly in active play. Our
notion, therefore, of the claim we have on our fellow-crea-

tures to join in making .safe for us the very groundwork of our

existence, gathers feelings round it so nnich more intense than

those concerned in any of the more common cases of utility, that

the ditference in degree (as is often the case in psychology) be-

comes a real difference in kind. The claim assumes that char-

acter of absoluteness, that apparent infinity, and incommensur-

ability with all other considerations, Avhich constitute the cistiuc-

tion between the feeling of right and wrong and that of ordinary

expediency and inexpediency. The feelings concerned are so

powerful, and we count so positively on finding a responsive

feeling in others (all being alike interested), that ought and should

grow into must , and recognised indispensability becomes a moral

necessity, analogous to physical and_ often inferior to it in bind-

ing force^^
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